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Abstract
Markov chain serves as an important modeling framework in applied science and engineering. e.g., Markov Chain
Monte Carlo methods and Markov Decision Processes. A fundamental problem of Markov chain models is that the
dimension of the problem could be very large in practice. This causes immense difficulties in manipulation and
analysis of Markov chain models. Hence, the model reduction of Markov chains is an important problem that is
relevant to many applications.
In the first part of this thesis, the model reduction problem of Markov chains is studied and investigated. An
information theoretic method is proposed to reduce Markov chains via the aggregation of states. The Kullback-Leibler
(K-L) divergence rate, a commonly used pseudo metric in statistics and information theory, is employed to measure
the differences between two Markov chains. The proposed framework reveals a connection to the spectral properties
of Markov chains. In particular, the significance of the second eigenvector is explained in information theoretic terms
for the first time. This result leads to a practical recursive model-reduction algorithm based on spectral analysis, and
a limited set of error bounds for the model reduction of Markov chains.
Besides using the spectral method, a simulation-based method is also proposed to perform state aggregation of the
Markov chain. The main idea is to recast the model reduction problem as an infinite-horizon average cost optimal
control problem. An optimal policy corresponds to an optimal aggregation of the state space. The optimal control
problem is simplified in an approximate dynamic programming (ADP) approach. A relaxation of the policy space is
performed, and based on this a parameterization of the set of optimal policies is introduced. This makes possible a
stochastic approximation approach to compute the best policy within a given parameterized class. Convergence of
stochastic approximation approach is established using the ODE method.
The aggregation-based model reduction method of Markov chains is extended to hidden Markov models (HMM),
which is a special Markov chain model with unobserved state process. Similarly, the state space is aggregated or parti-
tioned to reduce the complexity of the HMM. The optimal aggregation is obtained by minimizing the K-L divergence
rate between the laws of the observation process. The optimal aggregated HMM is given as a function of the partition
function of the state space. The optimal partition is obtained by using a recursive stochastic approximation learning
algorithm, which can be implemented through a single sample path of the HMM. Convergence of the algorithm is
ii
established using ergodicity of the filtering process and standard stochastic approximation arguments.
In the second part of this thesis, the modeling and control problems of building systems are investigated. Firstly,
A nonlinear resistor-capacitor (RC) network model of a multi-zone building is established to capture the building
thermal dynamics. Then an aggregation-based model reduction method is proposed to preserve the structure of the
building-thermal model, that is, the reduced building thermal model is still a nonlinear RC-network. This is achieved
by obtaining super-nodes via aggregation, and determining the super-capacitance for each super-node and super-
resistance for each edge between two adjacent super-nodes. The aggregation-based approach proposed here is based
on model reduction method of Markov chains that was described in the first part of this thesis. The main idea is to
connect the linear portion of the multi-zone thermal model to a continuous-time Markov chain, and extend the model
reduction framework for Markov chains to the nonlinear full-order building thermal model.
A decentralized optimal control strategy is also proposed for a multi-zone building in the second part, where
model complexity is mitigated by using a two pronged approach. First, we use the aggregation-based model reduction
technique introduced in this part to construct a reduced-order model of the multi-zone building’s thermal dynamics.
Second, we use the mean-field intuition from statistical mechanics so that the effect of other zones on a particular zone
is captured though a mean-field model. Then the whole model does not have to be used in computing the controls over
short time scales. A local optimal zonal control law is designed based on the local model of thermal dynamics, and its
interaction with the building via the mean-field. The methodology is shown to yield distributed control laws that can
be easily implemented on large-scale problems.
In the third part of this thesis, the modeling, analysis, and control of occupancy evolution in a large building are
studied. The main concern is efficient evacuation of a building in the event of emergency. Complexity arises due to
building topology, uncertainty regarding the distribution of occupants, and the uncertain behavior of occupants. The
relaxation techniques borrowed from queueing theory is employed to address complexity issues. These techniques
are used to model occupancy evolution during evacuation, obtain lower bounds on evacuation time, and construct
control policies to instruct occupants in order to efficiently evacuate the building. The control solutions are based on
recent generalizations of the MaxWeight policy for decentralized routing. These results are illustrated with the aid of
simulations using realistic building models.
iii
To my beloved family and country.
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1.1 Model Reduction of Markov Chains
Markov chains serves as an important modeling framework in applied science and engineering. For example, in
biology, Markov models are used in genetics and population modeling [67]. In social science, social mobility models
are described in Markovian terms [63]. Physics is another field, where Markov models are used, e.g., Ehrenfest
diffusion models, the annealing models, and the Ising-Peierls model of phase transition [65]. In electrical engineering
and operation research, Markov chains are used in the performance analysis of multiple access communications
protocols and communication networks, coded modulation, and image processing and segmentation [10]. In recent
years, Markov chain theory has received additional attention because of growing importance of Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) numerical methods [35, 94].
Markov chain models are so useful because they serve as relatively simple building blocks for modeling variety
of complex stochastic and complex phenomena. A fundamental problem, however, is that in many applications the
dimension of the state space can be very large. This causes immense difficulties in manipulation and analysis of
Markov chain models. Hence, the model reduction of Markov chains is an important problem thats is relevant to many
applications.
Model reduction for Markov chains has a long history, with many different approaches to both the construction of
simplified models, and analysis of the resulting models. Elegant results have been obtained in an asymptotic setting
known as singular perturbation [91,126]. As a particular small parameter approaches zero, the model can be described
as a nearly completely decomposable Markov chain (NCDMC). A reduced order model is obtained by exploiting this
property to construct groups of states with strong interactions. The strongly interacting states within each group are




Perhaps the most effective approach to aggregation in singular perturbation models is through spectral theory. It
is widely known that the second eigenvalue of an ergodic Markov chain on a finite state space captures the rate of
convergence to stationarity, and there are now many extensions to general state space models [83]. In the pioneering
work of Wentzell and Freidlin it is shown that an optimal aggregation is obtained through the sign structure of the
second eigenvector (or eigenfunction for models on a continuous state space) [32, 60, 100, 120]. In more recent
work it is shown that this aggregation technique does not require a singular perturbation framework – an aggregation
based on the second eigenfunction is optimal in a certain sense for multi-dimensional diffusions under very general
conditions [57].
Markov spectral theory can be regarded as a generalization of spectral graph theory, as described in [21,40,52,106].
In this prior work, a particular graph cut is obtained by consideration of the sign structure of the second eigenvector of
the graph Laplacian. This cut is then used to solve a bi-partition problem to break the graph into two sub-graphs with
small interaction. The connection with Markov spectral theory is through construction: For a given undirected graph,
a Markov chain is obtained as a random walk on the vertices of the graph, where transition probabilities are defined by
the weights assigned to the edges. The graph Laplacian is in fact the infinitesimal generator of the Markov transition
semigroup in continuous time.
Because of the enormous flexibility of Markov and graphical models, these techniques have broad application:
[107] develops theory for aggregation of Markov chains for application in econometric models; Control applications
are contained in [91]; Clustering applications are contained in [103]; Estimation and filtering applications are con-
tained in [34, 121]; Applications to queueing models are contained in [23, 126]; Markov spectral theory is applied
to nonlinear chaotic dynamics of Chua’s circuit model in [60]; [57, 100] concerns applications to molecular models;
and [76] contains a treatment of transport phenomena in building systems. There is also a related body of work, in the
reinforcement learning literature, for aggregating Markov Decision Processes (MDP) by using the spectral properties
of the underlying state transition graph [74]. To date, the range of application of spectral graph theory is even greater
(see [21] and references therein).
1.1.2 Overview of contributions
The objective of the this part of the thesis is to examine the decomposition, aggregation, and model reduction tech-
niques of Markov chains. In the following, we survey the major contributions of this part of the thesis.
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Optimal aggregated Markov chain
A novel information-theoretic aggregation framework is proposed to obtain the optimal reduced Markov model via
aggregation. The metric adopted here is the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence rate for Markov chains [24,92], which
coincides with the Donsker-Varadhan rate function appearing in the large deviations theory of Markov chains [36]. A
lifting technique is proposed in this part to extend the K-L divergence rate for two Markov chains defined on different
state spaces. It is shown in Theorem 2.3.1 that the optimal lifting is obtained by using the invariant distribution of the
original Markov chain, which is consistent with the lifting considered in [38, 101, 117].
The optimal model reduction problem with respect to the K-L divergence rate is tackled in two steps: In the first
step, the optimal model reduction problem is solved for a given fixed partition function. The solution to the model
reduction problem in this step is called the optimal aggregated Markov chain model. The optimal aggregated model
is consistent with the optimal reduced model obtained in the optimal prediction theory [7, 20, 117]. The second step
pertains to selection of the optimal partition function. Two aggregation methods are proposed in this part to search for
the optimal partition function, which are presented below.
Spectral-based aggregation method
A spectral-based aggregation method is proposed for the selection of the optimal partition function. We consider
a special case of the bi-partition problem, which is a combinatorial optimization problem. A certain non-convex
relaxation is implemented to obtain a continuous nonlinear program to approximate the bi-partition problem. The
solution to the relaxed bi-partition problem is shown to be related to an eigenvector problem, consistent with those
used in the spectral theory of Markov models. The solution admits a beautiful geometric structure and the significance
of the second eigenvector is explained in information theoretic terms for the first time. Some heuristics are proposed
for model reduction based on the consideration of the bi-partition problem.
Simulation-based aggregation method
A simulation-based aggregation method is proposed to perform state aggregation of the Markov chain based on obser-
vations of a single sample path. Model reduction with respect to the K-L divergence rate is recast as an infinite-horizon
average cost optimal control problem. In this way an optimal policy corresponds to an optimal partition of the state
space.
The major contribution here is that we simplify the optimal control problem in an approximate dynamic program-
ming (ADP) framework: A relaxation of the policy space is performed, and based on this a parameterization of the set
of optimal policies is introduced. This makes possible a stochastic approximation approach to compute the best policy
within a given parameterized class. The algorithm can be implemented using a single sample path of the Markov chain.
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Convergence is established using the ODE method. Examples illustrate the theoretical results, and show remarkably
low variance and fast convergence.
Extension to hidden Markov model
The aggregation-based model reduction method of Markov chains is extended to hidden Markov models (HMM),
which is a special Markov chain model with unobserved state process. Similarly, the state space is aggregated or parti-
tioned to reduce the complexity of the HMM. The optimal aggregation is obtained by minimizing the K-L divergence
rate between the laws of the observation process. The optimal aggregated HMM is given as a function of the partition
function of the state space. The optimal partition is obtained by using a recursive stochastic approximation learning
algorithm, which can be implemented through a single sample path of the HMM. Convergence of the algorithm is
established using ergodicity of the filtering process and standard stochastic approximation arguments.
1.2 Model Reduction of Building Systems
In 2009, commercial and residential buildings accounted for 42% of the total energy usage and 75% of total electricity
consumption in the United States [115, Table A.2]. Among all energy consumers of buildings, Heating, Ventilation,
and Air Conditioning (HVAC) account for a large share. A large fraction of the energy delivered to buildings is wasted
because of inefficient building technologies [3, 109]. Interests in methods for controlling building HVAC systems to
reduce their energy usage or cost have been on the increase in recent years; particularly in model-based approaches
such as Model Predictive Control (MPC) [46, 71, 73, 90, 128].
Accurate models of temperature evolution in a building are required for real-time prediction and control, especially
in model-based control methods. The focus of this part is on the model order reduction of buildings with multiple
zones. A zone here refers to a single space (room, hallway, etc.) that is serviced by a single “terminal box” with
supply air diffuser and return air grilles.
The physical processes that determine thermal dynamics in buildings, which are governed by a set of coupled par-
tial differential equations, are complex. In principle, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used to solve these
equations. CFD models are, however, computationally intensive [19] and sensitive to boundary condition specifica-
tions [54]. Complexity issues of CFD models have led to development of simplified models in the past few decades.
In this framework, the air in each zone is assumed to be well mixed with a uniform temperature. The thermal re-
sponse of a zone and conduction between zones that are separated by solid surfaces (walls, floors, ceiling, windows,
partitions, etc.) are modeled by capacitances and resistances, respectively. Such resistor-capacitor models have been
extensively used to construct dynamic models of zone temperatures in the HVAC and building modeling literature;
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see, for instance [14, 44, 102, 124]. The resistances and capacitances are carefully chosen to model the combined
effect of conduction between the air masses separated by the surface, as well as long wave radiation and convection
between the surface and the air mass in contact with it [44,89], [4, Chapters 4, 15, & 25]. In addition, there is thermal
interaction between each zone and the outside due to the ventilation air that is supplied to and extracted from the zone
that has to be accounted for.
A complete model of the entire multi-zone building’s thermal response can then be constructed by using (i) resistor-
capacitor networks for combined conduction-convection-radiation through surfaces, and (ii) heat balance equations to
account for the enthalpy exchange between a zone and the outside due to the ventilation air. The resulting lumped
parameter model is called the full-order building thermal model in this chapter. This approach of constructing multi-
zone thermal models have been pursued previously in [45, 61, 85, 119, 125]. The full-order model we consider here is
from [45]. The ventilation heat exchange terms make the thermal dynamic model nonlinear.
A fundamental problem with the full-order models is that they quickly explode in complexity as the number of
zones increases. For a large commercial building with hundreds of zones, the number of nodes are of the order of
several hundreds, or even thousands. This is a cause of concern for optimization-based control schemes such as
MPC, particularly if the optimization is to be performed with a day-long prediction horizon to take advantage of slow
thermal responses of buildings as well as daily variations in environment and energy prices. Thus, model reduction
methods are required for successful implementation of advanced control schemes in realistic buildings by reducing the
computational complexity. Large model complexity is also an issue even for off-line predictions during the building
design phase, when a large number of parametric studies are to be performed using building energy prediction software
such as EnergyPlus or DOE-2. These design iterations require yearly energy consumption predictions, which need
whole-year building simulations. As a result, speedy simulation that comes from low model complexity is important
in design iterations. Using a small number of zones to reduce computation time is common practice, and in fact
recommended for EnergyPlus [53]. Thus, model reduction techniques can aid in the building design phase as well.
1.2.1 Related work
Due to the nonlinear nature of the building thermal model, the number of available techniques for model reduction
is limited. Balanced truncation method for nonlinear systems has been introduced by Scherpen in [98], which uses
controllability and observability energy functions of a system to balance the realization. Related methods [1, 22, 47]
has also been developed for bilinear systems. These energy functions however are difficult to compute in practice. Lall
et al. in [69] use empirical Gramians to determine the importance of a particular subspace in terms of its contribution
to the input-output behavior. These empirical Gramians are calculated by simulation or experimental data generated
within the system’s expected operating region, in which some of the nonlinear behavior is captured by resulting
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Gramians. Hahn and Edgar [49] propose a hybrid method by introducing controllability and observability covariance
matrices, which can be computed from data along system trajectories. The balanced truncation method is further
extended in [95] by introducing the so-called extended Gramians to improve error bounds and enforce structural
constraints. The recent paper [45] proposes a method for reduction of multi-zone building thermal models of the
type considered here. The method in [45] is also based on balanced truncation; it applies a balanced transformation
computed from the linear part of the dynamics to the nonlinear full-order model and then performs truncation. The
sparsity pattern of the nonlinear terms are exploited to reduce loss of predictive ability in performing the truncation.
However, the resulting states of the reduced model have no physical meaning, unlike the states of the original model
that relate to temperatures of the zones and internal nodes of walls. The same is true for all model reduction methods
mentioned above: the reduced order models do not retain the structure and the physical intuition of the original full-
order model.
There is a growing interest in optimal control methods to minimize building-wide energy consumption based
on dynamic models [18, 73, 84, 87]. Such control techniques require a model of the transient thermal dynamics of
the building that relates the control signals to the space temperature of each zone. A challenge in developing such
techniques is the complexity of the underlying models due to large dimension of state-space and a large number of
control objectives.
1.2.2 Overview of contributions
Model reduction of building thermal model
An aggregation-based approach is proposed to preserve the structure of the original model, that is, the reduced build-
ing thermal model is still a nonlinear RC-network. This is achieved by obtaining super-nodes via aggregation, and
determining the super-capacitance for each super-node and super-resistance for each edge between two adjacent super-
nodes. The aggregation-based approach proposed in this chapter is based on model reduction method of Markov chains
that was described in the first part of this thesis. The idea here is to connect the linear portion of the multi-zone ther-
mal model to a continuous-time Markov chain, and extend the model reduction procedure for Markov chains to the
nonlinear full-order building thermal model.
There are several advantages of the model reduction method of multi-zone building thermal models proposed here
compared to the existing general model-reduction methods mentioned above. Unlike the empirical Gramian based
methods, we do not need simulation data from full order models to construct the reduced order model; it is obtained
directly from the model description. The proposed method does not suffer from the computational difficulty of the
energy function based methods. The building thermal model reduction method of [45] has the limitation that the
minimum number of states in the reduced model is equal to the number of zones in the building. In contrast, any user
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specified reduction in the model order is possible with the proposed method. This makes the proposed method more
attractive for MPC-type control schemes, and for performing off-line control design and analysis studies for a building
with a large number of zones, when a large reduction in model order is called for. However, for the same (reduced)
model order, it turns out that the reduced-order model obtained by the truncation-based method has a slightly smaller
prediction error than that by the aggregation-based method.
The key difference of the proposed method over existing work comes from the fact that, unlike all the previously
mentioned methods, the method proposed here is structure-preserving in the sense that that the reduced model of a
nonlinear RC-network is still a nonlinear RC-network. Thus, the parameters and nodes of the reduced model retain
the same physical meaning of the parameters and nodes of the original RC-network model. A number of zones can
be reduced to a smaller number of “super-zones” with the proposed method. This makes the model reduction method
proposed in this chapter is of potential use in the design of buildings as well.
The proposed method also benefits the use in architectural design. Note that it is common in the building design
stage to combine a number of zones into a large “super-zones”. This is done to reduce simulation time [53]. For
instance, a building with 15 zones was reduced to 7 zones for reduction in computation complexity in [2]. However,
the process of combining multiple zones into single super zone is done manually; we are not aware of any formal
method to perform such aggregation automatically. Frequently, such aggregation is done in an an-doc fashion. For
instance, all office spaces scattered throughout a building are combined into one zone in [64]. The method proposed
in this chapter provides a formal method to perform such aggregation automatically, which benefits building design
studies.
Mean-field control of energy efficient building
A decentralized optimal control strategy is proposed for a multi-zone building, where model complexity is mitigated
by using a two pronged approach. First, we use the aggregation-based model reduction technique introduced in this
part to construct a reduced-order model of the multi-zone building’s thermal dynamics. Second, we use the mean-
field intuition from statistical mechanics so that the effect of other zones on a particular zone is captured though a
mean-field model [70]. Then the whole model does not have to be used in computing the controls over short time
scales.
By using the mean-field idea, we cast the control problem as a game, whereby each zone has its own control
objective modeled as set-point tracking of the local (zonal) temperature. In general, the control problem quickly
becomes intractable for even a moderate number of competing objectives. In order to mitigate complexity, we employ
the Nash Certainty Equivalence principle to obtain a mean-field description [56]. The mean-field here represents the
net effect of the entire building envelope on any individual zone. A local optimal zonal control is designed based on the
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local model of thermal dynamics and its interaction with the building via the mean-field. A consistency relationship
is used to enforce the mean-field in a self-consistent manner. The methodology is shown to yield distributed control
laws that can be easily implemented on large-scale problems.
1.3 Optimal Evacuation of Large Buildings
This part is concerned with the modeling, analysis, and control of occupancy evolution in a large building. There is
currently great interests in these questions for various applications, including energy conservation, and to aid first-
responders arriving to a burning building.1
The focus of this part is egress: We restrict to a transient regime in which the occupants are exiting the building.
Although, this is a daily routine for millions of people who egress from a building at the end of work day, we are
especially motivated by situations arising due to an emergency, such as a fire or security threat. In such cases, the
evacuation time is a critical factor whose reduction can help save lives by both evacuating people faster and providing
earlier access to first responders.
In the simplest case in which there is a single occupant in the building, this person will leave the building using
the preferred/nearest exit. Modeling this behavior requires an understanding of the preferences of building occupants,
which involves considerable uncertainty. Nevertheless, the behavior of an individual in a building can be recorded to
construct a probabilistic model. This model can be extended to model a building with several occupants, provided they
do not interact — a realistic model of occupancy evolution during evening hours or over the weekend. Predictions
from such a model will be similar to the case of a single occupant: individuals will leave the building using their
preferred exits.
Congestion makes the evacuation problem much more interesting: If there are a large number of occupants, and
a large number of possible routes and exits, then the best route to the nearest exit may not be optimal for the overall
evacuation problem. This is a key motivation for the research reported in this chapter.
1.3.1 Related work
For modeling occupancy evolution, grid-based models of movement including cellular automata are computationally
attractive [122]. Following this literature, we use the term agent and occupant interchangeably. Such discrete-time
discrete-state models have been used for carrying out efficient computer simulations of traffic phenomenon in build-
ings, planes, and outdoor walkways [48, 51, 97, 104, 105]. The power of these methods lies in their ability to simulate
agent behavior by having each agent follow a set of heuristic rules that determine how agents move and interact with
1For resources see the Illinois Fire Service Institute website: www.fsi.uiuc.edu/content/research/agenda.cfm.
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one another. Even though simulations of the grid-based models have been used for performance assessments and
off-line designs [15], the application of these models for real-time control and estimation has been limited on account
of complexity. Moreover, these approaches offer little insight regarding the properties of good policies.
Fluid and Markovian queueing networks have been used previously in applications to building systems. In par-
ticular, Smith and Towsley [108] consider variants of standard Markovian networks to estimate occupancy evolution
during evacuation, and related models are used for similar purposes in [28, 80, 88, 99, 114]. Such models are used for
occupancy estimation in [82], and anomaly detection in buildings [82].
1.3.2 Overview of contributions
The starting point of this part is the introduction of queueing models for occupancy evolution in the spirit of these pre-
vious works. We then apply several complexity mitigation techniques for the purposes of control-oriented modeling
and optimization. Specifically, we adapt workload relaxation techniques from queueing theory to formulate appropri-
ate reduced order dynamic models, and to address performance bounds and optimization problems in the context of
building evacuation. The major contributions of this part are summarized in the following.
Modeling occupancy evolution
A queueing model is proposed to model agent dynamics such as preferred walking speeds, and preference for exits
in the building. The model includes capacity constraints that represent flow and occupancy constraints, such as the
restricted rate of flow resulting from a narrow hallway or stairwell. The queueing models proposed in this part provide
a flexible framework for modeling occupancy evolution. Two general classes of queueing model are considered in
this chapter. The first model class is based on the Controlled Random Walk (CRW) model of [80]; it is favored for
its simplicity. The second model class is even more idealized, the fluid model [80, 86] that models control but not
variability.
Performance analysis
The main result of [26] is applied in Proposition 8.2.1 of this part to show that the mean evacuation time for the
stochastic model is bounded below by the corresponding quantity for the fluid model. The minimal evacuation time
for the fluid model can be obtained by solving a linear program, and can be expressed as a piecewise linear function
of the initial condition through associated workload vectors.
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Control of evacuation
The policies introduced here are based on the h-MaxWeight policy of [81], which is a generalization of the MaxWeight
policy of Tassiulas and Ephremides [113]. For any stochastic queueing model, the h-MaxWeight policy is stabilizing
and approximately average-cost optimal under appropriate conditions on the function h and the network [81]. The
proof of approximate optimality is also based on the workload relaxation technique. In this part, the h-MaxWeight
policy is shown to have considerable reduction in evacuation time over the baseline policy where each occupant uses
their nearest exit. The results also compare favorably against the lower bound on evacuation obtained using the
workload analysis based on the fluid model.
The remaining of the thesis are organized as follows: The work of model reduction of Markov chains is presented
in Chapters 2 to 5. The modeling and control of building systems are presented in Chapter 6 and 7. The optimal
evacuation of large buildings is presented in Chapter 8. All proofs are summarized in appendices.
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Part I
Model Reduction of Markov Chains
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Chapter 2
Optimal Aggregation of Markov Chains
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a novel information-theoretic aggregation framework is proposed to obtain the optimal reduced Markov
model via aggregation of states.
The metric adopted here is the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence rate for Markov chains [24,92], which coincides
with the Donsker-Varadhan rate function appearing in the large deviations theory of Markov chains [36]. The K-L
divergence rate measures the distance between two Markov chains, defined on the same state space. However, in
the model reduction problems considered here, the reduced order model is constructed on a state space of reduced
size. In order to measure the K-L divergence rate between the original and reduced order models, the idea proposed
here is to first lift the reduced order model to the original state space, and then define the metric as the minimal K-L
divergence rate between the original and the lifted Markov chains, over all possible liftings. Here the lifting idea is
similar to the aggregation/disaggregation scheme in the linear algebra literature which seeks to compute the invariant
distribution of the Markov chain, see [101] for instance. A reduced order model is lifted to the original state space by
averaging the dynamics according to a given probability distribution. It is shown in Theorem 2.3.1 that the optimal
lifting is obtained by using the invariant distribution of the original Markov chain, which is consistent with the lifting
considered in [38, 101].
The optimal model reduction problem with respect to the K-L metric is tackled in two steps: In the first step, the
optimal model reduction problem is solved for a given fixed partition function. The solution to the model reduction
problem in this step is presented in Theorem 2.4.1 of this chapter. The optimal aggregated model is consistent with
the optimal reduced model obtained in the optimal prediction theory [7, 20]. The second step pertains to selection of
the optimal partition function, which are the topics of the next two chapters.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2, we introduce the preliminaries of the Markov
chain models and K-L metric. In Section 2.3, we extend the K-L metric for comparing two Markov chain defined
on different state spaces using the lifting technique. In Section 2.4 the model reduction optimization problem is
formulated, and its solution is obtained for a fixed partition function. All the numerical results are contained in
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Section 3.4, and all proofs appear in the Appendix A.
2.2 Preliminaries and Notations
2.2.1 Markov chain models
We consider a discrete-time Markov chain {Xk}k≥0 defined on a finite state space N = {1, 2, . . . , n} (see [83] for
terminology). The following notations are adopted throughout the thesis: The state value at time k is denoted as Xk,
the sequence {X0, X2, . . . , Xl} is denoted as X l0 ∈ N l+1, whereN l+1 :=N × · · · ×N is the (l+ 1)-fold Cartesian
product, and P(N l+1) denotes the space of probability distributions on N l+1. The transition probability between
states is described by a n× n stochastic matrix P whose ijth entry is given by
Pij = P(Xk+1 = j | Xk = i), i, j ∈ N .
Assumption 2.2.1 All Markov chains considered in this thesis are assumed to be irreducible and aperiodic.
Under Assumption 2.2.1, there is a unique invariant probability distribution that we denote as π. The following









I(P ) := h(π) −H(P ) (2.2)
to denote the entropy of the invariant distribution, the entropy rate of the Markov chain, and the mutual information,
respectively. The mutual information is between Xk and Xk+1 assuming stationarity of the process. We adopt the
usual convention 0 log 0 = 0.
2.2.2 Kullback-Leibler metric
For the model reduction problem, one needs a metric to quantify the differences between the full and the reduced-order
models. In this thesis, the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence is employed as a “probability metric” to quantify the
difference between distributions. Let ξ and ζ denote two probability distributions defined on the same space N . The
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i∈N ξi log(ξi/ζi), if ξ ≺ ζ
+∞, otherwise
(2.3)
where ξ ≺ ζ means that ξ is absolutely continuous with respect to ζ, i.e., (ζi = 0) ⇒ (ξi = 0) for all i ∈ N . Note
that K-L divergence is not a true metric since it is not symmetric and it does not satisfy the triangle inequality [24].
However, K-L divergence is a natural pseudo-metric for comparing probability distributions and is widely used in
statistics, information theory, and control theory [30, 111]. It has two useful properties:
(i) K-L divergence is a pre-metric:
D(ξ‖ζ) ≥ 0, with equality if and only if ξ = ζ.
(ii) If the K-L divergence between two distributions is small then the two distributions are also close in the sense of








To compare two Markov chains, we consider the K-L divergence rate, which is a direct generalization of the K-L
divergence to the stochastic processes. For two Markov chains with transition matrices P and Q defined on the same










where PP (·) and PQ(·) denote the joint probability distribution defined on the cartesian product spaceN l+1 associated










The divergence rate R(P‖Q) is finite providedP is absolutely continuous with respect to Q, i.e., Qij = 0⇒ Pij = 0.
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2.3 Extension of Kullback-Leibler Metric
The goal of this thesis is to construct a simplified Markov model using state aggregation. For aggregation-based
approach, it is of interest to compare two probability distributions or two Markov chains defined on different state
spaces.
Let ξ and ζ denote two probability distributions defined on N = {1, . . . , n} and M = {1, . . . ,m} (m ≤ n),
respectively. The relationship between N and M is described by a partition function φ:
Definition 2.3.1 Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n} and M = {1, 2, . . . ,m} be two finite state spaces with m ≤ n. A partition
function φ : N 7→ M is a surjective function from N onto M. For k ∈ M, φ−1(k) denotes the kth group of states
in N .
Since ξ and ζ are not defined on the same space, one can not directly use the formula (2.3) to compute the K-L
divergence between ξ and ζ. One strategy is to lift ζ from the spaceM to the spaceN based upon a partition function
φ and a lifting distribution µ, where µi ≥ 0 and
∑






ζφ(i), i ∈ N
where ψ(i) := φ−1 ◦ φ(i) ⊂ N denotes the set of states belonging to the same group as the ith state. The K-L




Similar to the extension of K-L divergence for probability distributions, we also extend the K-L divergence rate for
Markov chains using the lifting technique. Consider two Markov chains with transition matrices P and Q defined on
differen state spaces N and M, respectively. The relationship between N and M is described by a partition function
φ. To compare two chains with different state spaces, we use the partition function φ to lift the transition matrix Q
from the state spaceM toN ; the lifted transition matrix is denoted as Q̂. Then we can apply the metric (2.5) to obtain
the K-L divergence rate between P and Q̂. The lifted matrix Q̂ is obtained by averaging the probability of Q based
upon the partition function φ and a probability distribution µ:
Definition 2.3.2 Let Q be a transition matrix defined on the state space M. Let φ be a partition function on N
with range M, and µ be a probability distribution on P(N ). The µ-lifting of Q with the partition function φ is the
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Qφ(i)φ(j), i, j ∈ N (2.6)
where ψ(j) = φ−1 ◦ φ(j) ⊂ N denotes the set of states belonging to the same group as the jth state.
The definition of K-L divergence rate is extended to two chains defined on different state spaces using the lifting
technique:
Definition 2.3.3 Consider two Markov chains defined onN andM, each satisfying Assumption 2.2.1, with respective




The following theorem states that we can take the probability distribution µ = π to achieve the minimum of the
K-L divergence rate (2.7). The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 is given in Appendix A.1.
Theorem 2.3.1 For any partition function φ : N 7→M, the invariant distribution π of P is a minimizer of (2.7). The
minimum of (2.7) can be expressed as:
Rφ(P‖Q) = R(P‖Q̂

















Note that the theorem does not say that µ = π is the unique minimizer of (2.7). A probability distribution µ minimizes
(2.7) if and only if there exist constants {Kl, l ∈ M} satisfying
πj
µj
= Kl, ∀j ∈ φ
−1(l), l ∈ M. (2.9)
The corresponding matrix Q̂(µ)(φ) then coincides with Q̂(pi)(φ). An example to illustrate this is discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5.1.
For any µ ∈ P(N ), the lifted matrix Q̂(µ)(φ) satisfies the important property of lumpability (see e.g, [62, Theo-
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where ξˆ(t), ξˆ(t+1) ∈ P(N ) and ξ(t), ξ(t+1) ∈ P(M) denote the probability distributions of two Markov chains at




ξˆi, k ∈M; Ψi(ξ) =
µi∑
j∈ψ(i) µj
ξφ(i), i ∈ N .
2.4 Optimal Aggregated Markov Chain
2.4.1 Problem statement
The m-partition problem is to find the optimal partition function φ : N 7→ M, and the optimal aggregated Markov






l∈MQkl = 1, k ∈M
Qkl ≥ 0, k, l ∈M
(2.10)
where Rφ(P‖Q) is given in (2.8), and the constraints characterize the condition that Q is a Markov transition matrix.
The optimization problem (2.10) is a mixed-integer nonlinear program due to the fact that φ is integer valued,
Q is real valued, and Rφ(P‖Q) is a nonlinear function of φ and Q. The problem is non-convex on account of the
non-convex constraints on φ. Although it can be solved using numerical techniques, the computational complexity
increases explosively with the size of the state space.
2.4.2 Optimal solution of Q for fixed φ
The main difficulty in solving (2.10) lies in constructing the optimal partition function. The following theorem shows
that, for any fixed partition function φ, the problem (2.10) is convex, and the matrix Q that solves (2.10) is easily
obtained. The proof of Theorem 2.4.1 appears in Appendix A.2.
Theorem 2.4.1 Let φ be a partition function defined on N with range M. Consider the optimization problem (2.10)
subject to the further constraint that φ is fixed. Then
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, k, l ∈ M. (2.11)




πi, k ∈ M. (2.12)
(iii) The invariant distribution of the lifted chain with transition matrix Q̂(pi)(φ) coincides with that of the original
chain.
This model reduction result is illustrated with the aid of an example in Section 2.5.2. The formula (2.11) for aggregated
transition matrix is well-known (see [23, 101] for early references), and is referred to as the optimal prediction model
in several recent papers [7, 38, 96].





The following lemma shows that minimizing the K-L metric Rφ(P‖Q(φ)) is equivalent to maximizing the mutual
information I(Q(φ)) of the aggregated chain as defined in (2.2). The proof appears in Appendix A.3.
Lemma 2.4.2 If the partition function φ is fixed, the K-L divergence rate between the original chain and the optimal
aggregated chain is given by
Rφ(P ‖ Q(φ)) = I(P )− I(Q(φ)). (2.14)
The value of Lemma 2.4.2 is that it allows us to transform the minimization problem (2.10) to the following maxi-




This has the interesting implication that the optimal reduced order model is the one that is most “predictable”. For








have the maximum possible mutual information, log(2) in either case. This means that if a partition function φ∗ :
N → {1, 2} exists such that Q(φ∗) in (2.11) is one of these transition matrices, then such a Q(φ∗) is the optimal
solution of (2.10).
2.5 Numerical Results
2.5.1 An Example illustrating Theorem 2.3.1







whose invariant distribution π = [0.3471, 0.3883, 0.2646].
The partition function is chosen as φ = [1, 2, 2], i.e. the state {1} is one group, and the states {2, 3} are aggregated





The lifted transition matrix is denoted by Q̂(µ)(φ) (see Definition 2.7). Fig. 2.1 depicts the values ofR(P‖Q̂(µ)(φ))
as a function of the probability distribution µ = [µ1, µ2, µ3]. We set µ1 = 1 − µ2 − µ3, and vary µ2 and µ3 in the







This is consistent with (2.9) in Theorem 2.3.1.







One can verify that Q̂(pi)(φ) is lumpable with Q as its lumped counterpart.
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Figure 2.1: Color-plot of R(P‖Q̂(µ)(φ)) as a function of µ2, µ3. The dashed line indicates points which minimize
R(P‖Q̂(µ)(φ)).
2.5.2 Optimal model reduction for a fixed partition
Consider a Markov chain parameterized by a parameter ε ∈ (0, 0.5):
P =

0.5 0.5− ε 0 ε
0.5− ε 0.5 ε 0
0 ε 0.5 0.5− ε
ε 0 0.5− ε 0.5

.
For all values of ε, P is a symmetric matrix and thus its invariant distribution π = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25]. Note
that for ε ≈ 0 or ε ≈ 0.5, P is nearly completely decomposable (NCD) with partition functions φ = [1, 1, 2, 2] or
φ = [1, 2, 2, 1], respectively.
We consider three candidate partition functions:
φ(1) = [1, 1, 2, 2], φ(2) = [1, 2, 1, 2], φ(3) = [1, 2, 2, 1]. (2.16)




 , Q(φ(2)) =
0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5
 , Q(φ(3)) =
0.5 + ε 0.5− ε
0.5− ε 0.5 + ε
 .
Figure 2.2 depicts the K-L divergence rate as a function of the parameter ε for these three partition choices. For
ε < 0.25, Rφ(1)(P‖Q(φ
(1))) < Rφ(2)(P‖Q(φ
(2))), Rφ(3)(P‖Q(φ
(3))), and φ(1) is the optimal partition function. For
ε > 0.25, Rφ(3)(P‖Q(φ
(3))) < Rφ(1)(P‖Q(φ
(1))), Rφ(2)(P‖Q(φ
(2))), and φ(3) is the optimal partition function.
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εφ(1) = [1, 1, 2, 2]
φ(2) = [1, 2, 1, 2]
φ(3) = [1, 2, 2, 1]












Figure 2.2: K-L divergence rate as a function of the parameter ε for the three partition choices in (2.16).
The optimal aggregation is thus consistent with the NCD aggregation. We note that even though P is lumpable for
φ = φ(1) (see e.g. [62] for the definition of lumpable matrix), the lifting Q̂ is not equal to P for any ε ∈ (0, 0.5). In
particular,
P − Q̂(pi)(φ(1)) =

0.05 + ε/2 0.05− ε/2 −ε/2 ε/2
0.05− ε/2 0.05 + ε/2 ε/2 −ε/2
−ε/2 ε/2 0.05 + ε/2 0.05− ε/2




In this chapter, we proposed a model reduction method to aggregate the state space of the complex Markov chain
models. The K-L divergence rate was employed as a metric to measure the distance between two Markov chains. The
lifting technique was used to generalize the metric for chains defined on different state spaces. The optimal lifting has
been obtained by considering the invariant distribution of the original Markov chain. Then an optimization problem
is posed to minimize this metric and the optimal aggregated Markov chain has been obtained as a function of the
partition function. The minimizing K-L divergence rate has been shown to be equivalent to maximizing the mutual





In Chapter 2, we transform the optimal aggregation problem of Markov chains to a problem for only finding the optimal
partition function (see (2.15)). In this chapter, we introduce a spectral-based aggregation method for the selection of
the optimal partition function. We consider a special case of the bi-partition problem, which is a combinatorial
optimization problem. In Section 3.3, a certain non-convex relaxation is implemented to obtain a continuous nonlinear
program to approximate the bi-partition problem. The solution to the relaxed bi-partition problem is shown to be
related to an eigenvector problem, consistent with those used in the spectral theory of Markov models. The solution
admits a beautiful geometric structure that is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In Section 3.3.4, we describe the error bounds
for the bi-partition problem. To construct a reduced order model with m super-states, a heuristic algorithm based on
recursive bi-partitions is proposed and illustrated with an example in Section 3.4.2. All numerical results are contained
in Section 3.4, and roofs appear in the Appendix B.
3.2 Bi-partition Problem
3.2.1 Setup of the bi-partition problem
As a first step, we introduce a n-by-1 column vector v whose ith entry is given by
vi =
 1, if φ(i) = 10, if φ(i) = 2. (3.1)
Rather than optimizing over φ we optimize over functions v. The relaxation is obtained by allowing the entries of v
to take on arbitrary values in R. For a given vector v ∈ Rn we define a partition function φ via,
φ(i) =
 1, if vi > 02, if vi ≤ 0. (3.2)
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A real-valued v is called a bi-partition function. A binary-valued v (with values in {0, 1}) is referred to as an indicator
bi-partition function.
For a given indicator bi-partition function v, we use the notation Q(v) to denote Q(φ). It is a 2 × 2 matrix whose
entries are obtained using Theorem 2.4.1. The following proposition highlights the special structure in the casem = 2.
The proof appears in Appendix B.1.
Proposition 3.2.1 Let v be an indicator bi-partition function defined on N with rangeM = {1, 2}.








where, with Π = diag(π),
α(v) = v′ΠPv, β(v) = v′Πv.
(ii) The invariant distribution of Q(v) is given by
θ(v) = [β(v), 1 − β(v)].
(iii) The following constraints hold:




(iv) The two eigenvalues of Q are given by




Since Q(v) and θ(v) can be represented in terms of α = α(v) and β = β(v), the objective function in (2.15) can
be expressed as
F (v) := I(Q(v)) = h(θ(v)) −H(Q(v)) = F˜ (α(v), β(v)) (3.6)
where the function
F˜ (α, β) = α logα+ (1− 2β + α) log(1 − 2β + α) + 2(β − α) log(β − α)− 2β log β − 2(1− β) log(1− β).
(3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Plots of (a) the function F•(λ) for λ ∈ [0, 1] and (b) two solutions of the equation (3.15).
The constraints (3.4) on α and β are necessary and sufficient for F (v) to be well-defined and for Q(v) to be a
transition matrix. The constraints are satisfied automatically by an indicator bi-partition function but not necessarily
by an arbitrary bi-partition function. It can be shown that F (v) ∈ [0, log(2)] for any real-valued bi-partition function
v for which the constraints (3.4) hold (see Proposition 3.3.5 in Section 3.3.4).
3.3 Spectral Relaxation of Bi-partition Problem
3.3.1 Non-convex relaxation





An exact solution of (3.8) may be obtained by searching over 2n possibilities for vectors v, corresponding to all
possible indicator partition functions. We instead consider the relaxation obtained by optimizing over a subset of
v ∈ Rn.
We impose restrictions on v to avoid trivial solutions, such as vi > 0 for each i. This is resolved by assuming that
v has mean zero: Denote,
S := {v ∈ Rn : v′Π1 = 0}. (3.9)
To avoid a second class of meaningless solutions we impose a nonlinear constraint on v. Define,
S• := {v ∈ S : α(v) ≥ β(v)2}. (3.10)
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The relaxation is then defined by the nonlinear program,
max F (v)
s.t. v ∈ S•.
(3.11)
Justification for the constraint v ∈ S• is provided in Section 3.3.2 and the discussion that follows.
To obtain a solution for the relaxation (3.11), we first consider the critical points of the function F in Rn. The
critical points are defined as points v ∈ Rn where the derivative vanishes. The proof of Lemma 3.3.1 appears in
Appendix B.2.
Lemma 3.3.1 For v ∈ Rn to be a critical point of the function F defined in (3.6), one of the following two conditions
must hold:
(i)
Pˇ v = λv (3.12)












where α = α(v) and β = β(v).
3.3.2 Spectral characterization
A critical point v that satisfies (3.12) is called a spectral critical point; otherwise it is called a non-spectral critical
point. Proposition 3.3.5 in Section 3.3.4 shows that the non-spectral critical points correspond to the minimum value
of the function F (v), and are hence uninteresting.
The spectral critical points are obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem (3.12). We summarize the
properties of the matrix Pˇ :
(i) Pˇ is called the additive reversiblization of P [41]. Pˇ is a stochastic matrix with invariant distribution π. If P is
reversible with respect to π, i.e., if ΠP = P ′Π, then P = Pˇ .
(ii) The eigenvalues of Pˇ are all real-valued. We denote these eigenvalues as {λ1, λ2, . . . , λn}, sorted in a decreasing






Figure 3.2: Geometric picture for the spectral critical points of the function F on S•.
(iii) Under Assumption 2.2.1, we have λ1 = 1, and λi < 1 for i ≥ 2. The eigenvectors are chosen to be orthonormal
to each other with respect to the π-norm inner product:
〈u(i), u(j)〉pi := (u
(i))′Πu(j), i, j ∈ N .
(iv) For a given partition function v, the same reduced order model Q(v) is obtained with either P or Pˇ . This is
because v′ΠPv = v′ΠPˇ v.
The spectral critical points are given by v = cku(k), where ck is some suitable constant for k ∈ {1, . . . , n} (see Propo-
sition 3.3.2 below).
In the remained of this subsection and the next subsection we make the following two assumptions:
Assumption 3.3.1 All eigenvalues of Pˇ are non-negative, i.e. λk ≥ 0 for all k.
Assumption 3.3.2 The second eigenvalue κ2 of Q(v) is non-negative.
We can now justify the introduction of the nonlinear constraint in (3.10). Using formula (3.5) for κ2, we can
establish the following two properties for the eigenvalues of Q(v):
(i) Eigenvalues of Q(v) are non-negative when v ∈ S•.
(ii) The second eigenvalue κ2 is positive in the interior of the set S•, and zero on the boundary of this set.
Also, the constraint (3.4) is automatically satisfied for all v ∈ S•. A proof showing this is contained in Appendix B.3.
The following proposition describes the spectral critical points associated with non-negative eigenvalues. Before




v′(ΠP + P ′Π)v
2
= v′ΠPˇ v = λv′Πv = λβ(v). (3.14)









For each fixed value of λ ∈ [0, 1], there are two possible implicit solutions β = λ and β = B(λ) shown in Figure 3.1.
The first function of interest is β = B(λ). The other function
F•(λ) := F˜ (λB(λ), B(λ)) (3.16)
which is depicted in Figure 3.1 for λ ∈ [0, 1].
We now state the main conclusion regarding the spectral critical points. The proof appears in Appendix B.5.
Proposition 3.3.2 Let v denote a spectral critical point associated with the eigenvalue λk for k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n}. Then






(ii) F (v) = F•(λk),
(iii)
Q(v) =






The function F•(λ) is a monotonically increasing function of λ ∈ [0, 1], with F•(0) = 0 and F•(1) = log(2)
(see Figure 3.1, or Appendix B.4 for a formal proof). As a result, the maximum of F•(λ) is obtained at the largest
value of λ = λ2 ≥ 0.
3.3.3 Second variation analysis of spectral critical points
Analysis of the second variation of the function F is used next to show that the spectral critical point associated
with λ2 gives a global maximum of the function F (v) for v ∈ S• ⊂ S. The spectral critical points associated with
other eigenvalues λk for k ∈ {3, 4, . . . , n} are saddle points of the function F . In stating the theorem, the following
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(k˜), . . . , u(n)} (3.18)
and k˜ is the largest integer such that λk˜−1 < λk and λk˜ = λk. For k = 2, we define Ω
(2)
I = ∅ and Ω
(2)
D = S, and for




(2), . . . , u(k˜−1)}.
The following theorem summarizes the geometric picture illustrated in Figure 3.2. The proof appears in Ap-
pendix B.6.
Theorem 3.3.3 Let v denote a spectral critical point with the eigenvalue λv . Denote the Hessian matrix W (v) :=
d2F/dv2(v). Then
(i) If λv = λk with k ∈ {3, . . . , n}, the spectral critical point v = cku(k) defined in Proposition 3.3.2 corresponds to
a saddle point of the function F (v). We have
u˜′W (v)u˜ ≥ 0, ∀u˜ ∈ Ω(k)I ; u˜
′W (v)u˜ ≤ 0, ∀u˜ ∈ Ω(k)D . (3.19)
(ii) If λv = λ2 ∈ (λ3, 1) is a simple eigenvalue, the spectral critical point v = c2u(2) corresponds to the global
maximum of the function F (v) for v ∈ S• ⊂ S.
The spectral critical point v = c2u(2) associated with the eigenvalue λ2 thus provides a solution to the relaxed
problem (3.11). The partition function φ is obtained using (3.2).
Recall that the maximum value of mutual information for the bi-partition problem is log(2) (see Proposition 3.3.5).
The next theorem shows that mutual information of the aggregated model is close to the maximum possible value for
a nearly completely decomposable Markov chain.
Theorem 3.3.4 Consider a family of Markov chains parameterized by their transition matrices {Pε} such that As-





F (v) = lim
ε→0
F•(λ2(Pˇε)) = log(2).
For each fixed value of ε, the maximizer is the eigenvector for the second eigenvalue of Pˇε.
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A procedure for obtaining the spectral critical points is illustrated with the aid of an example in Section 3.4.1.
3.3.4 Performance bounds
In this section, we presents bounds on mutual information for the bi-partition problem. For the relaxed problem, where
v ∈ Rn, these bounds appear in the following proposition. The proof appears in Appendix B.7.
Proposition 3.3.5 Suppose v ∈ Rn and constraints (3.4) hold, then
0 ≤ F (v) ≤ log(2)
where the lower bound is reached for α(v) = β(v)2, and the upper bound is reached for α(v) = β(v) = 12 .
The main interest here is to obtain bounds for indicator bi-partition functions, i.e., where v ∈ {0, 1}n. To distin-
guish from the real-valued case, we reserve v¯ to denote an indicator bi-partition function. In particular, v¯(2) is defined











where u(2) denotes the second eigenvector of Pˇ .
For v¯ ∈ {0, 1}n, we note that both v¯ and (1 − v¯) represent the same bi-partition of the state space, and β(v¯) +
β(1− v¯) ≡ 1. So, without loss of generality, we restrict v¯ to the following subset:




For the indicator bi-partition function, the following proposition gives bounds on mutual-information. The bounds
are given in terms of the following function:
F◦(λ, β) := F˜ (λβ(1 − β) + β2, β)
where the function F˜ is defined in (3.7). The proof of Proposition 3.3.6 appears in Appendix B.8.
Proposition 3.3.6 Suppose v¯ ∈ T, then
0 ≤ F◦(λn, π) ≤ F (v¯) ≤ F◦(λ2,
1
2
) ≤ log(2) (3.21)
where λn denotes the smallest eigenvalue of Pˇ , and π := mini πi.
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The bounds given in Proposition 3.3.6 do not depend upon the choice of v¯, and hence are quite conservative. The
following proposition gives better bounds for v¯ = v¯(2). Before stating the proposition, we define a variable ρ(v¯) that
was first introduced in [58]. It is defined as
ρ(v¯) := 〈Dv¯,Dv¯〉pi (3.22)






〈1− v¯, 1− v¯〉pi
(1− v¯).
It is straightforward to verify that ρ(v¯) ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, ρ(v¯) = 1 if and only if u(2) is piecewise constant on
each component of the partition defined by v¯. The proof of the following proposition appears in Appendix B.9.
Proposition 3.3.7 Suppose v¯(2) is as defined in (3.20), then
F◦(ρ(v¯(2))λ2, β(v¯(2))) ≤ F (v¯(2)) ≤ F◦(λ2, β(v¯(2))). (3.23)
The next theorem shows that the lower bound approaches the upper bound for a class of NCDMC. The proof
appears in Appendix B.10.
Theorem 3.3.8 Consider a family of Markov chains parameterized by their transition matrices {Pε}with λ2(Pˇε)→ 1





ε )) = lim
ε→0
F◦(λ2(Pˇε), β(v¯(2)ε )) = h([β
∗, 1− β∗])





F (v¯) = lim
ε→0
F (v¯(2)ε ) = log(2).
Finally, we make some remarks regarding the implication of these bounds on modeling error:
(i) For an NCDMC, the modeling error
I(P )− I(Q(v¯(2))) ≈ I(P )− h([β, 1 − β])
where β = 〈v¯(2), v¯(2)〉pi. In particular, if β = 12 , the the modeling error approaches its smallest possible value
I(P )− log(2).
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(ii) For the general case,
I(P )− F◦(λ2, β) ≤ I(P )− I(Q(v¯(2))) ≤ I(P )− F◦(λ2ρ, β)
where β = 〈v¯(2), v¯(2)〉pi and ρ = 〈Dv¯(2),Dv¯(2)〉pi . In addition to β, the modeling error depends upon the
variable ρ, whose value depends upon the geometric structure (piecewise constant on each component) of the
second eigenvector u(2).
In general, the computation of bounds require the knowledge of v¯(2) as well as the value of λ2. Note that the
reduced order model itself depends upon α(v¯(2)) and β(v¯(2)) (see (3.3)). So, one may as well compute the reduced
order model and the associated modeling error directly.
The utility of these bounds thus lies in illuminating the conditions under which one should expect to use the
spectral bi-partition for model reduction. These conditions are as follows:
(i) For an NCDMC, the mutual information and hence the modeling error depends upon the value of β. The modeling
error is small (close to its best possible value log(2)) provided β ≈ 12 . This means that, with respect to the
π-norm inner product, the two components of the partition have roughly the same number of states.
(ii) For the general non-NCDMC case, the modeling error can deteriorate by an amount that depends upon the geo-
metric structure of the second eigenvector. The best case scenario is where the second eigenvector is piecewise
constant on each component of the partition (as in the NCDMC limit).
The condition (ii) suggests that the spectral bi-partition based model reduction is applicable primarily to NCDMC.
The condition (i) suggests that even for NCDMC, the modeling error can be arbitrarily poor if β is close to zero. Note
that the mutual information estimate for the relaxed problem is misleading in this case (see Theorem 3.3.4).
In summary, the spectral bi-partition based model reduction is useful for NCDMC whose second eigenvector
splits the state space into two roughly equal components. In this case, the modeling error is reduced approximately by
log(2), the maximum possible value. For other cases, one should look for alternate approaches including the use of
multi-partitioning techniques.
3.3.5 Relationship to other’s work
The spectral methods have a rich history for aggregation of Markov chain models [32, 33, 120], as well as related
dynamical system models [57, 60], and graphical models [40, 106]. For the bi-partition problem, a sub-optimal ag-
gregation is defined in terms of the sign structure of the second eigenvector (see (3.20)). Under certain conditions,
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the optimality is established via a singular perturbation analysis [91,126] or by obtaining probabilistic bounds on exit
time from a superstate [57, 60].
The extension to the multi-partition case has been considered by either employing the bi-partition algorithm recur-
sively (see Section 3.4.2 and also [52, 121]), or via the analysis of the sign structure of multiple eigenvectors [32, 33].
An example of the latter approach is the so-called Perron Cluster Analysis (PCA) for aggregation of a reversible
NCDMC. In PCA, the sign structure of the k dominant eigenvectors is used to partition the state space into k super-
states.
In literature, the superstates formed via spectral aggregation are referred to as almost invariant sets, and proba-
bilistic bounds yield a form of stability referred to as metastability of the Markov process [58]. The sign-structure
heuristic proposed here is directly motivated by the above literature. The result of Theorem 3.3.8 may be viewed as
an information-theoretic bound for metastability.
3.4 Numerical Results
3.4.1 Using the second eigenvector for optimal bi-partition
Consider a Markov chain parameterized by a parameter ε ∈ (0, 0.95):
P =

0.95− ε ε 0 0.05
ε 0.95− ε 0.05 0
0 0.05 0.95− ε ε
0.05 0 ε 0.95− ε

.
Once again, P is a symmetric matrix and thus its invariant distribution is π = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25] for any ε. The
largest eigenvalue of P is 1, and the other three eigenvalues can be directly obtained as a function of the parameter ε,
λ2 = 0.9, λ3 = 1− 2ε, λ4 = 0.9− 2ε.
Note that λ3 and λ4 are negative for ε > 0.5. The associated eigenvectors are given by


















0.5I(P )− I(Q(v)) β = B(λ)
β(v) λ
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: (a) I(P ) − I(Q(v)) as function of β(v) for three eigenvalues, and (b) the graph of β = B(λ) along with
the three minimizing points for the three eigenvalues.
Using (3.2), the sign-structure of the three eigenvectors yield three partition functions:
φ(2) = [1, 1, 2, 2], φ(3) = [1, 2, 2, 1], φ(4) = [1, 2, 1, 2]. (3.24)
We begin by discussing the nearly completely decomposable case where ε = 0.1. The eigenvalues λ2 = 0.9,
λ3 = 0.8, and λ4 = 0.7 are all positive. For i = 2, 3, 4, we set v(i) = γu(i). Then β(v(i)) = v(i)
′
Πv(i) = γ2‖u(i)‖2pi
and α(v(i)) = λiβ(v(i)). The formula (3.3) in Proposition 3.2.1 gives the following aggregated transition matrices in
each case:
Q(v(i)) =






Figure 3.3 (a) depicts I(P )−I(Q(v(i))) as function of β(v(i)) for the three cases, where β(v(i)) is varied by changing
the proportionality constant γ. For each case, the minimizer β is a function of λ and falls on the graph (λ,B(λ))
obtained according to the solution of (3.15) (see Figure 3.3 (b)). Figure 3.3 (a) also shows that the second eigenvector
yields the smallest value of I(P )− I(Q(v)). Substituting β(v(2)) = B(λ2) in (3.25) gives
Q(v(2)) =









which is consistent with (3.17) in Proposition 3.3.2. For this case, I(P )− I(Q(v(2))) = I(P )− F•(λ2) = 0.4702.






εφ(2) = [1, 1, 2, 2]
φ(3) = [1, 2, 2, 1]
φ(4) = [1, 2, 1, 2]












Figure 3.4: K-L divergence rate as a function of the parameter ε for the three partition choices in (3.24).
The K-L divergence rate Rφ(2)(P‖Q(φ(2))) = I(P )− I(Q(φ(2))) = 0.3735.
As a function of ε, the optimal partition can be obtained by directly comparing Rφ(i)(P‖Q(φ(i))) for i = 2, 3, 4.
The comparison is shown in Figure 3.4. We have the following cases:
(i) For ε ∈ (0, 0.05), all the eigenvalues are positive and λ3 is the second largest eigenvalue. The partition function
φ(3) yields the optimal partition.
(ii) For ε ∈ (0.05, 0.45), all the eigenvalues are positive and λ2 is the second largest eigenvalue. The partition function
φ(2) yields the optimal partition.
(iii) For ε ∈ (0.45, 0.9), some of the eigenvalues are negative but λ2 > |λ3|, |λ4|. The partition function φ(2) yields
the optimal partition.
(iv) For ε ∈ (0.9, 0.95), λ3, λ4 are negative but |λ4| > λ2, |λ3|. The partition function φ(4) yields the optimal
partition.
The cases (i) and (ii) are well-supported by theory presented in this paper. Case (iii) can be partially justified by
Proposition 3.3.2 for positive eigenvalue λ2. The geometric picture described in Theorem 3.3.3 is no longer applicable
because some of the eigenvalues are negative. The conclusion of case (iv) requires further development of the theory
for negative eigenvalues. This example suggests that with negative eigenvalues, the optimal partition function is
obtained by considering the sign-structure of the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue whose modulus is largest.
We close this example with further discussion of case (iv). For ε = 0.95,
P =

0 0.95 0 0.05
0.95 0 0.05 0
0 0.05 0 0.95













































Figure 3.5: Color plots of (a) the 100-state transition matrix P and (b) the aggregated 5-state transition matrix obtained
using the recursive algorithm.








The K-L divergence rates are Rφ(4)(P‖Q(φ(4))) = 0.4946 and Rφ(2)(P‖Q(φ(2))) = 0.6931.
The two partition functions represent two different coordinate choices that capture two distinct types of dynamic
features in P . The model Q(φ(4)) is periodic and Q(φ(2)) is nearly completely decomposable. With respect to the
K-L divergence rate, Q(φ(4)) is the optimal reduced order model. The numerical values, however, show that Q(φ(2))
is also a reasonable sub-optimal model.
3.4.2 A recursive algorithm to obtain m-partitions
We conclude this chapter with an example that illustrates the recursive bi-partition algorithm AlgoBIPA summarized
in Appendix C. The 100-state Markov chain for this example is taken from [77]. Figure 3.5 (a) depicts the transition
probabilities. The cold colors indicate weak interactions (small transition probability), and warm colors indicate
strong interactions (large transition probability) between states. The color plot suggests that the Markov chain is
nearly completely decomposable with five groups.
With m = 1, all states are aggregated into a single group and Rφ(1)(P ‖ Q(φ(1))) = 0.247. The bi-partition
problem (m = 2) is solved by considering the sign-structure of the second eigenvector for the generalized eigen-
value problem (3.12). For the resulting 2-state Markov model, the K-L divergence rate Rφ(2)(P‖Q(φ(2))) = 0.176.
The recursive algorithm correctly identifies the five groups in the fifth recursion. Fig. 3.5 (b) depicts the transition
probabilities for the resulting reduced order model.
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Figure 3.6: K-L divergence rate as a function of the number of aggregated states m.
Figure 3.6 depicts K-L divergence rate as a function of the number of aggregated states m = |M|. The plot shows
that Rφ(m)(P‖Q(φ(m))) decreases rapidly as m increases from 1 to 5. With m = 5, Rφ(5)(P‖Q(φ(5))) = 0.105.
After five strongly interacting groups have been identified, additional states in the reduced order model (m > 5) do
not significantly decrease the K-L divergence rate.
3.5 Conclusions
We have shown in Theorem 2.4.1 of the last chapter that the optimal aggregated model is easily obtained, provided
a partition function is fixed in advance. The main difficulty in model reduction based on aggregation thus lies in
selecting an effective partition. In this chapter we have presented several results intended to approximate this problem,
or provide qualitative insight. The main result has been illustrated for the optimal bi-partition problem. The optimal
solution is characterized by an associated eigenvalue problem, whose form is similar to the eigenvalue problems
considered in Markov spectral theory for model reduction. This result is the basis of a heuristic proposed for the
m-ary partition problem, resulting in a practical recursive bi-partition algorithm. Finally, several examples have been





In Chapter 2, we transform the optimal aggregation problem of Markov chains to a problem for only finding the optimal
partition function (see (2.15)). In Chapter 3, we introduce a spectral-based aggregation method for the selection of
the optimal partition function. However, the problem with a spectral-based solution of the aggregation problem is that
it requires eigenvectors of the Markov transition matrix, a difficult task for large dimensional problems. A recursive
bi-partition algorithm is also introduced to search for the sub-optimal multi-partition functions. The complexity of the
algorithm largely increases as the size of the state space. In many applications, the Markov chain is so large that it can
only be used for simulations from an initial condition. Due to the high dimensionality of the state space, it may not be
even possible to store the eigenvector let alone compute it. This motivates methods for model reduction via simulation
and learning, the topic of this chapter.
To confront the complexity issues, in this paper, we formulate the model reduction problem as an infinite-horizon
average cost optimal control problem. The control objective is to obtain the partition function (policy) that minimizes
the K-L metric (average cost). For small problems, model reduction can be obtained by directly using the methods of
dynamic programming (DP). The key advantage of a DP based formulation, however, is that a number of simulation-
based approximation methods exist to approximate the optimal value function and learn an optimal partition for large
problems [9].
Based on these methods, the model reduction problem is simplified in an approximate dynamic programming
(ADP) framework. First, a relaxation of the policy space is performed, and based on this a parameterization of the
set of optimal policies is introduced. This makes possible a stochastic approximation approach to compute the best
policy within a given parameterized class. The algorithm can be implemented online by simulating a single sample
path. At each step of the iteration, the algorithm requires only a small number of calculations even for large problems.
Convergence properties are established using standard stochastic approximation arguments (in particular, the ODE
method), and illustrated with the aid of examples.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the dynamic programming formulation of the K-L
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metric based model reduction problem. In Section 4.3, a simulation-based algorithm for the DP is outlined along with
a discussion of its convergence properties. In Sections 4.4, numerical results are described.
4.2 Dynamic Programming Formulation
In this chapter, we also consider the discrete time finite Markov chains satisfying Assumption 2.2.1. We use a tuple
(π, P ) to denote a Markov chain with the transition matrix P and the invariant distribution π. Consider a stationary
Markov chain (π, P ) defined on a finite state spaceN with n =| N |. Let Φ = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φL} denote the collection
of all possible partition functions defined on N . For a m-partition problem, we have L = mn.
4.2.1 K-L metric as an average cost












where φ ∈ Φ, Q̂(pi)(φ) denotes the π-lifting of Q(φ) (see (2.6)), and Q(φ) denotes the optimal aggregated Markov
transition matrix (2.11).











where X(t) ∈ N denotes the state of Markov chain at time t with X(0) = x0.
For a stationary Markov chain (π, P ), the average cost λ(x0;φ) is well defined for any partition function φ ∈ Φ





Substituting (4.1) into (4.2), we find that the average cost λ(φ) is just the K-L metric Rφ(P‖Q) (see (2.8)).




where optimal partition function φ∗ is the one that achieves the minimum, and λ∗ :=λ(φ∗) denotes the optimal average
cost.
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4.2.2 Dynamic programming approach
We recast the model reduction problem (4.3) as an optimal control problem: The control objective is to obtain a
stationary policy, the partition function φ∗, that achieves the optimal average cost.





(gX(t)(φ) − λ(φ)) | X(0) = i
]
where λ(φ)) is given in (4.2), and T = min{t > 0 | X(t) = s} is the first future time that reference state s is visited.
With this definition, we always have hs(φ) = 0. Since (π, P ) is a stationary Markov chain, the reference state s can
be taken as any fixed state in N . The differential cost function hi(φ) captures the relative difference of starting the
process in state i, rather than in the reference state s. It follows that the vector h(φ) := [h1(φ), h2(φ), . . . , hn(φ)] is
the unique solution to the following Poisson equation (see e.g. [83]),
g(φ) = λ(φ)e + (I − P )h
where e := [1, 1, . . . , 1], and I denotes the identity matrix.
For the optimization problem (4.3), although there may exist several optimal polices, there only exists a unique
vector h∗ such that, for all optimal polices φ∗, we have h(φ∗) = h∗. We refer to h∗ as the optimal differential cost
vector. The theory of dynamic programming asserts that the optimal differential cost vector h∗ is the unique solution
to the following Bellman equation
hi = min
φ∈Φ
gi(φ)− λ∗ + ∑
j∈N
Pijhj
 , i ∈ N\{s} (4.4)
and hs = 0, where λ∗ = λ(φ∗) is the optimal average cost.
The optimal differential cost vector as well as the optimal policies can be obtained using standard dynamic pro-
gramming methods, i.e., value or policy iteration algorithms [9]. For a stationary Markov chain, these algorithms are
guaranteed to converge to an optimum. However, a direct implementation of these algorithms is impractical because
of the curse of dimensionality [9]. The curse here arises not only due to the large size n of the state space N but also
the even larger size L of the partition function space Φ.
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4.3 Aggregation via Learning
There are two separate complexity related issues. The first issue is the large number L of partition functions. The
second issue is the large size n of the state space. To confront the first issue, a parametric representation is described
to represent partition functions in terms of a small number of parameters. For the second issue, a simulation-based
method is described based on a single sample path of the Markov chain.
4.3.1 Parameterizations of randomized partition policy
A randomized partition policy is defined as a mapping
η : N → [0, 1]L
where component ηφ(i) is the probability that the partition function φ is assigned to state i. We have
∑
φ ηφ(i) = 1
for any i ∈ N . The partition policy is said to be deterministic if for every state i, there is a single partition function
φ(i) such that ηφ(i)(i) = 1. If the function φ(i) is the same for all i then the policy η yields a partition of the space N .
The problem is that L is very large, i.e. L = mn for the m-partition problem. So, following the considerations
of [75], we introduce a parameter vector θ := [θ1, θ2, . . . , θK ] ∈ RK where K is of moderate size.
For θ ∈ RK , we associate a randomized partition policy ηφ(i, θ) where
∑
φ ηφ(i, θ) = 1. For every i ∈ N and


























and θ∗ defines an optimal randomized policy ηφ(i, θ∗). Furthermore, if ηφ is deterministic and independent of i then
a partition function can be uniquely obtained from ηφ.
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In practice, the policy is independent of i because the Markov chain transition matrix P does not depend upon
the partition function φ. A numerical solution will in general, however, only lead to a partition function with high
probability determined by ηφ. This is discussed in a greater detail in Section 4.4 with the aid of numerical examples.
4.3.2 Parametric representation for the bi-partition problem
Let M = {1, 2} denote the aggregated state space with two superstates. For the bi-partition problem, a partition
function φ : N → M can take only two values, 1 and 2 for any state i ∈ N . We consider the parameter vector
θ := [θ1, . . . , θn] ∈ Rn, where θi decides the group assignment for the state i ∈ N . In particular, we use 11+exp(Mθi)









where 1lφ(i)=1 is 1 if φ(i) = 1 and 0 otherwise, and similarly for 1lφ(i)=2.
In the remainder of this paper, we will consider only the bi-partition problem with the representation ηφ(i, θ) given
in (4.7). The general case is similarly handled but the bi-partition case allows for a simpler discussion of the main
ideas.
With the parametric representation (4.7), the function λ(θ) defined in (4.5) is bounded from below (i.e. λ(θ) ≥ 0),
twice differentiable with respect to θ, and has bounded first and second derivatives for any θ ∈ Rn. Thus, the gradient










4.3.3 An idealized gradient-descent algorithm
Since the gradient of λ(θ) can be exactly computed, we could use the gradient-based method to solve the unconstrained
optimization problem (4.6) in the whole real space Rn. An idealized gradient-decent algorithm is given here to update
the parameter θ
θ(t+1) = θ(t) − γt∇λ(θ
(t)). (4.9)
With the parametric representation (4.7), the gradient ∇λ(θ) is a bounded and globally Lipschitz continuous
function on Rn. By choosing suitable stepsize γt, one can show that limt→∞∇λ(θ(t)) = 0 and θ(t) converges to a
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Figure 4.1: Idealized gradient-descent algorithm: The parameters are updated using the gradient of the average cost
evaluated on the entire state space.
Figure 4.2: Simulation-based gradient-descent algorithm: The parameters are updated using the gradient of the one-
step cost evaluated only on the current state X(t).
finite value (see [9, Prop. 4.3.2]).
However, each iteration of the idealized gradient-descent algorithm involves a burdening computation of the aver-
aged gradient term ∇λ(θ(t)) based on each gradient∇gi(θ(t)) over the entire state space (see Figure 4.1). Significant
computer resources must be allocated in order to store a large number of iteration values and compute this averaged
gradient.
4.3.4 A simulation-based gradient-descent algorithm
A simulation-based (stochastic-approximation) gradient-descent algorithm is obtained by dropping the averaging op-
eration in the idealized gradient algorithm (4.9). In this algorithm, the true (averaged) gradient∇λ(θ) is approximated
by the one-step cost gradient∇gX(t)(θ) (see Figure 4.2).
Let {X(t)}∞t=0 be a single sample path generated from the simulation of a stationary Markov chain (π, P ). Then
the simulation-based gradient-descent algorithm for updating the parameter vector θ is given by
θ(t+1) = θ(t) − γt∇gX(t)(θ
(t)) (4.10)
where the value θ(t) is assumed to be available from the previous iteration, and ∇gX(t)(θ) is computed using (4.8) for
any X(t) ∈ N . In addition, another stochastic approximation algorithm for updating the average cost is run in parallel
λ˜(t+1) = λ˜(t) + γt(gX(t)(θ
(t))− λ˜(t)) (4.11)
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where λ˜(t) is the estimated average cost and parameter θ(t) comes from (4.10).
It is assumed throughout that the stepsize γt satisfies the standard stochastic approximation conditions [11]:







In the simulations described in this paper, γt = 1t is chosen to satisfy the above assumption.
The convergence of the simulation-based algorithm is established using an ODE method. The ODE is obtained by
first considering the difference equation obtained by taking an expectation on both sides of (4.10) and (4.11)
θ(t+1) = θ(t) − γt∇λ(θ
(t))
λ˜(t+1) = λ˜(t) + γt(λ(θ
(t))− λ˜(t)).
The ODE is then the differential equation analog
θ˙t = −∇λ(θt)
˙˜
λt = λ(θt)− λ˜t. (4.12)
By construction, λ(θt) ≥ 0 is bounded from below (see (4.5)). It is also a non-increasing function because λ˙(θt) =
−‖∇λ(θt)‖2 ≤ 0. Thus λ(θt) must converge to some non-negative limit and∇λ(θt) must converge to the zero vector
as t→∞. Using (4.12), we conclude that λ˜t must also converge to the same limit as λ(θt).
The analogous statements for the stochastic approximation recursion are contained in the following proposition.
The proof follows from stability of the ODE and standard arguments (see e.g. Theorem 2 of Chapter 6 of [11]).
Proposition 4.3.1 Let Assumption 5.4.3 hold, and assume that the parameter vector sequence {θ(t)} and average




−−→ 0, as t→∞.
Moreover, λ˜(t) also converges almost surely to the same limit, i.e.
λ˜(t)
a.s.
−−→ λ(θ(t)), as t→∞.
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Figure 4.3: Plots of (a) θ(t), (b) ηφ(·, θ(t)), and (c) λ˜(t) for 4-state Markov chain with the idealized gradient algo-
rithm (4.9).
4.4 Numerical Results
4.4.1 4-state Markov chain
Consider a stationary 4-state Markov chain with transition matrix
P =

0.5 0.4 0.0 0.1
0.4 0.5 0.1 0.0
0.0 0.1 0.5 0.4
0.1 0.0 0.4 0.5

and the invariant distribution π = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25].
The optimal bi-partition function for this Markov chain is φ∗ = [1, 1, 2, 2], i.e. the state {1, 2} are aggregated into
one group and the states {3, 4} are aggregated into another group. The optimal aggregated Markov chain is computed





and the invariant distribution ̟∗ = [0.5, 0.5].
1) Dynamic programming: Since the state space is relatively small, the dimension of bi-partition function space
is L = 24. The optimal partition function φ∗ is numerically obtained by using the policy iteration algorithm for the
solution of (4.4). The optimal average cost λ∗ = 0.0749.
2) Idealized gradient algorithm: For this small-scale example, we can efficiently compute∇λ(θ) for any given θ.
We can thus implement the idealized gradient algorithm (4.9). The evolution of this algorithm, starting with θ(0) =
[1, 1, 1, 1], is shown in Figure 4.3. After 100 iterations, parameter vector θ(100) = [−6.3411,−6.3464, 6.3575, 6.3580],
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Figure 4.4: Plots of (a) θ(t), (b) ηφ(·, θ(t)), and (c) λ˜(t) for 4-state Markov chain with the simulation-based algo-
rithm (4.10) and (4.11).
and the probabilities of states being in the first group are ηφ=[1,1,1,1](·, θ(100)) = [0.9982, 0.9983, 0.0017, 0.0017].
Thus, we obtain the optimal partition function as φ∗ = [1, 1, 2, 2] with high probability. The corresponding estimated
average cost is given by λ˜(100) = 0.0757, which is very close to the optimal value.
3) Simulation-based algorithm: We consider a single sample path of the Markov chain simulated according to the
transition matrix P . The updating algorithms (4.10) and (4.11) are implemented at every time step along the sample
path. We start with the same initial parameter vector θ(0) = [1, 1, 1, 1]. The evolution of parameters and the average
cost are give in Figure 4.4. After 500 iterations, the simulation-based algorithm has comparable performance to the
idealized gradient algorithm after 100 iterations. The parameter vector θ(500) = [−5.6893,−5.5390, 5.7600, 5.6252],
and the probabilities of states being in the first group are ηφ=[1,1,1,1](·, θ(500)) = [0.9966, 0.9961, 0.0031, 0.0036].
From this, the optimal partition function φ∗ = [1, 1, 2, 2] can be determined with high probability. The corresponding
estimated average cost is equal to λ˜(500) = 0.0766, which is a little larger than the optimal value.
4.4.2 100-state Markov chain
We consider the same 100-state Markov chain as described in Section 3.4.2. It is shown that a spectral relaxation of the
bi-partition problem gives a solution according to the sign-structure of the second eigenvector, depicted in Figure 4.5
(a). This optimal (spectral) bi-partition of the state space is: States 1 − 60 are aggregated as the first group and states
61 − 100 are aggregated as the second group. It is shown in Figure 4.5 (b). The corresponding K-L metric (average
cost) is given by λ∗global = 0.1321. The subscript “global” refers to the fact that the spectral bi-partition gives the
global minimum of the K-L metric for the bi-partition problem (4.3).
For the simulation-based algorithm, a single sample path of the Markov chain was obtained according to the
transition matrix P . θ is now a 100-dimensional parameter vector initialized as θ(0) = [0, 0, . . . , 0]. At time t, the
vector θ(t) is updated according to (4.10) and the estimated average cost λ˜(t) is updated according to (4.11).
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Figure 4.5: (a) A plot of the second eigenvector of the 100 × 100 transition matrix P . (b) The graph of transition
probabilities for a 100-state nearly complete decomposable Markov chain (see [31, 77]). The optimal bi-partition of
the state space is indicted by two bold lines: States 1 − 60 are aggregated as the first group and states 61 − 100 are



































































Figure 4.6: Plots of (a) the bi-partition obtained using θ(5000), (b) ηφ(·, θ(t)), and (c) λ˜(t) for 100-state Markov chain
with the simulation-based algorithm.
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as a function of t for i ∈ N . It reflects the probability that ith state is assigned
to the 1st group (see Section 4.3.2). For large t, each state is assigned with high probability to one of the two groups.
The resulting two-group assignments at time t = 5000 are obtained with high probability and depicted in Figure 4.6
(a): The first group is formed by states 1 − 10 (first block), 31 − 60 (third block) and 81 − 100 (fifth block); The
second group is formed by states 11 − 30 (second block) and 61 − 80 (fourth block). The partition found using the
simulation-based algorithm is not the global optimum for the bi-partition problem (compare Figure 4.5 with Figure 4.6
(a)). The algorithm converges to a local minimum. In Figure 4.6 (c), we depict the plots of estimated average cost
λ˜(t), the average cost λ∗local = 0.1416 for the local optimal partition shown in Figure 4.6 (a), and the average cost
λ∗global for the global optimal partition shown in Figure 4.5.
The convergence to a local optimum is due to the non-convexity of the average cost λ(θ) with respect to the
parameter θ. In general, one is guaranteed to obtain only a local minimum with a gradient-descent scheme [11]. For
the Markov chain shown in Figure 4.5, one can also obtain multiple partitions by recursively applying the bi-partition
algorithm (see Section 3.4.2 for more details).
4.4.3 A discussion of computational requirements
Even for the Markov chain with large state space, the computation burden of the simulation-based algorithm is man-









for entries with PX(t)j > 0, where X(t) is the state at time t. For many applications, PX(t)j > 0 only for states
j in a small neighborhood of X(t). Such a requirement is also natural for simulation purpose. The computational
complexity for evaluating this single term does not grow even if the size of the state space N increases.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a simulation-based algorithm to aggregate a large-scale Markov chain to obtain a reduced-
order Markov model. There are two main concepts in the chapter: 1) the dynamic programming formulation of
the model reduction problem; 3) its solutions using a simulation-based (stochastic-approximation) algorithm. The
proposed framework requires only a single sample path of the Markov chain, and has a small computation burden
even for very large problems.
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Chapter 5
Model Reduction of Hidden Markov Models
5.1 Introduction
A fundamental problem for Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that arise in applications is the large size of the under-
lying state space [16]. For example, the genome of an organism is an enormously long sequence of symbols from the
four-symbol alphabet {A (Adenine), C (Cytosine), G (Guanine), or T (Thymine)}. The hidden Markov model that
arises in the gene finding problem usually has a large number of states, 4k, where k is the order of the underlying
Markov chain [118].
In Chapter 2 to Chapter 4, we introduced an information-theoretic framework to reduce the Markov chain models
via aggregation of the state space. By using the fact that the joint state and observation process of HMM is Marko-
vian, we extended this aggregation framework for the model reduction of HMMs based on the K-L divergence rate
between laws of the joint process [29, 116]. Similar to the model reduction of Markov chains, we obtain the optimal
representation of the aggregated HMM for any fixed partition function.
However, the problem with an aggregation based on joint process is that two HMMs may have very similar laws of
the observation process, while the K-L divergence rate of their joint laws might be very large or even unbounded. In
this chapter, we employ the K-L divergence rate between laws of the observation process as the “probability distance”
to compare two HMMs. If this distance is zero, then two HMMs are equivalent in the probability sense up to a
permutation of the state space (see Section 5.2.1 for more details). This K-L divergence rate pseudo-metric has been
studied in statistics [72], speech recognition [59], bioinformatics [118], and control theory [111, 123].
One of the problems with using the K-L divergence rate based on the observation process alone is that, in general,
it does not have an explicit expression in terms of the parameters of HMMs [123]. The K-L divergence rate can
be approximated by using a nonlinear filter along a sample path of the observation process of the HMM [37, 72].
However, the computational complexity is usually high for HMMs with large state spaces [66]. The computational
barrier makes the optimization and estimation using K-L divergence rate a challenging problem in practice.
The goal of this chapter is to find a reduced model of HMM via aggregation of the state space by minimizing
the K-L divergence rate between original and reduced laws of the observation process. There are two main ideas:
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One, we use the optimal representation of the aggregated HMM derived in our earlier work [29, 116] as a structured
model for optimization. We take advantage of the optimal representation to overcome some of the complexity issues
in computing the K-L divergence rate. The second idea is to generate observations from the original HMM with large
state space, but to recursively evaluate the filter only for the aggregated HMM with much smaller state space. The
aggregated HMM is represented in terms of parameters from the original HMM and the partition function, which
needs to be optimized.
In the third part, we extend the simulation-based aggregation method described in Chapter 4 to the HMMs. We
first parameterize the discrete partition function space into a smaller real parameter space [29], and then convert the
optimal partition problem to an optimal estimation problem, in fact, the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
problem of the HMM [37, 72]. We employ a gradient-based simulation algorithm to solve the MLE problem. The
algorithm is recursively updated based on the stochastic gradient of the nonlinear filter evaluated using the aggregated
HMM model. The convergence of the algorithm is established based on the stochastic approximation arguments as
well as the the ergodicity of the filtering process.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: Preliminaries and notations are contained in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3,
we briefly review the model reduction of HMM via aggregation of the state space, and connect the optimal partition
problem to the maximum likelihood estimation problem. The recursive learning algorithm is discussed in Section 5.4,
and illustrated with numerical examples in Section 5.5.
5.2 Preliminaries and Notations
5.2.1 Hidden Markov Model
In this chapter, we consider a discrete-time HMM {Xn, Yn}n≥0 defined on a probability space (Ω,F ,P). Without
loss of generality, we assume that (Ω,F ,P) is a canonical probability space and the {Xn, Yn}n≥0 is a coordinate
process taking values on the product space N × O, where finite sets N = {1, . . . , N} and O = {1, . . . , O} denote
the state space and observation space, respectively.
The unobserved state process {Xn}n≥0 is a time-homogeneous Markov chain with the initial distribution µ and
the transition matrix A. For any time n ≥ 0 and any i, j ∈ N ,
P(X0 = i) = µi, P(Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) = Aij .
The n-step distribution of the chain is then given by P(Xn = i) = (µAn)i.
The observation process {Yn}n≥0 are mutually independent conditioned on the state process of the Markov chain,
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i.e., for any time n ≥ 0, any i0, . . . , in ∈ N , and any r0, . . . , rn ∈ O,
P(Yn = rn, . . . , Y0 = r0|Xn = in, . . . , X0 = i0) =
n∏
k=0
P(Yk = rk|Xk = ik).
The conditional distribution of Yn only depends on Xn, which can be described by the transition matrix C. For any
time n ≥ 0, any i ∈ N , and any r ∈ O,
P(Yn = r|Xn = i) = Cir.
For any r ∈ O, denote the diagonal matrix B(r) := diag(bi(r)), where the vector b(r) = [C1r , C2r, . . . , CNr]T .
The complete statistics of the HMM {Xn, Yn}n≥0 are fully characterized by a model, denoted by ξ = (µ,A,C).
For an HMM with the parameter set ξ, we denote the probability measure and associated expectation as Pξ and
Eξ, respectively. The law of the observations does not change up to a permutation of the state space: Let ΣN be
the symmetric group containing all permutations of the set N . For any σ ∈ ΣN , consider a bijection ϕσ mapping
one HMM ξ = (µ,A,C) to another HMM ϕσ(ξ) = (σµ, σA, σC), where (σµ)i := µσ(i), (σA)ij := Aσ(i)σ(j) ,
(σC)ir := Cσ(i)r for i, j ∈ N and r ∈ O. Observe that Pϕσ(ξ) = Pξ for almost all {Yn}n≥0.
Throughout the chapter it is assumed that:
Assumption 5.2.1 (Ergodicity) All underlying Markov chains are assumed to be irreducible and aperiodic.
Under Assumption 5.2.1, there exists a unique invariant distribution π such that π = πA. In fact, the chain is
geometrically ergodic, i.e., the n-step distribution of the chain converges geometrically fast to the invariant distribution
π in total variation sense [16].
Assumption 5.2.2 (Nondegeneracy) The transition matrix C is strictly positive, i.e., Cir > 0 for any i ∈ N and
r ∈ O.
Under Assumption 5.2.2, the unobserved state process {Xn}n≥0 can be statistically inferred from any sample path of
observations of the observed process {Yn}n≥0.
5.2.2 Filter recursion and its stability
For an HMM, an important problem is to compute the prediction filter: For any time n ≥ 0 and any i ∈ N ,
pn(i) := P(Xn = i|Yn−1, . . . , Y0)
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where we take p0 = µ. The prediction filter is used to obtain the predictive distribution of the observations: For any
n ≥ 0,
P(Yn|Yn−1, . . . , Y0) = bT (Yn)pn. (5.1)





The recursive nature of the filter is inherited from the Markovian nature of the state process, and is computationally
very convenient for on-line estimation.
The recursive filter defined in (5.2) is exponentially stable for general HMMs [16, 42] under egodicity and nonde-
generacy assumptions. Here we state the results of [16] for HMMs defined on finite state and observation spaces.
Proposition 5.2.1 Suppose Assumption 5.2.1 and Assumption 5.2.2 hold. Then, for any two distributions µ and ν,
there exists constants 0 < C1 <∞, 0 < C2 <∞, and 0 < ρ < 1 such that
(i) For any n ≥ 0,
‖pµn+1 − p
ν
n+1‖TV ≤ C1(1 − ρ)
n‖µ− ν‖TV
where pµn+1 and pνn+1 denote two filter recursions defined in (5.2) starting with initial distributions µ and ν,
respectively.






k )‖TV ≤ C2(1− ρ)
n−k
where Pµ denotes the probability measure with the initial distribution µ.
The stability of the filter implies that the extended Markov chain {Xn, Yn, pn}n≥0 is geometrically ergodic [42].
Thus, the initial distributions are forgotten exponentially fast and are hence asymptotically not important in the analysis
of the filtering process.
5.2.3 Probability distance between HMMs
In this section, we define the probability distance between two HMMs using the Kullback-Leibler divergence rate. For
two HMMs ξ = (µ,A,C) and ξ¯ = (µ¯, A¯, C¯) defined on the same observation space O (but not necessarily on the
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As shown in [37, 123], the following asymptotic results can be established under Assumption 5.2.1 and Assump-






























= H(ξ, ξ¯). (5.4)
The convergence of (5.3) follows directly from the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem for finite-valued stationary
ergodic process [123] and the limit H(ξ, ξ) is equal to the entropy rate of the observation process {Yn}n≥0. The














where the predictive distribution Pξ¯(Yk|Y k−10 ) can be expressed as a measurable function of an ergodic Markov chain
{Xn, Yn, pn}n≥0 (see (5.1) and comments after Proposition 5.2.1). Then the convergence of (5.4) follows from the
ergodic theorem of Markov chains [83].
Thus, the probability distance between two HMMs is well-defined through the K-L metric between laws of the
observations:
R(ξ‖ξ¯) = H(ξ, ξ)−H(ξ, ξ¯). (5.5)
In general, we do not have an explicit expression for R(ξ‖ξ¯) in terms of parameters of HMMs ξ and ξ¯. The prediction
filter is usually employed to approximate the K-L metric given a sufficient number of observations [37, 72].
5.3 Model Reduction of HMM
5.3.1 Reduction via aggregation of state space
The goal of this chapter is to obtain a reduced order HMM through the aggregation of the state space. The model
reduction error is expressed in terms of the K-L metric between laws of observations for the original and reduced
models.
Consider the HMM ξ = (µ,A,C) defined on the state space N and the observation space O. We want to
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find another HMM ξ¯ = (µ¯, A¯, C¯) defined on the state space M = {1, . . . ,M} with cardinality M ≤ N and the
observation space O such that the probability distance R(ξ‖ξ¯) is minimized. Additionally, we want the reduced
HMM ξ¯ to be obtained by aggregating the state space of the HMM ξ. Then any state of the HMM ξ¯ can be thought of
as a super-state of the HMM ξ, which capture the coarse behavior of a group of states of ξ. The relationship between
N and M is described by a partition function φ (see Definition 2.3.1). Let Φ denote all M -partition functions from
N to M. Note that Φ is a finite set with L = MN elements and we can write it as Φ = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φL}.
As shown in our prior work [29, 116], an optimal representation of the aggregated HMM, (5.6)–(5.8) below, is
obtained by minimizing the K-L metric between joint laws of the states and observations together. Given the focus
vision to K-L metric between laws of the observations, it would have been ideal to construct an optimal model based
on the observations alone. This however is a difficult problem. Instead, we use the representation (5.6)–(5.8) for
the aggregated HMM. The problem of optimal partition selection is based on the K-L metric between laws of the
observations.
For any fixed partition function φ ∈ Φ, the aggregated HMM ξ¯(φ) = (µ¯(φ), A¯(φ), C¯(φ)) is represented as a
















, k ∈ M, r ∈ O. (5.8)





For any fixed φ ∈ Φ, we observe that the aggregated HMM ξ¯(φ) satisfies both Assumption 5.2.1 and Assump-
tion 5.2.2, i.e., the underlying aggregated Markov chain with the transition matrix A¯(φ) is ergodic and the transition












ξ (Yn = r|Xn ∈ φ
−1(k))
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where Pµξ and Ppiξ denote probability measures with initial distributions µ and π, respectively. This result is consistent
with the optimal prediction theory from the statistical mechanics [38].
5.3.2 Maximum likelihood estimation formulation
For a fixed partition function φ ∈ Φ, the aggregated HMM is represented as ξ¯(φ) = (µ¯(φ), A¯(φ), C¯(φ)). The problem








Due to the almost sure convergence of log-likelihood function to the limit H(ξ, ξ¯(φ)) (see (5.4)), we instead











with observations {y0, . . . , yn} generated from the HMM ξ.
The optimization problem (5.10) is the maximum likelihood estimation in statistics: In effect, we select the partition
function which gives the highest probability of the observations generated from the true model. Note that the objective
function (5.10) converges to the objective function of (5.9) in Pξ-a.s. sense. One may wonder whether φ̂n → φ∗ Pξ-
a.s. as n→∞. The answer to this question is affirmative due to the fact that the partition function space Φ is a finite
set.
Proposition 5.3.1 Let Φ denote a finite partition function space and consider an equivalent class in Φ
Φe := {φ ∈ Φ : Pξ¯(φ) = Pξ¯(φ∗) for almost all {Yn}n≥0}.
Then Pξ-a.s.,
(i) For any φ ∈ Φ, we have H(ξ, ξ¯(φ)) ≤ H(ξ, ξ¯(φ∗)) where the equality holds if and only if φ ∈ Φe.
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(ii) Maximum likelihood estimation is consistent: φ̂n → φe as n→∞ for some φe ∈ Φe.
Remark 5.3.1 As shown at the beginning of the paper, a permutation of the state space of the HMM will generate the
same law of observations. Thus the equivalent class Φe is non-empty in general.
5.3.3 Hypothesis testing-based approach for optimal partition selection
The observations {y0, y1, . . . , yn} are generated according to the original HMM defined on the state space N and the
observation spaceO. For a fixed partition function φ ∈ Φ, the log-likelihood rate ln(φ) is recursively computed using
the filtering recursion (5.2) with the aggregated HMM ξ¯(φ) defined on the state space M and the observation space
O. The complexity of the filtering recursion only depends on the dimension of the aggregated HMM. Even if the
original HMM has a huge state space, we can still efficiently evaluate the filtering recursion using aggregated HMMs
with much smaller state space.
Since the partition function space Φ is a finite set, the optimization problem (5.10) can in practice be approached
through the hypothesis testing: We are given |Φ| different hypotheses (or |Φ| different aggregated HMMs), and our
goal is to decide on the basis of observations alone which of the hypotheses holds true (or which of the aggregated
HMM is with the maximum log-likelihood rate). If the set Φ is of moderate size, then the maximum log-likelihood rate
hypothesis can be found efficiently. All we need to do is to compute |Φ| different filters, one for each partition function.
For any fixed-length observations {y0, y1, . . . , yn}, we choose the n-step hypothesis φ̂n as the one with the largest
log-likelihood rate. Then φ̂n asymptotically converges to the global maximum φ∗ as n→∞ (see Proposition 5.3.1).
5.4 Recursive Learning Algorithm
In general, the optimization problem (5.10) is intractable because of the curse of dimensionality. The curse here arises
due to the large size of the partition function space, e.g., L = |Φ| = MN for the M -partition of the N -state space.
To confront this complexity issue, a parametric representation is used to represent the partition function in terms of a
small number of parameters. A recursive learning algorithm is described to adaptively update the parameters based on
a sample path of the HMM.
5.4.1 Parameterization of the partition function space via randomization
The randomization of the partition function gives us greater flexibility to solve the optimization problem (5.10). A
randomized partition policy is defined as a mapping,
η : N → [0, 1]L
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with the component ηφ(i) such that
∑
φ∈Φ ηφ(i) = 1 for every i ∈ N . Under a policy η, the partition function φ is
assigned to the state i with the probability ηφ(i), independent of everything else.
The policy is said to be deterministic if for every state i, there is a single partition function φ(i) such that ηφ(i)(i) =
1. If the function φ(i) is the same for all i then the policy η yields a consistent partition of the space N . If η(·) is
a degenerate probability distribution (i.e., a dirac delta in the probability simplex of Φ), then a partition function can
be uniquely obtained from η(·). In practice, a numerical method will in general only lead to a partition function with
high probability determined by η(·).
The combinatorial optimization problem (5.10) involves a very large partition space Φ. Following the consid-
eration of [29], we consider the randomized policies η(·; θ) which are described in terms of a parameter vector
θ = (θ(1), . . . , θ(K))T , where the dimension K is chosen much smaller than L, the dimension of Φ.
The following assumption is made for the ease of the optimization over the parameter θ:
Assumption 5.4.1 The parameter space Θ is a compact subset of a K-dimensional real vector space RK . For any
i ∈ N , the randomized and parameterized policy η(i; θ) is twice differentiable with respect to θ, and has bounded first
and second derivatives for all θ ∈ Θ.
5.4.2 Parametric representation of the MLE problem
For any θ ∈ Θ, we consider a randomized partition policy η(·; θ) such that for every i ∈ N , η(i; θ) depends smoothly
on θ, ηφ(i; θ) ≥ 0, and
∑
φ∈Φ ηφ(i; θ) = 1. We associate a probability measure Pη(·;θ) and the corresponding














where Xn is the hidden state associated with the observation Yn generated from the HMM ξ.




























5.4.3 Recursive learning algorithm and its convergence
Under Assumption 5.2.1–5.4.1, one can show that the MLE θ̂n converge to θ∗ Pξ-a.s as n → ∞. However, the
maximum of (5.12) or (5.13) with respect to θ is typically very difficult to compute. Instead, we describe a recursive
learning algorithm that searches for a maximum along the gradient-ascent direction of the log-likelihood rate l˜n(θ).
In order to compute the gradient of l˜n(θ), we employ the simulation to produce a sample-based estimate ∇hn(θ)
of ∇l˜n(θ) (we denote ∇ := ∇θ for short). At every time step n, the estimate hn is computed using the current

















and the averaging sequence {mn}n≥0 satisfies the following assumption:
Assumption 5.4.2 For any n ≥ 0,
0 ≤ m0 ≤ m1 ≤ . . . ≤ mn−1 ≤ mn ≤ n
and as n→∞, mn →∞.
Given any partition function φ and the observations {Yn−⌊mn⌋, . . . , Yn}, the estimate hn can be computed through
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the filter recursion (5.2) of {Pξ¯(φ)(Yn−⌊mn⌋), . . . ,Pξ¯(φ)(Yn|Y n−1n−⌊mn⌋)}. Due to the ergodicity of the filter (see Propo-
sition 5.2.1 (ii)), the recursion can be started with an arbitrary initial distribution µ¯ on M.
The estimate ∇hn(θ) asymptotically converges to ∇l˜n(θ) as n → ∞ and the convergence is geometrically fast
due to the ergodicity of the filter. By choosing the sequence {mn}n≥0 alternatively, we compute hn(θ) efficiently:
e.g., one can take mn = nα where selecting α ∈ (0, 1] allows one to tradeoff between the computation efficiency and
the estimation performance.
A recursive learning algorithm is employed to approach the optimization problem (5.12). Let {xn, yn}n≥0 denote
a sample path generated from the HMM ξ. The recursive learning algorithm for updating the parameter vector is given
by: For any n ≥ 0,
θ¯n+1 = θ¯n + γn∇hn(θ¯n) (5.15)
where θ¯0 is taken to be an arbitrary point in Θ, the value θ¯n is assumed to be available from the previous iteration, and
hn(θ) is computed using (5.14). In addition, another adaptive algorithm for updating the log-likelihood rate is run in
parallel
l¯n+1 = l¯n + γn(hn(θ¯n)− l¯n) (5.16)
where l¯n is the estimated log-likelihood rate and parameter θ¯n comes from (5.15). The diminishing stepsize γn
satisfies the standard stochastic approximation conditions:







The convergence of the simulation-based algorithm is established using the ODE method and ergodicity of the
filtering process:
Proposition 5.4.1 Suppose,
(i) The sample path {xn, yn}n≥0 are generated from the HMM ξ, which satisfies Assumption 5.2.1 and Assump-
tion 5.2.2.
(ii) The randomized and parameterized policy η(·; θ) satisfies Assumption 5.4.1.
(iii) The averaging sequence {mn}n≥0 and the stepsize sequence {γn}n≥0 satisfy Assumption 5.4.2 and Assump-
tion 5.4.3, respectively.
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(iv) The parameter vector sequence {θ¯n}n≥0 and the log-likelihood rate sequence {l¯n}n≥0 are updated according to
the recursive learning algorithm (5.15) and (5.16), respectively.
Then, as n→∞, the sequence l˜n(θ¯n) converges to a non-positive limit,
∇l˜n(θ¯n)→ 0 and l¯n → l˜n(θ¯n),
all in Pξ-a.s. sense.
5.4.4 A simple bi-partition parameterization
Let M = {1, 2} denote the reduced aggregated state space with two superstates. For the bi-partition problem, a
partition function φ takes only two values, either φ(i) = 1 or φ(i) = 2 for any state i ∈ N . Let Θ be a sufficiently
large compact subset of RN . We consider a real-valued parameter vector θ := (θ(1), . . . , θ(N))T ∈ Θ, where θ(i)
decides the group assignment for the state i ∈ N . In particular, we use ζ(θ(i)):= 11+exp(Mθ(i)) to reflect the probability
that φ(i) = 1, where M > 0 is some positive constant.
At time n, we only need to consider the randomized and parameterized partition policy for the state Xn. Suppose
the current stat is Xn = i ∈ N , and partition function at time n− 1 is φ˜. The policy is defined for all φ ∈ Φ:
• If φ(j) = φ˜(j) for every j ∈ N/{i}, then
ηφ(i; θ) = ζ(θ(i))1l{φ(i)=1} + (1− ζ(θ(i))1l{φ(i)=2}.
• Otherwise, ηφ(i; θ) = 0.
One can easily verify that the policy satisfies the Assumption 5.4.1. At each time step, the policy only affects or
changes the probability of the group assignment for the state Xn and keep others unchanged. Thus this policy can
save a lot of computations at each time-step, which makes it more suitable for on-line estimation.
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Figure 5.1: The original log-likelihood rate l∗n is compared with the 8 different aggregated log-likelihood rates ln(φ).
5.5 Numerical Results
In this section, we use a simple HMM ξ to illustrate the theoretical results and algorithms described in this paper. The
HMM ξ = (µ,A,C) has 4 states and 2 observations. The transition matrices
A =

0.500 0.200 0.225 0.075
0.200 0.500 0.135 0.165
0.030 0.270 0.500 0.200









with the initial distribution µ = π, the invariant distribution of A. We consider the bi-partition problem of the HMM
ξ here, i.e., the state space N = {1, 2, 3, 4} is aggregated into the state space M = {1, 2}.
5.5.1 Hypothesis testing approach for a simple HMM
Note that the partition function space Φ is of a moderate size (|Φ| = 24 = 16). Thus the hypothesis testing method is
employed in this subsection to find the optimal partition function as described in Section 5.3.3.
First, a sample path of n = 2000 observations {y0, . . . , yn} is generated according to the HMM ξ. The original
log-likelihood rate l∗n = n−1 logPξ(yn0 ) is computed based on the recursive filer of the HMM ξ (see Section 5.2.2 for
more details).
Second, for any fixed φ ∈ Φ, the aggregated HMM ξ¯(φ) is obtained using the representation (5.6)–(5.8). Then we
compute the aggregated log-likelihood rate ln(φ) = n−1 logPξ¯(φ)(yn0 ) (5.11) for every aggregated HMM ξ¯(φ) based
on the recursive filter of ξ¯(φ). Note that if the partition functions φ1 and φ2 are symmetric (e.g., φ1 = [1, 2, 2, 2] and
φ2 = [2, 1, 1, 1] are symmetric), then the probability laws Pξ¯(φ1) = Pξ¯(φ2) for almost all observations. Based on the
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Figure 5.2: Plots of (a) the estimated parameter vector θ¯n, (b) probabilities of the states being in the first group
ηφ=[1,1,1,1](·; θ¯n), and (c) the estimated log-likelihood rate l¯n for the HMM ξ with the recursive learning algo-
rithm (5.15) and (5.16).
symmetry of the problem, we only need to consider 8 partition functions for the hypothesis testing. In Figure 5.1, we
depict the original log-likelihood rate l∗n as well as 8 different aggregated log-likelihood rates ln(φ) (two symmetric
partition functions correspond to the same log-likelihood rate).
Finally, we choose the optimal partition function corresponding to the largest log-likelihood rate. For this example,
the optimal partition functions is φ∗ = [1, 1, 2, 2] or φ∗ = [2, 2, 1, 1]. The two corresponding aggregated HMMs are
equivalent up to the permutation of the state space. We also note that for this special example the optimal aggregated
log-likelihood rate is almost the same as the original one.
5.5.2 Recursive learning approach
From the hypothesis testing of all partition functions, we know that φ = [1, 1, 2, 2] is the optimal bi-partition of the
HMM ξ. In this subsection, we apply the recursive learning algorithm (5.15) and (5.16) to find the optimal partition
function based on a single sample-path {xn, yn}n≥0 of the HMM ξ.
The randomized and parameterized bi-partition policy, with the constant M = 15, is chosen for the recursive
learning algorithm as described in Section 5.4.4. The averaging sequence is taken as mn = n0.8 and the stepsize
sequence is taken as γn = 1n+1 for n ≥ 0. The parameter space Θ is a sufficiently large compact subset of R
N and
the algorithm is initialized with the parameter vector θ¯0 = [0, 0, 0, 0].
In Figure 5.2, we depict a typical run of the recursive learning algorithm for the 1000 iterations. After n = 1000
iterations, the estimated parameter vector θ¯n = [−0.3802,−0.4643, 0.4117, 0.4154], and the probabilities of states
being in the first group are ηφ=[1,1,1,1](·; θ¯n) = [0.9948, 0.9984, 0.0034, 0.0032]. From this, the optimal partition
function φ = [1, 1, 2, 2] can be determined with high probability. The corresponding estimated log-likelihood rate is
equal to l¯n = −0.6605, which is close to maximum log-likelihood rate depicted in Figure 5.1. The recursive learning
algorithm thus recovers the optimal partition function for this example.
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5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a recursive learning algorithm for model reduction of Hidden Markov Models. The state
space is aggregated to reduce the complexity of the HMM. The optimal aggregation is obtained by minimizing the
K-L divergence rate between the laws of the observation process. The optimal aggregated HMM is represented as a
function of the partition function of the state space. The optimal partition can be obtained by the hypothesis testing
method, or in large-scale problem by using the recursive learning algorithm based on the stochastic approximation.
The algorithm can be implemented only through a single sample path of the HMM.
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Part II
Modeling and Control of Building Systems
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Chapter 6
Structure-Preserving Model Reduction of
Nonlinear Building Thermal Models
6.1 Introduction
Accurate models of temperature evolution in a building are required for real-time prediction and control, especially
in model-based control methods [46, 71, 73, 90, 128]. This chapter focuses on model order reduction of buildings
with multiple zones. A zone in this chapter refers to a single space (room, hallway, etc.) that is serviced by a single
“terminal box” with supply air diffuser and return air grilles. Figure 6.1 shows a four-zone building HVAC system,
where each zone refers to a single room here; terminologies and more details appear in Section 6.2.
A complete model of the entire multi-zone building’s thermal response can be constructed by using (i) resistor-
capacitor networks for combined conduction-convection-radiation through surfaces, and (ii) heat balance equations to
account for the enthalpy exchange between a zone and the outside due to the ventilation air. The resulting lumped
parameter model is called the full-order building thermal model in this chapter. This approach of constructing multi-
zone thermal models have been pursued previously in [45, 61, 85, 119, 125]. The full-order model we consider here is
from [45]. The ventilation heat exchange terms make the thermal dynamic model nonlinear; more modeling details
appear in Section 6.2.
A fundamental problem with the full-order models is that they quickly explode in complexity as the number
of zones increases. For example, the full-order model of the downstream part of a four-zone building, shown in
Figure 6.1, has 37 nodes (more details appear in Section 6.5). For a large commercial building with hundreds of
zones, the number of nodes are of the order of several hundreds, or even thousands.
In this chapter, we propose an aggregation-based approach that preserves the structure of the original model, that
is, the reduced building thermal model is still a nonlinear RC-network. This is achieved by obtaining super-nodes via
aggregation, and determining the super-capacitance for each super-node and super-resistance for each edge between
two adjacent super-nodes. The aggregation-based approach proposed in this chapter is based on model reduction
method of Markov chains that was described in the first part of this thesis. The Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence
rate is used as a “metric” to reduce Markov chains via aggregation of states in (see Chapter 2). The idea of this chapter
is to connect the linear portion of the multi-zone thermal model to a continuous-time Markov chain, and extend the
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Figure 6.1: The configuration of a four-zone building HVAC system.
model reduction procedure for Markov chains to the nonlinear full-order building thermal model. The degree of
reduction can be specified by the user, and the full-order model with n nodes can be reduced to a model with m
super-nodes, with m being any integer between 1 and n. Simulations reported in this chapter show that the proposed
method produces reduced-order models that well approximate the time-domain predictions of the original model. As
one would expect, the prediction accuracy decreases as the specified degree of reduction increases.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the full-order model is described and the model
reduction problem is stated. In Section 6.3, the Markov chain analogy of the building thermal dynamics is presented.
In Section 6.4, the aggregation-based methodology is applied to reduce the building thermal model. In Section 6.5,
theoretical results are illustrated by numerical simulations.
6.2 Full-order Building Thermal Model
A typical HVAC system consists of AHUs, supply ducts, and terminal boxes; see Figure 6.1 for an example. The
AHU (Air Handling Unit) supplies conditioned air (usually cold and dry) to terminal boxes at so-called leaving-air
temperature and humidity. Each terminal box delivers air to one or more zones. When the box is equipped with a
reheat coil (a common configuration), the supply air temperature downstream of the box can be increased beyond the
AHU leaving temperature. In a VAV (Variable-Air-Volume) system, the terminal box may vary the supply air mass
flow rate through dampers, but not in a CAV (constant air volume) system. A controller at each terminal box can be
used to maintain the temperature of a zone at a specified value by controlling the mass flow rate of air supplied to the
zone.
The dynamics of the building with its HVAC system can be divided into upstream and downstream parts (see Fig-
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ure 6.1). The upstream part includes the AHU dynamics and the downstream part includes the thermal dynamics of
the zones. The focus here is on modeling the downstream thermal dynamics. The reasons for ignoring the AHU
dynamics are twofold. First, the dimension of the downstream model increases quickly with the number of zones and
internal thermal nodes, while the dimension of the upstream model increases only with the number of AHUs. The
later is typically small even for a large building. Second, the AHU has fast dynamics in the HVAC system, with a time
constant of about a minute [12], whereas the thermal dynamics of the zones are relatively slow with time constants
in tens of minutes [112] to hours [43]. As a result, the dynamics of the AHUs are replaced by static gains in this
chapter without significant loss of accuracy. From now on, “building thermal dynamics” would mean dynamics of
the downstream part. Variations of temperature within a zone are neglected; each zone is characterized by a single
temperature variable.
6.2.1 RC-network model of building thermal dynamics
A building thermal model is constructed by combining lumped parameter models of thermal interaction between two
zones separated by a solid surface (e.g., walls, windows, ceilings, and floors). For the sake of simplicity, here we
ignore the inter-zone convective heat transfer that occurs through the open doors and hallways. A lumped parameter
model of combined heat flow across a surface is modeled as a simple RC-network, with current and voltage being
analogous of heat flow and temperature. In this modeling framework, the capacitances are used to model the total
thermal capacity of the wall, and the resistances are used to represent the total resistance that the wall offers to the
flow of heat from one side to the other. In [44], Gouda et. al. showed that a second-order RC-network model with 3
resistors and 2 capacitors, which we will call 3R2C model, is sufficient to capture the conductive dynamic interaction
between two spaces through a single wall; see Example 6.2.1 at the end of this subsection.
For a building consisting of a number of surface elements (e.g., walls, windows, ceilings, and floors), 3R2C models
for surface elements can be inter-connected to obtain a RC-network model of the entire building. The resulting model
can be represented as an undirected graphG = (V , E), where V :={1, . . . , n+1} denotes the set of nodes of the graph.
A node may represent a physical zone (e.g., a room, a hallway, or “the outside”), or some point inside a wall. For
the sake of simplicity of the description, the nodes are assumed to be re-indexed so that the first N nodes correspond
to the temperatures of zones 1, . . . , N ; these are called the zone nodes. The next (n − N) nodes correspond to the
temperatures internal to the surfaces that appear due to the 3R2C networks; these are called the internal nodes. The
last, i.e. (n+ 1)th node, corresponds to the outside. Each node i ∈ V corresponds to a temperature Ti and each node
i ∈ V/{n + 1} has an associated capacitance Ci. The set E ⊂ V × V denotes the set of all edges. Edges represent
pathways for conductive heat transports. More specifically, each edge (i, j) ∈ E represents the conductive thermal
interaction between the nodes i and j and there exists a resistanceRij ∈ R+ connecting them directly. Since the graph
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is undirected, Rji = Rij by convention.
The states and inputs of the building thermal model are summarized below:
States : T1, . . . , TN , TN+1, . . . , Tn, Tn+1
Inputs : To, T






i , i = 1, . . . , N
where T1, . . . , TN denote the space temperature of the zones, and TN+1, . . . , Tn denote temperature of the points
internal to the surface elements, and Tn+1 & To denote the same quantity – the outside temperature (it is denoted
as Tn+1 if considered as a state, and To if considered as an input), T s denotes the supply temperature, that is the
temperature of the air supplied by the AHU, m˙ini denotes the mass flow rate of the supply air entering the ith zone,
Q˙ri denotes the heat gain due to reheating that may occur at the VAV box of the ith zone, Q˙inti denotes the internal
heat gain, i.e., the rate of heat generated by occupants, equipments, lights, etc. in the ith zone, and Q˙exti denotes the
external heat gain, i.e., the rate of solar radiation entering the ith zone.
The supplied air temperature T s is usually constant for a VAV system, at least over short intervals of time [4]. All
other inputs are time varying. In this chapter, it is assumed that (i) the supply air temperature T s is given as a constant,
(ii) the (estimation of) the outside temperature T0 and the heat gains Q˙r, Q˙int, Q˙ext are available based on historical
data, weather predictions, and various sensors.
The thermal dynamics of a multi-zone building, described by a graph G, are modeled by the following coupled







(Tj(t)− Ti(t))/Rij + Q˙i(t) + ∆Hi(t) (6.1)
where Ni := {j ∈ V : j 6= i, (i, j) ∈ E} denotes the set of neighbors connecting to the node i (note that the outside
node n+ 1 may belong to the set Ni for some node i), and the terms Q˙i,∆Hi are described below:
• The heat gain term Q˙i is the rate of thermal energy entering the node i from all sources other than ventilation




i (t) + Q˙
int
i (t) + Q˙
ext
i (t), i = 1, . . . , N
Q˙i(t) = 0, i = N + 1, . . . , n.
• The ventilation heat exchange term ∆Hi is the rate of thermal energy entering the node i due to ventilation. It
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s − Ti(t)), i = 1, . . . , N
∆Hi(t) = 0, i = N + 1, . . . , n
where Cpa is the specific heat capacitance of the supplied air at constant pressure. Recall that T s is the supply
air temperature.
The coupled ordinary differential equation model (6.1) so obtained is nonlinear because of the presence of the bilinear
term m˙ini Ti in defining the ventilation heat exchange ∆Hi. Note that the term Q˙i +∆Hi can be together interpreted
as a current source injected into (or extracted from) the node i of the RC-network, except that the source strength
depends on the “voltage” Ti of node i as well: The full-order model can be thought as a RC-network model with
additional current sources, where the source strengths are dependent on the voltage of the nodes they are connected
to.
In the following sections, a compact state-space representation of the building thermal model (6.1) is used. The
outside temperature is taken as a “virtual state” Tn+1 to the system. We assign a very large “virtual capacitance” to




= AT + L(T, U, Q˙) (6.2)
where the state vector T := [T1, . . . , Tn+1]T , the control vector U := [m˙in1 , . . . , m˙inN , 0, . . . , 0]T , and the heat gain




0, if j 6= i, (i, j) /∈ E
1/(CiRij), if j 6= i, (i, j) ∈ E
−
∑
k 6=i Aik, if j = i, (i, j) ∈ E
(6.3)
and the nonlinear function: 
Li(T, U, Q˙) =
CpaUi(T
s − Ti) + Q˙i
Ci
, i = 1, . . . , N
Li(T, U, Q˙) = 0, i = N + 1, . . . , n
Li(T, U, Q˙) = η, i = n+ 1
where η(t) ∈ R is chosen such that η(t) = T˙o(t). To see the equivalence between (6.1) and (6.2), note that the
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Figure 6.2: (a) Two zones separated by a single surface, and (b) its lumped RC-network model.
entries in the last row of A approach 0 as Cn+1 → ∞ (since they are of the form 1/(Cn+1Rn+1,j)). In the limit,
T˙n+1 = η(t), which gives Tn+1(t) = To(t) for all t ≥ 0.
Example 6.2.1 (A simple two-zone building) Consider the simplest example where two zones are separated by a
single wall/surface as shown in Fig. 6.2 (a). Here it is assumed that two zones have no thermal interaction with other
zones or the outside. A 3R2C network model is used to model the surface as shown in Fig. 6.2 (b). Ventilation air
enters each zone at temperature T s, and leaves the zone at the same temperature as that of the zone. There are 4
building nodes, two zone nodes plus two internal nodes. T1 and T4 denote the space temperatures of zone 1 and
zone 2, respectively. T2 and T3 denote temperatures of the points internal to the surface that arise due to the 3R2C
model of the surface. The parameters C1 and C4 are the thermal capacitances of the two zones, while C2, C3 are
thermal capacitances for the 3R2C model of the surface. The dynamics for the RC-network model are described by




















































T3 + Q˙4 +∆H4
(6.4)
where R12, R23, R34 are thermal resistances, the Q˙i = Q˙ri + Q˙inti + Q˙exti is the heat gain, and ∆Hi = Cpam˙ini (T s−
Ti) is the heat exchange due to ventilation for i = 1, 4, with Cpa being the specific heat capacitance of the supply air.
6.2.2 Problem statement
For a building with N zones, the number of states in the full-order model (6.2) described above is of the order of
7N , usually more. A medium size commercial building has close to 100 zones and a larger building can have several
hundreds. The dimension of the full-order model thus can be quite large. The goal of this chapter is to obtain a
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reduced-order model of smaller dimension such that model reduction produces the RC-network physical structure.
To achieve this goal, an aggregation methodology is considered: Mathematically, suppose the goal is to reduce the
state dimension from n to m, where m ≤ n is the (user-specified) number of super-nodes. The first step is to choose
a partition function φ : V → V¯ , where V¯ = {1, . . . ,m + 1} denotes the set of “super-nodes” for the reduced-order
model, and recall that V = {1, . . . , n + 1} denotes the set of nodes for the full-order model. A partition function is
an onto function but possibly many-to-one. The elements of V¯ are the super-nodes, and for every k ∈ V¯ , the inverse
mapping φ−1(k) ⊂ V denotes the group of nodes in the full-order model that are aggregated into the kth super-
node using the partition function φ. The second step is to define a graph for V by defining “super-edges” between
super-nodes. The third step is to define appropriate super-capacitances and super-resistances.
To perform such a structure-preserving model reduction, we need to answer the following questions:
• Q1: How to choose the partition function?
• Q2: Given a partition function, how to find the super-capacitances and super-resistances, and how to aggregate
the nonlinear terms of the full-order model?
• Q3: How to compare the full and reduced-order models?
The rest of the chapter is about answering these questions. A brief outline of the approach is provided below.
• Partition by Markov chain aggregation: It is shown in Section 6.3 that the linear thermal dynamics is analogous
to a continuous-time Markov chain. A recently developed aggregation method for Markov chains is then em-
ployed to obtain a (sub)-optimal partition function. In this method, a measure of optimality of the aggregation
is defined in terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence rate. Solving the optimal partition problem is shown to
be hard, and a recursive bi-partition algorithm is proposed here to obtain sub-optimal partitions. Details of the
algorithm are summarized in Appendix C.
• Finding super-quantities and the reduced-order model: The super-capacitances and super-resistances are ob-
tained directly based on the Markov chain analogy. Details appears in Section 6.4.1. Due to the current source
interpretation of the nonlinear part, the current sources connecting to the same group of the aggregated nodes
are directly added up to form a super-current source for the corresponding super-node. It is shown that the
reduced-order model is a RC-network model defined with super-quantities. Details appear in Section 6.4.2.
• Comparison between full and reduced-order models: We obtain the reduced-order model by aggregating the
nodes into a smaller number of super-nodes. Then we employ the lifting technique to lift the reduced-order
model to the one with the same number of nodes as the full-order model. Details of the lifting technique is
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summarized in Section 6.4.1. We can now directly compare the temperatures of zone nodes for the full and
reduced-order models.
6.3 Markov Chain Analogy and Aggregation
In this section, it is shown that the linear part of the building thermal model (6.2) is analogous to a continuous-time




Due to the special structure of the matrix A (see (6.3)), the linear thermal model (6.5) is conservative. Specifically, a
scalar-valued function V (t) :=
∑

























where the equality (6.6a) follows from (6.5), the equality (6.6b) is due to the fact that CiAij = CjAji for all i, j ∈ V
(see (6.3)), and the equality (6.6c) uses the fact that each row sum of the matrix A is zero. We denote V0 := V (0) =∑
i∈V CiTi(0) as the invariant quantity of the linear thermal model (6.5).
6.3.1 Analogy to a Markov chain
Based upon the conservative property of the linear thermal model (6.5), define the thermal distribution as a row vector,




Ti, i ∈ V .
Note that
∑
i∈V fi(t) ≡ 1 for all t ≥ 0.













































where the fact that Rij = Rji is used in deriving the equality (6.8a). Using matrix notation for representing (6.8b),
we obtain the dynamics of the thermal distribution and its solution
df
dt
= fA ⇒ f(t) = f(0)eAt, ∀t ≥ 0.
The Markov chain analogy is now clear. Note that each row sum of A is zero, its diagonal entries are negative, and
its non-diagonal entries are non-negative (see (6.3)). Thus, the transition rate matrix A is the infinitesimal generator
of a transition semigroup {eAt}t≥0: For any t, s ≥ 0, (i) eA0 = I , (ii) eAt is a stochastic matrix (That is eAt is a
nonnegative matrix whose row sums are equal to one), and (iii) eA(t+s) = eAteAs.
Consider now a continuous-time Markov chain {X(t)}t≥0 on the state space V with the transition semigroup
{eAt}t≥0 [110]. Let g(t) denote the probability distribution at time t, i.e.,
gi(t) = Pr(X(t) = i), i ∈ V .









If f(0) is the initial distribution of {X(t)}t≥0, i.e., g(0) = f(0), then
g(t) = g(0)eAt = f(0)eAt = f(t). (6.9)
Thus, starting from the same initial distribution, the probability distribution of the continuous-time Markov chain
{X(t)}t≥0 is equal to the thermal distribution of the linear thermal model (6.5). For more details on continuous-time
Markov chains, we refer the reader to [93, 110] and references therein.
For any ergodic Markov chain, there exists a unique stationary distribution π (obtained as a solution to πA = 0),
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whereby starting from any initial distribution
lim
t→∞ g(t) = π.
For linear thermal model (6.5), the associated Markov chain is shown to be ergodic in [27], and the stationary distri-




, i ∈ V . (6.10)
6.3.2 Discretization of the continuous-time Markov chain
In practice, it is more convenient to work with discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC) instead of continuous-time
Markov chains (CTMC). The DTMC {X(k∆t)}k≥0 is obtained by discretizing the CTMC {X(t)}t≥0 with a step-
size ∆t. Let ξ(k) denote the probability distribution of the DTMC at kth time-step, i.e., ξi(k) = Pr(X(k∆t) = i) for
i ∈ V . Using (6.9),
ξ(k) = ξ(0)P k(∆t), k ≥ 0
where the transition matrix is defined as
P (∆t) := eA∆t. (6.11)
For any t ≥ 0, there exists an integer k ≥ 0 such that k∆t ≤ t < (k + 1)∆t and eAt ≈ eAk∆t for small enough ∆t.
Thus the CTMC {X(t)}t≥0 with the transition semigroup {eAt}t≥0 is approximated by the DTMC {X(k∆t)}k≥0
with the transition matrix P (∆t) as ∆t → 0. One can verify that π given in (6.10) is also the stationary distribution
of the DTMC, i.e., limk→∞ ξ(k) = π.
6.3.3 Kullback-Leibler metric
The Kullback-Leibler divergence rate is employed as a metric to compare Markov chains (see Chapter 2 for more
details). Here we only summarize the major formulae that are useful in this chapter: Consider two Markov chains
(π, P ) and (π¯, P¯ ) defined on different state spaces V = {1, . . . , n+1} and V¯ = {1, . . . ,m+1}, respectively. Without
loss of generality, we let m ≤ n. The relationship between V and V¯ is described by a partition function φ : V 7→ V¯ .
To compare two Markov chains in the same state space, we lift the Markov transition matrix P¯ to another one defined






P¯φ(i)φ(j), i, j ∈ V .
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The K-L divergence rate between two Markov chains is given by:
Rφ(P‖P¯ ) :=R(P‖P̂
(pi)(φ)).
6.3.4 Aggregation of Markov chain
Here we summarize the basic results for optimally aggregating Markov chains from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Let
(π, P ) denote a discrete-time Markov chain defined on the state space V = {1, . . . , n+ 1} with the transition matrix
P and the stationary distribution π. The model reduction problem is to find an optimal aggregated Markov chain,
denoted by (π¯, P¯ ), defined on the state space V¯ = {1, . . . ,m + 1}, where m ≤ n, such that the KL divergence rate
Rφ(P‖P¯ ) between two Markov chains is minimized.
The m-partition problem is to find a partition function φ : V 7→ V¯ and an aggregated transition matrix P¯ that




s.t. P¯1 = 1, P¯ ≥ 0.
As shown in Theorem 2.4.1, for a fixed (whether optimal or not) partition function φ, the optimal aggregated Markov







, k, l ∈ V¯ (6.12)




πi, k ∈ V¯ . (6.13)




It is shown in Chapter 2 that solving the optimization problem (6.14) exactly is difficult for m > 2, but a sub-optimal
solution for m = 2 can be easily computed. This leads to a sub-optimal solution for arbitrary m ≥ 2 through the
recursive bi-partition algorithm AlgoBIPA, which is described in Appendix C. Here we summarize the basic ideas:
First, AlgoBIPA is used to obtain V1,V2 so that V1 ∪ V2 = V and V1 ∩ V2 = Φ, where Φ denotes the empty set.
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Then, AlgoBIPA is used on the set V1 to obtain V11 and V12 such that V11 ∪ V12 = V1 and V11 ∩ V12 = Φ. If the
model order is less than m, AlgoBIPA is used on the set V2 to obtain partitions V21 and V22 such that V21 ∪ V22 = V2
and V21 ∩ V22 = Φ. This procedure is repeated until m partitions are obtained. At each step the number of partition
increases by one.
6.3.5 Analogy to thermal dynamics
Based on the Markov chain analogy for the linear thermal dynamics (see Section 6.3.1), the model reduction frame-
work for Markov chains is extended to building thermal models:
• Metric for comparing thermal distributions: The K-L divergence is employed as a metric to compare two





For the model reduction problem, it is of interest to compare two thermal distributions defined on building
graphs of different cardinalities. Let f and f¯ denote two thermal distributions defined on V and V¯ , respectively.
The low-dimensional distribution f¯ is lifted to a high-dimensional distribution f̂ defined on V by using partition






f¯φ(i), i ∈ V . (6.15)
The lifting may be viewed as a linear transformation that conserves the total heat. The K-L metric is then used
to compare the two thermal distributions f and f̂ on the same node set V .
• Metric for comparing thermal models: The K-L divergence rate is used as a measure to compare two building
thermal models. In particular, suppose full-order model is simulated starting from an initial distribution f(0).
Denote the resulting trajectory of the thermal distribution as {f(k∆t)}0≤k≤N . Now, suppose the reduced-order




fi(0), l ∈ V .
Denote the resulting trajectory of thermal distribution as {f¯(k∆t)}0≤k≤N , which evolves over reduced graph V¯ .
The trajectory {f¯(k∆t)}0≤k≤N is lifted to the full building graph by using (6.15), and denoted by {f̂(k∆t)}0≤k≤N .
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Thus, the K-L divergence rate is a measure of average distance between trajectories generated from simulating
two thermal models.
• Bi-partition: An optimal bi-partition of a given model produces a 2-state reduced-order model that is closest to
the full-order model in the sense of distance (6.16). Since the distance is a time average, discrepancies between
two models at the slow(est) time-scales contribute more to the error compared to the fast transients. The choice
of metric thus leads to a 2-state model that approximates the full-order model on the slowest time-scale.
• Recursive bi-partition: The recursive application of bi-partition algorithm produces a reduced-order model that
progressively captures multiple time-scales in the problem. The first bi-partition results in splitting of the graph
into two clusters, and a 2-state model that captures the slowest time-scale. The next bi-partition further splits one
of the two clusters so as to capture the slowest time-scale in that cluster and so on. In effect after m-applications
of the algorithm, the reduced-order model describes the m slowest time-scales of the full-order model.
6.4 Aggregated Building Thermal Model
In this section, the aggregation methodology is applied to obtain a reduced-order model for building thermal model
(6.2). We first describe the reduced-order model for the linear part of the building thermal model (6.2), and then the
reduced-order model for the nonlinear part of (6.2).
6.4.1 Aggregated linear thermal dynamics
For the linear thermal model (6.5), the goal is to aggregate the node set V = {1, . . . , n+ 1} into a smaller super-node
set V¯ = {1, . . . ,m + 1} where m ≤ n. For each super-node k ∈ V¯ , we introduce the super-temperature T¯k, super-




= A¯(φ)T¯ , (6.17)
where T¯ = [T¯1, . . . , T¯m+1]T denotes the super-temperature vector, and A¯(φ) denotes the (m + 1)× (m + 1) super-
transition-rate matrix. The Markov chain analogy also works for the reduced-order model with the associated transition
semigroup {eA¯(φ)t}t≥0. Discretizing with a small step-size ∆t, one obtains the transition matrix for the aggregated
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Markov chain defined on V¯ :
P¯ (∆t) := eA¯(φ)∆t.
Recall that the transition matrix for the discrete-time Markov chain associated with the full-order linear thermal dy-
namics is denoted by P (∆t) (see (6.11)). The goal is to choose A¯(φ) so that the aggregated Markov chain with the
transition matrix P¯ (∆t) optimally approximates the original Markov chain with the transition matrix P (∆t). The
aggregation method described in Section 6.3.4 is employed to determine the formula for the optimal aggregated tran-








, k, l ∈ V¯. (6.18)
By expressing P (∆t) and P¯ (∆t) in the form
P (∆t) = I +A∆t+O(∆t2)
P¯ (∆t) = I + A¯(φ)∆t +O(∆t2)
the equation (6.18) becomes





















, k, l ∈ V¯ . (6.20)
By substituting (6.3) and (6.10) into (6.20), one can verify that A¯(φ) is indeed a transition-rate matrix for any partition












A¯kl(φ), k ∈ V¯
(6.21)
The super-capacitances and super-resistances can also be expressed in terms of Ci and Rij :
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, k ∈ V¯ (6.22)
where C¯k(φ) denotes the super-capacitances for the kth node. By substituting (6.10) into (6.13), we obtain










, k ∈ V¯ . (6.23)




Ci, k ∈ V¯. (6.24)









, k 6= l ∈ V¯ . (6.25)
Thus, the reduced-order linear model (6.17) corresponds to a reduced RC-network with super-capacitances and super-
resistances given by (6.24) and (6.25), respectively. The super-capacitance C¯k(φ), given in (6.24), is the equivalent
capacitance of parallel configuration of all capacitors in the kth partition. Similarly, the super-resistance R¯kl(φ) given
in (6.25) is the equivalent resistance of parallel configuration of all resistors connecting the kth partition and the lth
partition. These observations also serve to provide an intuitive justification of the aggregation approach.
Similar to the full-order model (6.2), the reduced-order model (6.17) is also conservative because of the fact that





















This implies that the invariant quantity of the linear thermal dynamics is unchanged after the aggregation. The aggre-




T¯k, k ∈ V¯ . (6.27)
Recall that we introduce the lifting technique to compare the low and high-dimensional distributions. The lifted




T̂i, i ∈ V (6.28)
















where we use the fact that C¯φ(i) =
∑
j∈ψ(i) Cj and V¯0 = V0. By comparing (6.28) and (6.30), we have the explicit
expression for the lifted temperature
T̂i = T¯φ(i), i ∈ V .
Note that the lifted temperature T̂i of the node i is indeed a temperature quantity for the corresponding aggregated
node φ(i). Thus, we can compare the full and reduced-order models by directly comparing Ti and T¯φ(i) for each node
i.
6.4.2 Aggregated building thermal model
Recall that the outside node is taken as a virtual (n+1)th node in the full-order building thermal model (6.2), and the
outside temperature is denoted as Tn+1. We also take the outside node as a virtual (m + 1)th node in the reduced-
order model and we denote its temperature as T¯m+1. That is, for any given partition function φ, the building node
set {1, . . . , n} is aggregated into the super-node set {1, . . . ,m}, and the (n + 1)th outside node has a one-to-one
correspondence to the (m+ 1)th super-node.
Due to the current source interpretation of nonlinear thermal dynamics L(T, U,Q) (see Section 6.2.1), the current
sources connecting to the same group of the aggregated nodes are directly added up to form a super-current source for
the corresponding super-node:
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• For k = 1, . . . ,m, the aggregated nonlinear thermal dynamics is given by:
L˜k(T, U, Q˙) =
∑
i∈φ−1(k)
CiLi(T, U,Q)/C¯k(φ) = (Cpa(T














• For k = m+ 1, the aggregated nonlinear thermal dynamics is given by:
L˜m+1(T, U, Q˙) = η
where η(t) = T˙o(t) and To(t) denotes the outside temperature. The construction here is to make sure T¯m+1(t) =
To(t) for all t ≥ 0 in the reduced-order model (6.34) described later.
Since U and Q are external inputs to the full-order model, we can also take U¯(φ) and ˙¯Q(φ) defined in (6.32) as the
super-inputs to the reduced-order model. One problem is that the term W˜ (φ) defined in (6.32) depends on T , which
is the state vector of the full-order model. We use T¯k (the temperature of the kth super-node) to approximate Ti (the




UiT¯k = U¯k(φ)T¯k, k = 1, . . . ,m.









for k = 1, . . . ,m and L¯m+1(T¯ , U¯(φ), ˙¯Q(φ)) = η. Note that the aggregated nonlinear thermal dynamics in (6.33)
only depends on super-quantities for the reduced-order model.
By combining the aggregated linear thermal dynamics (6.17) with the aggregated nonlinear thermal (6.33), we
obtain the state-space representation of the reduced-order building thermal model:
dT¯
dt
= A¯(φ)T¯ + L¯(T¯ , U¯(φ), ˙¯Q(φ)). (6.34)
The model reduction method proposed in this chapter preserves the RC-network structure of the original building
model, that is, the reduced-order model (6.34) is still a RC-network defined with super-nodes with super-edges con-
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Figure 6.3: The RC-network representation of (a) the full-order thermal model and (b) the reduced-order thermal
model for the single surface separating two zones.








˙¯Qk(φ)(t) + ∆H¯k(φ)(t) (6.35)
where T¯k is the temperature of the kth super-node, N¯k ⊂ V¯ denotes the set of neighbors of the kth super-node, ˙¯Qk(φ)
denotes the heat gain for the kth super-node, and the ventilation heat exchange ∆H¯k(φ) for the kth super-node is
given by








i . The initial condition of the
reduced-order model (6.35) is chosen as (6.26).
The reduced-order model so far depends on the choice of the partition function φ. The sub-optimal partition
function φ∗ is obtained by using the recursive bi-partition algorithm AlgoBIPA. However, one can also directly choose
a sub-optimal φ∗ based on physical intuition (e.g., floor plans in a multi-zone building), or some other kinds of expert-
based heuristics.
Example 6.4.1 (Bi-partition of the two-zone building) Consider the model reduction problem for the two-zone build-
ing shown in Example 6.2.1. The goal is to find a reduced-order model with two super-states. The thermal dynamics
of this two-zone building is described by (6.4). To perform model reduction, we consider the linear dynamics of (6.2)


























where the capacitances and resistances are given by C1 = 0.1, C2 = 0.15, C3 = 0.2, C4 = 0.25, R12 = 0.15,
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R34 = 0.15, and R23 = 1.5.
Using the bi-partition algorithm AlgoBIPA described in Appendix C, the sub-optimal bi-partition is obtained ac-
cording to the sign structure of the second largest eigenvalue of the Markov transition matrix P (∆t) = eA∆t, where
the step-size ∆t = 0.01. The second eigenvector of P (∆t) is given by
u(2) = [−0.639,−0.601,+0.312,+0.366].
The sign-structure of u(2) suggests the optimal bi-partition function φ∗ = [1, 1, 2, 2]. That is, the nodes {1} and {2}
are aggregated to form one super-node, and the states {3} and {4} are aggregated to form the other super-node. The
optimal bi-partition is shown in Figure 6.3 (a).








where the super-capacitances and super-resistances are obtained according to (6.24) and (6.25)
C¯1 = C1 + C2 = 0.25, C¯2 = C3 + C4 = 0.45, R¯12 = R¯21 = R23 = 1.5.
The RC-network representation of the reduced-order model is shown in Figure 6.3 (b). Let T¯k denote the temperatures
























where the heat gains ˙¯Q1 = Q˙1 and ˙¯Q2 = Q˙4, the heat exchanges ∆H¯1 = ∆H1 and ∆H¯2 = ∆H4.
The main observations from this model reduction example are as follows:
• The thermal interaction between the group of nodes {1, 2} and the group {3, 4} is much weaker compared to
the interactions within each group since the resistance R23 separating the two groups is 10 times larger than the
resistances R12 and R34 within each group. The optimal bi-partition produced by the algorithm AlgoBIPA thus
is consistent with the heuristic that would partition the building based on the thermal interactions among the
nodes.
• The reduced-order model is also a RC-network, just as the original model is.
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Figure 6.4: (a) The layout of the four-zone building of the HVAC system shown in Figure 6.1, and (b) its RC-network
representation.
6.5 Numerical Results
In this section, we apply the aggregation-based model reduction method to the downstream part of the four-zone
building HVAC system shown in Figure 6.1, where each zone is serviced by a single terminal box. The layout of the
four-zone building is shown in Figure 6.4 (a). Each of the four rooms/zones has an equal floor area of 5m× 5m and
each wall is 3m tall, which provides a volumetric area of 75m3 for each room. Room 1 has a small window (5m2) on
the north facing wall, whereas rooms 2 and 4 have larger windows (7m2 each) on the east facing wall. Room 3 does
not have a window.
The HVAC system used for simulation is designed to supply maximal mass flow rate of 0.25 kg/s per room. The
supplied air temperature is fixed at T s = 12.8◦C. Here we assume that there is no return air and 100% of the outside
air is sent to the AHU. The number of occupants in each room is uniformly generated as a random integer between 0
and 4. Outside temperature and outside solar radiation data is obtained for a summer day (05/24/1996) of Gainesville,
FL [68]. Numerical results presented here are simulated using ode45 function in Matlab for 24 hours with the time
step size chosen as 10 minutes. All temperatures are initialized at 24◦C, respectively. The mass flow rates entering
four zones are given by m˙in1 = 0.15 kg/sec, and m˙in2 = m˙in3 = m˙in4 = 0 kg/sec. Figure 6.5 shows the other two
inputs: outside temperature T0 and the heat gains Q˙.
6.5.1 Recursive bi-partition of building graph
The RC-network representation of the four-zone building is shown in Figure 6.4 (b). There are total 36 building nodes
plus 1 outside node for the model of this four-zone building:
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Figure 6.5: (a) The outside temperature T0, and (b) the total heat gains Q˙i, for room i (i = 1, . . . , 4).
• 4 zone nodes {1, . . . , 4};
• 8 internal-wall nodes {5, . . . , 12};
• 8 internal-floor nodes {13, . . . , 20};
• 8 internal-ceiling nodes {21, . . . , 28};
• 8 external wall nodes {29, . . . , 36};
• 1 outside node {37}.
Each node is assigned with a thermal capacitance, and two adjacent nodes are connected with a thermal resistance.
The windows are modeled as single resistors since they have relatively little capacitance. The values of capacitances
and resistances used for simulation are obtained from commercially available software Carrier Hourly Analysis Pro-
gram [17]. The outside node is assumed to have a very large capacitance C37 = 1010 KJ/(m2K).
The recursive bi-partition algorithm AlgoBIPA, described in Appendix C, is used to find sub-optimal partitions of
the building graph based on the analysis of the linear thermal dynamics. The first iteration of the algorithm AlgoBIPA
divides the node set into two groups: the first group contains all building nodes: {1, 2, . . . , 36}, and the second group
contains only the outside node: {37}. Such a 2-partition result makes sense since it captures the slowest time-scale of
building thermal dynamics.
The second iteration of the algorithm AlgoBIPA leads to a 3-partition, which divides the nodes into three groups:
the first group consists of all (zone, wall, ceiling, window, and floor) nodes associated with the room 3, the second
group contains all other building nodes associated with the rooms 1, 2, 4, and the third group contains only the outside
node: {37}. Compared with the 3-partition results, the 4-partition identifies a new group containing all nodes associ-
ated with room 1. For the 5-partition, the algorithm returns five groups of nodes with clear physical intuition: group
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Figure 6.6: Modeling error (K-L divergence rate) in aggregating the linear thermal dynamics vs. number of partitions.
i contains all nodes corresponding to room i, for i = 1, . . . , 4, and group 5 consists of the single outside node {37}!
For m > 5, the m-partition further partitions the nodes associated with individual rooms. The largest possible m is
37, which corresponds to no reduction in model order.
Recall that the K-L divergence rate (6.16) is used as a measure of the modeling error for aggregating the linear
thermal dynamics. Figure 6.6 depicts the K-L divergence rate with respect to the number of partitions m for 2 ≤
m ≤ 37. We observe from Figure 6.6 that the modeling error monotonically decreases to the zero as the number of
partitions increases to the dimension of the full-order model, and that there is little additional improvement beyond a
model order of around 18. Although the K-L divergence rate is only applicable to the linear part of the model, one can
still use it as a conservative guideline for the reduction of the nonlinear model. In that case, we can guess that for good
prediction accuracy, the reduced order model should have about 18 states. This is verified by simulations we report
next.
6.5.2 Simulation of full and reduced-order models
The full-order model (6.2) is used to describe the full building thermal dynamics, with 36 building nodes plus 1
outside node. The multiple partition results obtained in Section 6.5.1 are used to construct the reduced-order models
through aggregation of building nodes into groups, where each group of nodes is represented by a super-node. For
k = 1, . . . , 36, the kth-order reduced model (6.34) is used to describe the reduced building thermal dynamics with
k super-nodes plus 1 outside node. For comparison, we lift the reduced model to one with 36 building nodes plus 1
outside node (see Section 6.4.1 for more details). That allows direct comparison between the temperature of a zone
predicted by the full and reduced-order models.





4 = 0 kg/sec) are used as inputs in conducting simulations for both full and reduced-order models;
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Figure 6.8: Four zone temperature simulation errors are given by ei = T̂i − Ti for i = 1, . . . , 4, where Ti is the
temperature simulated by the full-order model and T̂i is the lifted temperature simulated by the (1st-order, 4th-order,
and 18th-order) reduced models.
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the inputs are shown in Figure 6.5. Note that the inputs are aggregated accordingly to obtain the super-inputs for
the reduced-order model (see Section 6.4.2 for more details). To test the goodness of the reduced-order models, we
compare the four zone temperatures simulated by the full and reduced-order models. When simulated by the full-order
model, the temperature of room i is denoted by Ti. When simulated by the reduced-order model, the lifted temperature
of room i is denoted by T̂i (see Section 6.4.1 for more details). The ith zone temperature prediction error is denoted
by ei = T̂i − Ti.
Figure 6.7 shows the temperatures of the four zones predicted by the full-order model. Figure 6.8 shows the
temperature prediction errors corresponding to reduced-order models with varying degree of reduction: (i) 1st-order
reduced model (1 super-node corresponding to all building nodes), (ii) 4th-order reduced model (4 super-nodes cor-
responding to 4 groups of nodes associated with 4 zones), and (iii) 18th-order reduced model. Note that a kth-order
reduced model corresponds to the (k + 1)-partition described in Section 6.5.1 with k super-building nodes and 1
outside node.
We observe from Figure 6.8 that, as expected, prediction errors decrease as the order of the reduced model in-
creases. In addition, the conjecture based on K-L divergence rate that the 18th-order model will have predictions close
to that of the full-order model turns out to be true. In the 18th-order model, the prediction error for the zone with the
maximum error (zone 1 here) has a mean of 1.30◦C and standard deviation of 0.46◦C. Note that even in a building
that meets ASHRAE thermal comfort standards, the temperature inside a zone may vary by up to 3◦C [5]. A lumped
model that uses the well-mixed air assumption therefore is fundamentally limited to about a 1.5◦C prediction error.
We also observe from the Figure 6.8 that except for zone 1, temperature prediction with even the 4th-order model
(middle plot), which represents a nine-fold reduction in model order, is quite accurate, where the prediction error
for the zone with the maximum error (zone 4 here) has a mean of −0.77◦C and the standard deviation of 0.44◦C.
However, the mean and standard deviation of prediction error for zone 1 with the 4th-order model are 2.14◦C and
0.37◦C, which is much larger. Thus, large reduction in the model order is not likely to be useful for control design
and analysis studies. However, we expect such low order models to be still useful in preliminary building and HVAC
system design studies. The higher error in the temperature prediction of zone 1 could be due to the the method’s
inability to accurately approximate enthalpy dynamics due to the ventilation (note that zone 1 is the only one with the
ventilation), or due to the error introduced in lifting the reduced model to a full order model for comparison purpose.
The computation time for executing the Matlab simulation code increases as the order of the reduced model
increases. For the case study considered here, the computation times for simulation are 6.829s, 6.988s, 7.623s,
349.86s for the 1st-order, 4th-order, 18th-order, and full 36th-order models, respectively. In practice, one can make




A method to reduce the order of a building thermal model is proposed via aggregation of states. The original model
is a large number of coupled nonlinear differential equations. Structurally, it is an RC-network with nonlinear terms
due to ventilation air enthalpy. The heat conservation property of the system is used to obtain an analogy between
the linear portion of the thermal dynamics and the continuous-time Markov chains. The aggregation-based model
reduction technique for Markov chains can now be applied to the linear portion, with the associated K-L divergence
rate serving as a metric for the modeling error. Extension of the aggregation method to the nonlinear building thermal
model is then carried out by aggregating inputs accordingly into the super-inputs.
A key advantage of the proposed aggregation technique over existing model reduction techniques is that it is
structure-preserving by design. The reduced model is also a RC-network model with nonlinearities with the same
structure as those in the original model. Thus, the reduced model directly corresponds to a building with smaller
number of zones: groups of zones in the original building are now aggregated to form super-zones. The degree of
reduction can be controlled by the user. This property makes the method applicable to not only real-time optimization-




Mean-Field Control for Energy Efficient
Buildings
7.1 Introduction
Buildings are one of the primary consumers of energy. In the United States, buildings are responsible for 30% of
energy consumption, and 71% of electricity consumption, while accounting for 33% of CO2 emissions [3]. A large
amount of the energy consumed in buildings is wasted. A major reason for this wastage is inefficiencies in the building
technologies, particularly in operating the HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) systems. According to
a study commissioned by the U.S. Department of Energy, the current building systems are only 20 − 30% efficient
in energy usage [13]. These inefficiencies are in turn caused by the manner in which HVAC systems are currently
operated. The temperature in each zone is controlled by a local controller, without regards to the effect that other
zones may have on it or the effect it may have on others. Substantial improvement may be possible if inter-zone
interactions are taken into account in designing control laws for individual zones.
In this chapter, we propose a decentralized optimal control strategy for the zones of a multi-zone building where
model complexity is mitigated by using a two pronged approach. First, we use the aggregation-based model reduction
technique described in Chapter 6 to construct a reduced-order model of the multi-zone building’s thermal dynamics.
Second, we use the mean-field intuition from statistical mechanics so that the effect of other zones on a particular zone
is captured though a mean-field model [70]. Then the whole model (even the reduced model) does not have to be used
in computing the controls over short time scales.
By using the mean-field idea, we cast the control problem as a game, whereby each zone has its own control
objective modeled as set-point tracking of the local (zonal) temperature. In general, the control problem quickly
becomes intractable for even a moderate number of competing objectives. In order to mitigate complexity, we employ
the Nash Certainty Equivalence principle to obtain a mean-field description [56]. The mean-field here represents the
net effect of the entire building envelope on any individual zone. A local optimal zonal control is designed based on the
local model of thermal dynamics and its interaction with the building via the mean-field. A consistency relationship
is used to enforce the mean-field in a self-consistent manner. The methodology is shown to yield distributed control
laws that can easily be implemented on large-scale problems.
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We compare the performance of the proposed controller with that of a PI controller. Controllers currently used in
commercial buildings use a combination of discrete logic and PID type controllers. Simulations show that the proposed
scheme achieves comparable temperature tracking performance while reducing energy consumption by reducing the
mass-flow rates entering the zones.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: In Section 7.2, we summarize the baseline and reduced models of building
thermal dynamics. In Section 7.3, the mean-field control methodology is described for the building temperature
regulation problem. The simulation results and comparisons with PI control appear in Section 7.4.
7.2 Building Thermal Model
7.2.1 Full-order building thermal model
In this chapter, we consider the same four-zone building equipped with a Variable-Air-Volume (VAV) system as
depicted in Figure 6.1. The detailed configuration of the system and the modeling of building thermal dynamics are
contained in Section 6.2. Here we only summarize the notations and setup of the nonlinear building thermal model
used in this chapter.
The building thermal model can be described by an undirected graph G = (V0, E), where V0 := {0} ∪ V denotes
the set of nodes of the graph. The node {0} denote the outside and the set V := {1, . . . , n} denotes the building
nodes. The nodes are so indexed that the first N nodes of V correspond to the zones 1, . . . , N , and these are called
the zone nodes. The next (n − N) nodes of V correspond to the internal points of the surfaces. These are called the
internal nodes. An edge (i, j) exists between nodes i and j if there is a resistance connecting them directly. The set
E ⊂ V0 × V0 is the set of all edges. Therefore each edge (i, j) has an associated thermal resistance Rij ∈ R+. Since
the graph is undirected, Rji = Rij by convention. Each node i ∈ V has an associated thermal capacitance Ci.
The states and inputs of the building thermal model are summarized below:
States : T1, . . . , TN , TN+1, . . . , Tn
Inputs : T0, T






i , i = 1, . . . , N
where T1, . . . , TN denote the space temperature of the zones, TN+1, . . . , Tn denote the temperature of the points
internal to the surface elements, T0 denotes the outside temperature, T s denotes the temperature of the air supplied by
the AHU, m˙ini denotes the mass flow rate of the supply air entering the ith zone, Q˙ri denotes the rate of heat due to
reheat, Q˙inti denotes the rate of heat generated by occupants, equipments, and lights in the ith zone, and Q˙exti denotes
the rate of solar radiation entering the ith zone. The supplied air temperature T s is usually constant for a VAV system,
at least over short intervals of time. All other inputs are time varying. In this chapter we assume that (estimates of) the
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outside temperature T0 and the heat gains Q˙ri , Q˙inti , Q˙exti are available based on historical data, weather predictions,
and various sensors.
The thermal dynamics of a multi-zone building is represented by the following coupled differential equations: For
each i ∈ V ,




where Ni := {j ∈ V0 : j 6= i, (i, j) ∈ E} denotes the set of neighbors of the node i. The heat gain Q˙i is the rate of




i (t) + Q˙
int
i (t) + Q˙
ext
i (t), i = 1, . . . , N
Q˙i(t) = 0, i = N + 1, . . . , n.





s − Ti(t)), i = 1, . . . , N
∆Hi(t) = 0, i = N + 1, . . . , n
where Cpa is the specific heat capacitance of the supplied air at constant pressure. In the following, the mass flow rate
m˙in is the control input u, i.e., ui = m˙ini for i = 1, . . . , N .
7.2.2 Reduced-order building thermal model
In this section, we describe a reduced-order building thermal model by using an aggregation technique proposed
in [27] (see Chapter 6 for more details). The reduced models will be used in Section 7.3 to develop the mean field
control strategies. To obtain the reduced model, we aggregate a subset of nodes into super-nodes. Mathematically,
suppose we want to reduce the state space dimension from n to m, where m ≤ n is the (user-specified) number of
super-nodes. The first step is to determine a partition function φ : V → V¯, where V¯ := {1, . . . ,m} such that φ is onto
but possibly many-to-one. The elements of V¯ are the super-nodes, and for every k ∈ V¯ , the node set φ−1(k) ⊂ V
includes the nodes in the baseline model that are aggregated into the kth super-node. Similar to the baseline model,
we let {0} denote the outside node and define the set V¯0 := {0} ∪ V¯.
Given a fixed m-partition function φ, we introduce the following quantities for the reduced model:






Ci, k ∈ V¯ .
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• The super-resistance between kth and lth partitions is the parallel-equivalence of all resistances connecting the








, k 6= l ∈ V¯ .






Q˙i(t), k ∈ V¯ .
The reduced-order model is also a RC-network defined on super-nodes with super-edges connecting these super-nodes.















where T¯k is the temperature of the kth super-node, N¯k ⊂ V¯0 denotes the set of neighbors of the kth super-node, and



















k )Ti(t0), k ∈ V¯ .
Note that the reduced model (7.1) requires for its inputs: the mass flow rate m˙ini and the zone temperature Ti for
i = 1, . . . , N . These are assumed to be available, or are measured.
The reduced model described so far depends on the choice of the partition function φ. We should note that any m-
partition function φ induces a reduced model with m super-states. In Appendix C, we proposed a recursive bi-partition
algorithm to search for the sub-optimal m-partition function φ∗. However, one can also directly choose a sub-optimal
φ∗ based on physical intuition (e.g., floors in a multi-zone building), or some kind of expert-based heuristics. The
goodness of the reduced model (7.1) with φ∗ can be verified in practice. In this chapter, we will not discuss the
algorithms for choosing the optimal partition function φ∗. In the following, we assume that φ∗ has already already
properly specified, and we mainly focus on how to design optimal control laws by taking advantage of the reduced
building model.
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Example 7.2.1 (Reduced model with one super-node) For the reduced model (6.35), one may pick any number of
super-nodes (less than n) to reduce the complexity. In the extreme case, with m = 1, we only have one super-node to
represent the entire building thermal dynamics. The thermal dynamics of this single super-node is represented by the
following differential equation:
C¯ ˙¯T (t) = ˙¯Q(t) + ∆H¯(t) + (T0 − T¯ (t))/R¯0 (7.2)





















The single super-node model described by (7.2) is an extremely simplified version of the building thermal dynam-
ics described by (6.1). The dynamics are very slow due to the very large capacitance C¯. The input of (7.2) requires
the combination of mass flow rates of all zones. In the following of this chapter, we use the reduced model (7.2) to
describe the mass-behavior of the building.
7.3 Mean-Field Control









(Ti − Tj)/(CiRij), bi(Ti) := Cpa(T





















Figure 7.1: Conceptual illustration of mean-field control: (a) individual (zone) playing with mass (whole building);
(b) mean-field control diagram, where the whole building thermal dynamics is represented by a reduced model with
one super-node.













with the tracking error ∆Ti := Ti − T seti , and a given scalar r > 0 as control penalty. A Nash equilibrium in control




−1 and define the time constant for the ith zone as τi:=CiRi. The individual zones
are distinguished by their initial conditions Ti(0), set-point T seti , loads di and the time-constants τi. We introduce
a parameter ω := (T (0), T set, τ, d), and consider a large number N of zones, where ω is sampled from a given
distribution ρ(ω). For each zone i, the parameter ωi is assumed to be i.i.d., with common distribution ωi ∼ ρ(ω).
We seek a control solution that is decentralized and of the following form: For each i ∈ V and t0 ≤ t ≤ t1, the
control input ui(t) depends only on local information {Ti(s) : t0 ≤ s ≤ t}, and perhaps some aggregate information.
This amounts to a dynamic game, whose exact solution is infeasible for large N .
Instead we construct an approximation of the form described in [55]. This approximation is based on the aggre-
gated models described in Section 7.2.2 with the following steps:
(i) We identify a small number of super-nodes that describe the slow evolution of the thermal dynamics of the building.
To simplify the introduction of the mean-field control method, we consider here only the simplest case: we use
a single super-node to represent the entire building.
(iii) We consider an approximation of the interaction between a single zone and the entire building. Motivated by
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the consideration of the physics of thermal interactions (large time constants for interactions) and the separable
nature of the control objectives (e.g., (7.4)), we consider an approximation based on replacing T−i(t) by F (t),





Comparison of l◦i and l¯i suggests the following approximation
F (t) ≈ T¯ (t). (7.7)
(iii) For the local model (7.3) with l◦i (Ti;T−i) replaced by l¯i(Ti;F ), the game reduces to decentralized optimal
control problems. The individual zones are “oblivious” to the state of the entire system and make their control
decisions based only on local state variables.
(iv) A form of self-consistency is required: oblivious actions of individual zones reproduce the evolution of T¯ as
described by the aggregated model.
The conceptual diagram of mean-field control is depicted in Figure 7.1. In the following subsection we develop
the “oblivious” solution described in (iii). We then turn to the self-consistent aggregated model in (i) that defines the
approximate interaction (7.7) in (ii). Mathematically, we obtain a fixed-point problem.
7.3.1 Local optimal control of a single zone
Suppose the interaction function F (t) is given, possibly in a time-dependent form for t ∈ [t0, t1]. We consider the
following dynamics for the single-zone:
T˙i = l¯i(Ti;F ) + bi(Ti)ui + di
where l¯i is given by (7.6).






The solution of the optimal control problem with the cost function Ji(ui;F ) is standard. It is given in terms of the
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optimal cost-to-go function or value function:




















with the boundary condition J∗i (Ti, t1) = 0. The Hamiltonian in (7.8) is defined for λ ∈ R
Hi(Ti, ui, λ) := ci(Ti, ui) + λ (li(Ti;F ) + bi(Ti)ui)
with
li(Ti;F ) := l¯i(Ti;F ) + di.
The optimal control in (7.8) is explicitly obtained as





























∆T 2i . (7.10)
7.3.2 Coupled model
We now provide a complete description of the coupled model that is intended to approximate the game model for large
N . This model is based on the interaction functionF (t) introduced in the preceding section. A value function function
J∗(T, t;ω) for the largeN model is defined by the following differential equation identical to the HJB equation (7.10)





















The associated optimal feedback control law is then defined by










Given the feedback control law (7.11), the differential equation that defines the evolution of the super-temperature T¯
is given by





∗(T (t;ω);F )(T s − T (t;ω)))ρ(ω)dω.
The only difference thus far is notational: J∗i (T, t) is the value function for a single zone with parameter ωi, and
J∗(T, t;ω) is the value function for a large number of zones, distinguished by their own ω. Such is the case because
we have assumed F (t) is a known deterministic function that is consistent across the population. All that remains
is to specify F (t) in a self-consistent manner. The consistency enforced here is inspired by the approximation given
in (7.7). The two PDEs are coupled through this integral that defines the relationship between the interaction function
F and the mean temperature T¯ :
F (t) = T¯ (t).





















C¯ ˙¯T (t) = (T0(t)− T¯ (t))/R¯0 + U¯(t) (7.12b)
F (t) = T¯ (t) (7.12c)
with boundary conditions J∗(T, t1;ω) = 0 and T¯ (t0) =
∑n
i=1(Ci/C¯)Ti(t0).
Numerically, the optimal control may be obtained by iteratively solving the equations (7.12) over a sufficiently
long time-horizon. A waveform relaxation algorithm for solving such equations appear in our earlier paper [127].
In the following, we propose an approximate solution based on the observation that the value function is known to
approximately become a constant for large terminating times [9].
7.3.3 Approximate local optimal control
In this section, we propose an approximation approach to the solution of coupled PDE (7.12) by considering the the












− n(∆T ) = 0 (7.13)
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where we define
k(T ) := b2(T ), m(T, T¯ ) := rl(T ; T¯ ), n(∆T ) := r∆T 2.
Since T s (the temperature of supplied air) is always strictly less/more than T (the temperature of zone) when cool-
ing/heating, then we always have
k(T ) = (Cpa(T
s − T )/C)2 > 0.











m2(T, T¯ ) + k(T )n(∆T )
k(T )
.













We would like to construct a “value function” Ĵ∗ such that it is approximately convex with respect to T with





∗/∂T )+ , if ∆T ≥ 0
(∂J∗/∂T )− , if ∆T < 0.
(7.14)
However, such a choice of (∂Ĵ∗/∂T ) is not a smooth function of T , and neither is the associated control law (7.11).
Note that the mass flow rate (the control) is usually varied continuously to regulate the zone temperature for a building.
To obtain a smooth control law, here we consider a smooth approximation to the sign function,
sgn(x) ≈ tanh(cx) =
1− e−2cx
1 + e−2cx
, for c≫ 1. (7.15)








m2(T, T¯ ) + k(T )n(∆T )
k(T )
The approximate local optimal control law is chosen as










By setting ˙¯T ≈ 0 in (7.12b) and substituting (7.16) into (7.12b), we can obtain the equilibrium solution T¯ s > 0 by
solving a second order equation (we omit the details here). Finally, the stationary local optimal control law is given by






(T ; T¯ s)
)
. (7.17)
7.3.4 Mean-field Control of Linearized System
In this section, we describe an optimal control law based on linearizing the building model along its nominal trajectory.
Note that the nominal values of state (the zone temperatures) and control (the mass flow rates) can be directly measured
in practice.
By assuming the nominal state and the control values T o and uo, we linearize (7.8) and obtain the following
linearized model: For i = 1, . . . , N ,
T˙i = a˜iTi + b˜iui + l˜i(F ) + di
where we define the following quantities




s − T oi )/Ci,





We consider the same cost function (7.8) for each zone node. The local optimal control for the ith zone is explicitly
obtained as:




where p˜i is the positive solution to the Ricatti differential equation




i /r − 1
with the boundary condition p˜i(t1) = 0, and g˜i is the solution of the linear differential equation
˙˜gi = −(a˜i − b˜
2
i p˜i/r)g˜i − T
set
i + p˜i(l˜i(F ) + di)
with the boundary condition g˜i(t1) = 0.
Similarly to Section 7.3.2, we can obtain the coupled PDE model by letting F (t) ≈ T¯ (t). We consider the case
that zone parameters are drawn from certain distribution ρ(ω) and consider the reduced model (7.12) to evolve T¯ . As
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before, we can also find the approximate local optimal control by considering the equilibrium solutions:
0 = −2p˜a˜+ b˜2p˜2/r − 1
0 = −(a˜− b˜2p˜/r)g˜ − T set + p˜(l˜(T¯ ) + d)






, g˜s(T¯ ) =
p˜s(l˜(T¯ ) + d)− T set
a˜− b˜2p˜s/r
.
The approximate local optimal control is then chosen as:




p˜sT − g˜s(T¯ )
)
.
By substituting (7.18) into (7.12b), we can obtain the equilibrium solution T¯ s, and therefore the stationary local
optimal control law û∗,s(T ).
7.4 Numerical Results
7.4.1 Basic setup
Simulations are carried out for the four-zone building shown in Figure 6.1: All four zones/rooms have an equal floor
area of 5m × 5m and each wall is 3m tall, which provides a volumetric area of 75m3 for each room. Room 1 has
a small window (5m2) on the north facing wall, whereas rooms 2 and 4 have larger windows (7m2 each) on the east
facing wall. Room 3 does not have a window. The RC-network representation of the four-zone building has totally 36
building nodes plus 1 outside node [27]. Each building node is assigned with a thermal capacitance, two adjacent nodes
are connected with a thermal resistance. The windows are modeled as single resistors since they have relatively little
capacitance. The values of the capacitances and resistances are obtained from Carrier’s Hourly Analysis Program [17].
The HVAC system used for simulation is designed to supply maximal mass flow rate of 0.25 kg/s per zone. The
mass flow rate mini for i = 1, . . . , 4 for four zones can be adjusted based on designed control laws. The supplied air
temperature is fixed at T s = 12.8◦C. Here we assume there is no return air and 100% of the outside air is sent to
chiller. Number of people in each zone is uniformly generated as a random integer ranging between 0 and 4. Outside
temperature and outside solar radiation data is obtained for a summer day (05/24/1996) of Gainesville, FL [68]. The
outside temperature and the heat gains (due to solar radiation and people occupancy) of each zone are depicted as the
same in Figure 6.5 (a) and Figure 6.5 (b), respectively.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of zone temperatures simulated by using PI control law and mean-field control law with
r = 10.




































































Figure 7.3: Comparison of zone mass-flow rates obtained by using PI control law and mean-field control law with
r = 10.
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Numerical results presented in the following are obtained using ode45 function in Matlab for 24 hours with the
time step size chosen as 10 minutes. All temperatures of the building nodes are initialized at 24◦C, respectively. The
desired zone temperatures T seti for i = 1, . . . , 4 are varying with time and are depicted as solid lines in Figure 7.2 and
Figure 7.4. In the following, we apply the mean-field and PI control laws to regulate zone temperatures to track the
desired values.
7.4.2 Simulation results
To compare performance of the proposed controller with existing control algorithms commonly used in commercial
buildings, we consider the following decentralized PI control law: For i = 1, . . . , 4,




where the tuned proportional gain Kp = −0.00005, the tuned integration gain Ki = 0.0001, and the temperature
tracking error ∆Ti := T seti − Ti. We next compare the performance of the mean-field control law introduced in this
chapter with that of the PI controller.
The mean-field control is implemented based on the stationary nonlinear policy (7.17). For the four-room building,
we only consider the reduced model with one super-node. The control performance becomes slightly better by adding
more super-nodes into the reduced model. One may expect larger performance improvement by considering more
super-nodes for more complex building topologies.
First, we take r = 10 in the individual cost function (7.5), and we take c = 5 for smooth approximation of sign
function in (7.15). We apply mean-field control law (7.17) and PI control law (7.18) to each zone, respectively. The
comparison results of simulated zone temperatures are depicted in Figure 7.2. The comparison results of mass-flow
rates associated with two control laws are depicted in Figure 7.3. We observe that the mean-field control has better
temperature tracking performance than that for PI control (see Figure 7.2).
The total energy consumption of each zone can be computed based on the mass-flow rate entering each zone [45].
Here the total energy consumption is the combination of fan power and the chiller power consumptions. For PI control
law, the energy consumption (kWh) for each zone is 69.3, 72.5, 45.2, and 55.9, and the total energy consumption for
all four zones is 242.9; For mean-field control law, the energy consumption for each zone is 59.6, 38.9, 34.0, and 47.7,
and the total energy consumption for all four zones is 179.2. In this case, the mean-field control thus reduces total
energy consumption by 25% over the PI control.
Then, we take r = 60 in the cost function (7.5). The comparison results of simulated zone temperatures are de-
picted in Figure 7.4. The comparison results of mass-flow rates associated two control laws are depicted in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of zone temperatures simulated using PI control law and mean-field control law with r = 60.




































































Figure 7.5: Comparison of zone mass-flow rates obtained using PI control law and mean-field control law with r = 60.
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For mean-field control law, the total energy consumption (kWh) for each zone is 45.9, 52.1, 30.0, and 37.7, and the
total energy consumption for all four zones is 165.7. We observe that the temperature tracking performance for mean-
field control is slightly worse than that for PI control (see Figure 7.4). But in this case the mean-field control reduces
energy consumption by 31% over the PI control, larger than in the previous case (compare Figure 7.3 with Figure 7.5).
This is due to a larger control penalty parameter r.
In practice, one can make a tradeoff between temperature tracking performance and the energy consumption by
adjusting the control penalty parameter r. The simulation results for linearized control policy (7.18) are omitted in this
paper on account of space. In simulations, the linearized policy consumes more energy while maintaining comparable
temperature tracking performance, as compared to the nonlinear control policy (7.17). These inefficiencies are caused
due to the unmodeled nonlinearities.
7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a mean-field methodology is proposed as a means to mitigate complexity associated with large-scale
control problems in buildings. Rather than solving the large-scale centralized problem, we explore distributed game-
theoretic solution approaches that work by optimizing with respect to the mean-field. Simulation results show that the
proposed mean-field scheme achieves comparable temperature tracking performance while reducing energy consump-
tion in the operation of HVAC systems. Moreover, the tradeoff between tracking performance and the energy savings
can be made by adjusting the control penalty parameter in the mean-field scheme.
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Part III
Optimal Evacuation of Large Buildings
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Chapter 8
Optimal Evacuation of Large Buildings via
Workload Relaxation
8.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce tools for the modeling, analysis, and control of occupancy evolution in
a large building. The starting point of this chapter is the introduction of queueing models for occupancy evolution
in the spirit of the previous works. We then apply several complexity mitigation techniques for the purposes of
control-oriented modeling and optimization. Specifically, we adapt workload relaxation techniques from queueing
theory to formulate appropriate reduced order dynamic models, and to address performance bounds and optimization
problems in the context of building evacuation. The main ingredients of this chapter are surveyed in Section 8.1.1 –
Section 8.1.4.
8.1.1 Modeling occupancy evolution
A queueing model is proposed to model agent dynamics such as preferred walking speeds, and preference for exits
in the building. The model includes capacity constraints that represent flow and occupancy constraints, such as the
restricted rate of flow resulting from a narrow hallway or stairwell. In the presence of congestion, queues build up,
increasing the time to evacuate the building. Resource allocation, as defined in queueing theory, corresponds in this
application to directions for occupants on how best to exit the building. This might be realized through controllable
LED signs at corridors indicating which direction to go, based on current building conditions.
The queueing models proposed in this chapter provide a flexible framework for modeling occupancy evolution.
For example, one can easily include upper bounds on node occupancy to model physical constraints. The building
population need not be homogeneous – different types of agents (e.g., handicapped or older adults) can be modeled
by including more than one queue at a node, for example.
Two general classes of queueing model are considered in this chapter. The first model class is based on the
Controlled Random Walk (CRW) model of [80]; it is favored for its simplicity. A more refined stochastic model based
on renewal or Markov renewal primitives (e.g., [25]) may be more useful for statistical applications such as forecasting





















Figure 8.1: Layout of a single-floor building containing numerous offices, and three exits. The selected path indicates
the trajectory of a single occupant moving from her office to her preferred/nearest exit.
but not variability. The rationale for studying this model is explained at length in [80]. The main results of [26, 78]
provide the most compelling motivation: The value function obtained in transient or average-cost optimal control of a
stochastic model is approximated by associated value functions for the fluid model. We apply this insight to construct





















Figure 8.2: Comparison of the evacuation times obtained using two policies for a single floor building shown in
Figure 8.1. Also shown is an optimal trajectory for the fluid model. The h-MaxWeight (h-MW) policy most closely
reaches the performance of the optimal fluid trajectory.
Shown in Figure 8.2 is a comparison of the h-MaxWeight policy proposed in this chapter for evacuation, and an
optimal path from the fluid model. Although the simulation involved a stochastic model, the evolution of occupancy
appears to be nearly deterministic. The gap between the fluid and stochastic paths is explained by delays in the
stochastic model that are not represented in the fluid approximation. Also shown in Figure 8.2 is the evolution of




The main result of [26] is applied in Proposition 8.2.1 to show that the mean evacuation time for the stochastic model
is bounded below by the corresponding quantity for the fluid model. The minimal evacuation time for the fluid model
is obtained by solving a linear program, and can be expressed as a piecewise linear function of the initial condition
through associated workload vectors,
T ∗(x) = max
1≤i≤nr
〈ξi, x〉, (8.1)
where x is a vector whose entries equal occupancy at the zones in the building, {ξi, 1 ≤ i ≤ nr} are workload vectors
(obtained in the dual of the linear program for the fluid model which is described in Section 8.2.3), and 〈·, ·〉 denotes
the vector inner product. We find that each workload vector defines a partition of the building graph: a region N+
corresponding to zones where the workload vector entry is non-zero, and its complement N− where entries are zero.
If i∗ is a unique maximizer in (8.1), then the corresponding region in the buildingN+ = {k : ξi∗k > 0} is congested
in the sense that the evacuation time is sensitive to the total occupancy in this region, while sensitivity to occupancy
in the region N− is zero. This intuition is used to guide the construction of evacuation policies that concentrate on






















Figure 8.3: Layout of a three-floor office building. If there are many occupants on the second floor, then optimal
evacuation requires resource pooling at the two lower stairs.
A secondary value of workload is inspiration on the source of delayed evacuation. The dual of the linear program
that determines T ∗(x) is based on two sets of variables — the workload vectors {ξi}, and also resource pooling
variables. The latter represents the resources that must work at capacity during the entire evacuation process. For
example, in a three-floor building schematic shown in Figure 8.3, for some initial conditions for occupancy it is
necessary for stairs 1 and 2 to be fully used during the entire evacuation to ensure minimal evacuation time (see
examples in Section 8.4.2).
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8.1.3 Control of evacuation
The policies introduced here are based on the h-MaxWeight policy of [81], which is a generalization of the MaxWeight
policy of Tassiulas and Ephremides [113]. For any stochastic queueing model, the h-MaxWeight policy is stabilizing
and approximately average-cost optimal under appropriate conditions on the function h and the network [81]. The
proof of approximate optimality is also based on the workload relaxation technique used in this chapter.
As seen in one set of simulations illustrated in Figure 8.2, the h-MaxWeight policy shows considerable reduction
in evacuation time over the baseline where each occupant uses their nearest exit. The results also compare favorably
against the lower bound on evacuation obtained using the workload analysis based on the fluid model.
8.1.4 Building re-design
The resource pooling variables associated with the workload vectors provide information regarding congested regions
in the building. Application of this insight to building re-design is illustrated in Section 8.4.2. For example, the value
of the stairwell denoted Stair 4 in Figure 8.3 can be assessed through a workload analysis. For a general building
topology, the re-design procedure can be carried out by iteratively analyzing dominant workload vectors under typical
building conditions. At each step of iteration, additional resources are included that will best reduce the overall
evacuation time. This procedure is illustrated with the aid of the three-floor building example.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we describe the queueing models and discuss
the workload analysis. In Section 8.3, we use these models for the purposes of optimization using the h-MaxWeight
policy based on workload relaxations of various dimensions. Section 8.4 contains results from simulation experiments
for the single-floor building and the three-floor building, respectively.
8.2 Control Model for Occupancy
We begin with a focus on control. Consider the three-floor building whose floor plan is illustrated in Figure 8.3. The
goal of control is to evacuate the building in minimal time. This is achieved by sending instructions to occupants
through monitors and/or audio instructions. The evolution of agents in the building is conceptualized as a multiclass
queueing model.
8.2.1 Stochastic models
Initially we focus on just one source of variability – that originating from variability in walking speed. The model
allows for multiple classes of agents, classified by walking speed and variability. One class may represent young office
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workers, and another class may represent persons with disabilities, or children. To simplify discussion we restrict most
of our attention to the simpler single-class setting in which differences in agent types are disregarded.
We suppose that the building plane is broken into n zones. We let Qi(t) denote the number of agents in zone i
at time t. In addition there is a network structure described by an associated graph with (n + 1) nodes. Each zone
defines a node in a graph, and the (n+1)th node represents the world outside of the building. There is a link between
two nodes in the graph if the corresponding zones are connected by a passageway. In modeling a stairwell, the stair
region can form one zone or this can represent a passageway between two zones on the two connecting floors. This
is a modeling choice that will depend on such factors as time scale, and the total building occupancy. The choice of
granularity in the definition of zones depends on these factors, as well as computational convenience.
The Controlled Random Walk (CRW) model is defined in discrete time. We let Mij(t) denote the number of
agents that move from node i to node j at time t, provided agents are directed to do so. For simplicity we take Mij(t)
to be a Bernoulli random variable – at most one agent travels between neighboring nodes at each time step. The
network structure implies that Mij(t) ≡ 0 for i, j that are not directly connected by a link in the graph. The direction
to agents is the control, which is modeled as a collection of binary variables {Uij(t)}. If Uij(t) = 1 then agents at
node i are directed to node j; otherwise (Uij(t) = 0) no agent at node i is directed to node j. Since we are modeling
evacuation, it is assumed that there are no external arrivals to the building. Hence we are ignoring the possible ingress
of emergency personnel.
Occupancy in the CRW model evolves as follows: Given the initial occupancy vector Q(0) ∈ Zn+, we have for
t ≥ 0, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,







Note that if j = n+ 1, then the event Mij(t) = 1 means that an agent can transition from node i to an exit at time t.
It is assumed throughout that the processM := {M(t)}t≥0 is i.i.d.. We do not specify the correlation structure of
{Mij(t) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}.
The goal of the control problem considered here is to choose the sequence U := {U(t)}t≥0, based on causal
observations ofQ := {Q(t)}t≥0, to minimize the mean of the evacuation time defined by,
T0 = min{t ≥ 1 : Q(t) = 0}. (8.3)
In general this optimal control problem is intractable for large queueing networks. Fortunately, a fluid model has an
explicit solution, and provides intuitive and approximately optimal solutions for the CRW model.
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8.2.2 Fluid models
The fluid model is motivated by considering the average behavior of the CRW model. On denoting q¯i(t) = E[Qi(t)]
and u¯i(t) = E[Ui(t)] we obtain under the i.i.d. assumption onM ,












u¯ij(s), t ≥ 1
we obtain the alternate representation that includes explicitly the initial condition,







The fluid model obeys identical equations in continuous time. Its state process q := {q(t)}t≥0 evolves on Rn+
along with a cumulative allocation process z := {z(t)}t≥0. For a given initial condition q(0) ∈ Rn+, the occupancy
vector at time t satisfies







We adopt the following more compact notation,
q(t) = q(0) +Bz(t) (8.5)
in which the matrix B is defined consistently with (8.4), and z(t) is the vector of cumulative allocations. The dimen-
sion of z(t) coincides with the number of links in the graph, which we denote nl. The matrix B is thus an n × nl
matrix, whose i,(kj) entry is the difference µki1l{i = j} − µij1l{i = k}.
The continuous time process z is interpreted as the control for the fluid model. It is subject to numerous constraints.
First, there are indirect constraints due to the fact that q is constrained. It is assumed that qi(t) is non-negative for
each i and t. We may also impose upper bounds on each of these occupancy variables. The set of feasible values for
q(t) is denoted X, assumed to be a convex subset of Rn+ containing the origin. There are direct constraints modeled
via a constituency matrix denoted C. These constraints are linear, of the following form: For each 0 ≤ t0 ≤ t1 <∞,
z(t1)− z(t0) ≥ 0, C(z(t1)− z(t0)) ≤ (t1 − t0)1 (8.6)
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where 1 and 0 are column vectors of ones and zeros, respectively. In the special case C = I we are simply echoing
the previous constraint that Uij(t) is equal to zero or one. More generally, additional constraints may arise from the
geometry of the building. We let nm denote the number of rows in the matrix C.
The fluid model (8.5) is also expressed as the controlled differential equation,
d
dt
q(t) = Bζ(t), t ≥ 0 (8.7)
where ζ(t) = d
dt
z(t) denotes the allocation rate. The constraints given in (8.6) imply that ζ := {ζ(t)}t≥0 is subject
to polyhedral constraints of the form ζ(t) ∈ U, with
U := {ζ ∈ Rnl+ : ζ ≥ 0, Cζ ≤ 1}.
We let U(x) denote the subset of values for which constraints on q are not violated. For example, if only non-negativity
constraints are imposed, then we have
U(x) := {ζ ∈ U : (Bζ)i ≥ 0, when xi = 0}. (8.8)
A third representation of the fluid model dynamics are through its velocity v(t) := d
dt
q(t). On denoting the velocity
space by
V := {v ∈ Rn : v = Bζ, ζ ∈ U}
the fluid model is expressed as the differential inclusion,
d
dt
q(t) ∈ V, q(t) ∈ X, t ≥ 0.
We assume throughout the chapter that the fluid model is stabilizable: For each x ∈ X, there exists a feasible pair
(q, z) and time T <∞ such that q(t) = 0 for t ≥ T .
Since V contains the origin, it follows that it can be expressed as intersection of half spaces. Proposition 6.1.3
of [80] gives the particular form,
V = {v ∈ Rn : 〈ξi, v〉 ≥ −oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ nv} (8.9)
where the constraints {oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ nv} take binary values, and ξi ∈ Rn for each i. The set {〈ξi, v〉 = −oi} is a face
of the polyhedron V. If oi = 0, the face passes through the origin; If oi = 1, the corresponding vector ξi is called the
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workload vector. The number of distinct workload vectors is denoted by nr. By reordering, we assume that oi = 1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ nr.
8.2.3 Workload and control
Given the initial condition q(0) = x, the evacuation time T (x) is defined as the first time the the total occupancy
reaches zero in the fluid model. This of course depends on the choice of z. We denote by T ∗(x) the minimal
evacuation time, over all feasible z. This can be expressed as the solution to a linear program:
T ∗(x) = min T
s.t. x+Bz = 0
Cz ≤ T1, z ≥ 0, T ≥ 0.
(8.10)
On considering the dual of (8.10) we obtain the representation (8.1) for T ∗(x) (see eq. (8.12) below and Proposi-
tion 6.1.5 of [80]).
Observe that state space constraints are ignored in this linear program. This is justified by convexity of the model:




q¯(t) = Bζ¯, 0 ≤ t < T (x), q¯(0) = q(0) = x.




, 0 ≤ t < T (x).
Since X is convex and contains the origin, we must have q¯(t) ∈ X for all t, and evidently q¯(t)→ 0 as t ↑ T (x).
The optimal evacuation time T ∗(x) for the fluid model also provides a lower bound for the mean evacuation time
for the CRW model. Recall that the evacuation time T0 is defined in (8.3). The proof of the following proposition
appears in Appendix D.1.
Proposition 8.2.1 For any initial conditionQ(0) = x, and any feasible allocation sequence for the CRW model (8.2),
the following lower bound holds for the mean evacuation time:
E[T0] ≥ T
∗(x). (8.11)
Resource pooling There are in fact two sets of dual variables associated with the linear program (8.10): Variables

















Figure 8.4: The congested region N+, the non-congested regionN− and the cut R∗ for a 10-node building model with
three exits (nodes 7, 9, 10). The node 11 denotes the world outside of the building, which is not depicted in the figure.
(a) For initial condition x = q(0) = (100, 0, . . . , 0)T , i.e., the agents start in node 1, and (b) For initial condition
x = q(0) = (0, . . . , 0, 15, 20, 10, 10)T , i.e., the agents start in nodes 7, 8, 9, 10.
constraintCz ≤ T1, which are denoted ν. The latter variables have non-negative entries ν ∈ Rnm+ , where nm denotes
the number of rows in the matrix C.
The dual of (8.10) can be expressed as follows as a maximization over the variables (ξ, ν):
T ∗(x) = max 〈ξ, x〉
s.t. −BT ξ − CT ν ≤ 0
1T ν ≤ 1, ν ≥ 0.
(8.12)
If (ξ∗, ν∗) is an optimizer then we do have T ∗(x) = 〈ξ∗, x〉. If the maximizer (ξ∗, ν∗) is unique, then ξ∗j is the
sensitivity of the minimal evacuation time with respect to occupancy at zone j.
Complementary slackness of (8.12) implies that ∑nmi=1 ν∗i = 1, so that ν∗ can be interpreted as a probability on
the resources represented by the rows of C (see Proposition 6.1.7 of [80]). Complementary slackness of (8.10) also





= 1, whenever ν∗i > 0, 0 ≤ t < T ∗(x).
Following the terminology in the stochastic networks literature, we say that there is resource pooling among resources
R∗ := {j : ν∗j > 0} [50, 80].
Analogous to concepts from the graph theory [8, 80], the set R∗ is interpreted as a cut on the building graph,
separating a subset of nodes in the graph and the exit node.
Figure 8.4 uses a simple graph network model to illustrate the concepts introduced here. The region N+ := {j :
ξ∗j > 0} corresponds to a congested region of the building, in the sense that the evacuation time is sensitive to
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occupancy in this region, while sensitivity to the occupancy in the region N− := N c+ is zero. In Figure 8.4 (a) the
resource pooling vector ν∗ will have an entry that is strictly positive – the entry index corresponding to the row of C
that represents the link constraint between nodes 6 and 7. In the alternate situation illustrated in Figure 8.4 (b) there is
resource pooling among the three exits shown.
8.3 Evacuation policies
The policies described here are of the state feedback form U(t) = φ(Q(t)). Although Q(t) is restricted to the integer
lattice, we take the domain of φ to be the convex state space for the fluid model, X. The range of φ is U⋄, the set of
vectors u ∈ U with binary entries. For any x ∈ X we must also satisfy the constraint φ(x) ∈ U⋄(x), where
U⋄(x) := {u ∈ U⋄ : (Bu)i ≥ 0, when xi = 0}.
Our goal goes somewhat beyond minimizing the mean evacuation time. Observe that for the fluid model there are
many time-optimal policies, and some policies are more attractive than others. Given this lack of uniqueness we seek
to also minimize a certain cost on the occupancy distribution. We let c(x) denote the cost associated with x ∈ X. It is
assumed to be linear, of the specific form c(x) = cTx, with
ci = distance to the nearest exit from node i. (8.13)
We may also take any monotone function of distance. The motivation for this cost function is clear: At a given time,
if there are ten people left in the building, then the cost will be lowest if they are all near an exit.
We begin with some general techniques for policy synthesis.
8.3.1 Myopic policies
Given any function h : Rn+ → R+, one policy for the CRW model is the h-myopic policy defined as the minimum,
φ(x) := argmin
u∈U⋄(x)
E[h(Q(t+ 1) | Q(t) = x, U(t) = u]. (8.14)
The motivation for these policies comes in part from the dynamic programming equations from optimal control.












E[h∗(Q(1) | Q(0) = x, U(0) = u] = h∗(x)− c(x)
and the h∗-myopic policy is optimal, in the sense that it achieves the minimum in (8.15).
Returning to (8.14), we assume throughout the chapter that the function h appearing in this chapter is convex,
monotone, and vanishes only at the origin. For example in the special case where h is linear, say h(x) = c(x) = cTx,
the model description (8.2) combined with the definition of B in (8.5) gives,
φ(x) = argmin
u∈U⋄(x)
〈c, Bu〉, x ∈ X.
This is similar to a myopic policy for the fluid model that we consider next.
Suppose that the function h : Rn+ → R+ is continuously differentiable (C1). We then define the h-myopic policy




where U(x) is defined in (8.8). The definition is analogous to the definition used for the CRW model: Under the
h-myopic policy, for each t, the rate ζ(t) is chosen so that d
dt
h(q(t)) is minimized.




c(q(t)) dt, q(0) = x (8.17)
where the minimum is over all feasible z. Analogous to the stochastic model, the principle of optimality holds: For




c(q(t)) dt+ J∗(q(T ))
}
= J∗(x)
which implies a dynamic programming equation, provided J∗ is smooth:
min
ζ∈U(x)
〈∇J∗(x), Bζ〉 = −c(x).
Moreover, the J∗-myopic policy is optimal, achieving the minimal total cost in (8.17).
The optimality equations bring us to further motivation for consideration of the fluid model: It follows from the
main result of [78] that the two value functions are similar for large x:
h∗(x)
J∗(x)
→ 1, as ‖x‖ → ∞. (8.18)
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The function J∗ is piecewise quadratic [81], and we will see that approximations are easily constructed.
8.3.2 MaxWeight policies
The h-myopic policy is stabilizing for the fluid model under the assumptions on h imposed here [80]. Results for
the CRW model are far less positive. Performance may be very poor in the CRW model under an h-myopic policy
due to starvation of resources resulting from the more highly constrained minimum in (8.14). In particular, consider
the network shown in Figure 8.4 (a) in which all of the occupants are initially at node 1. In an h-myopic policy or
a time-optimal policy for the fluid model, it is possible that qi(t) = 0 for all t and all i 6= 1. In the CRW model
the situation is very different: It is essential that occupants move to node 6 so that capacity is not wasted on the link
connecting nodes 6 and 7.
To avoid starvation we impose further structure on the function h. Assume that for any x ∈ Rn+,
∂
∂xi
h (x) = 0, whenever xi = 0. (8.19)
This means that the marginal disutility at node i vanishes as the occupancy population reaches zero. It is shown
in [80, 81] that under this condition, an h-myopic policy for the fluid model is feasible for the CRW model, in the
sense that the minimum in (8.16) can be taken over the restricted set U⋄(x). Based on this simple observation,
remarkably strong performance bounds are obtained in [81] for a general class of scheduling models.
Returning to Figure 8.4 (a), if nodes 2 and 3 are vacant, and q1(t) ∼ 100, then there will be a strong incentive to
move agents to these two downstream nodes when (8.19) holds.
We can now define the h-MaxWeight policy: Assuming that h is C1, convex, and monotone, and that the boundary








i , with hi > 0 for each i. The resulting h-MaxWeight policy
is precisely the MaxWeight policy of Tassiulas and Ephremides [113].
The boundary condition (8.19) is not satisfied for any quadratic functions other than diagonal quadratics, and of
course (8.19) cannot hold when h is linear. To construct a large class of functions we apply the following perturbation:
Suppose we are given a function h0 : Rn+ → R+ satisfying the general assumptions imposed earlier: h0 is C1, convex,
monotone, and vanishes only at the origin. Suppose that for each i we have a function x˜i(x) that is also C1, convex,
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monotone, and vanishes only when xi = 0. We then define x˜ = (x˜1, . . . , x˜n)T ∈ Rn+, and
h(x) := h0(x˜), x ∈ R
n
+. (8.21)
The chain rule then implies that (8.19) is satisfied, and clearly the function h satisfies all of the other required assump-
tions. Throughout the chapter we restrict to the following special case: For fixed θ > 0 we take,
x˜i = xi log(1 + θ
−1xi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.











The next section concerns the choice of h0.
8.3.3 Workload relaxations
We wish to construct a function h0 : Rn+ → R+ that is convex, monotone and vanishing only at the origin. This is
interpreted as an approximate value function for the associated optimal control problem for the CRW model. Insight
regarding the choice of h0 comes from consideration of the fluid model, motivated by the approximation (8.18).
However, the choice h0 = J∗ is not convenient because J∗ may be complex, and it may not be C1. Instead, we
choose an approximation Ĵ∗ based on a relaxation of the fluid model dynamics.
The relaxation is based on the velocity space V defined in (8.9). Choose an integer nˆr ≤ nr, with nr denoting the
number of distinct workload vectors, and define the relaxed velocity space by
V̂ := {v ∈ Rn : 〈ξi, v〉 ≥ −1, 1 ≤ i ≤ nˆr}.
The relaxation is defined as the differential inclusion
d
dt
qˆ(t) ∈ V̂, qˆ(t) ∈ X, t ≥ 0. (8.22)
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The minimal evacuation time for the relaxation can be expressed as the lower bound on T ∗,
T̂ ∗(x) = max
1≤i≤nˆr
〈ξi, x〉. (8.23)
Note that T̂ ∗(x) ≤ T ∗(x) for all x ∈ Rn+, but equality may hold for a large portion of the state space [80].




c(qˆ(t)) dt, qˆ(0) = x (8.24)
where the minimum is over all solutions to (8.22). Observe that although T̂ ∗ is a function of x ∈ Rn+, it can be
expressed as a function of the nˆr workload values {wi = 〈ξi, x〉}. This is also true for the value function Ĵ∗, as seen
through the following arguments.
In the relaxation, if the vector x+ ∈ Rn+ satisfies 〈ξi, x+〉 ≥ 〈ξi, x〉 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ nˆr, then the time required to





Ĵ∗(x+) : 〈ξi, x+〉 ≥ wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ nˆr
}
where w ∈ Rnˆr is the vector with components wi = 〈ξi, x〉. Moreover, we may regard the workload process as the
control model, and define the control problem directly onw rather than q. The dynamics are trivial: For each t ≥ 0,
d
dt
wˆi(t) ≥ −1, 1 ≤ i ≤ nˆr, wˆ(t) ∈ Ŵ (8.25)
where Ŵ is a polyhedron arising due to the state space constraints:
Ŵ :=
{
w : for some x ∈ X, wi = 〈ξi, x〉, 1 ≤ i ≤ nˆr}.
To complete the description of the workload model we define an effective cost function c¯ : Ŵ → R+ as the solution to
the linear program
c¯(w) = min c(x)
s.t. Ξ̂x = w, x ∈ X
(8.26)
where Ξ̂ = [ξ1 | ξ2 | · · · | ξnˆr ]T. That is, c¯(w) is the cost associated with the “cheapest” state x ∈ X satisfying
the given workload values. With this workload model and effective cost function, the value function (8.24) can be
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c¯(wˆ(t)) dt, wˆ(0) = w (8.27)
where the minimum is over all solutions to (8.25).
Motivation for considering this relaxation is contained in [80]. The mathematical justification is through a sepa-
ration of time scales that is made precise in the following special cases.
One-dimensional relaxation Consider the one-dimensional relaxation obtained with nˆr = 1, in which case V̂ is the
half-space,
V̂ = {v ∈ Rn : 〈ξ1, v〉 ≥ −1}.
The relationship between V and V̂ is illustrated in the left of Figure 8.5.
If X = Rn+, so that upper bounds on occupancy are ignored, then the effective cost c¯ is linear, the value function
Ĵ
∗
is a quadratic function of w, and have the following explicit expressions: On setting c¯∗ = mini ci/ξ1i ,
c¯(w) = c¯∗w, Ĵ
∗
(w) = 12 c¯
∗w2. (8.28)
Suppose for example that ξ1 corresponds to the network cut as shown in Figure 8.4 (a). Then ξ1i = 1/µ6,7 for
i ∈ N+ = {1, . . . , 6}, and ξ1i = 0 for i ∈ N− = {7, . . . , 10}. Under the restriction (8.13) on the cost function, the
parameter that defines the effective cost is c¯∗ = c6/ξ11 . Moreover, the minimizing value of x in (8.26) is given by
x∗6 = w/ξ
1
1 , and x∗i = 0 for i 6= 6. That is, all agents crowd near the corridor connecting zones 6 and 7.
Two-dimensional relaxation Consider now a two dimensional relaxation for the ten-node building model shown in
Figure 8.4, in which case V̂ is an intersection of two half-spaces,
V̂ = {v ∈ Rn : 〈ξi, v〉 ≥ −1, i = 1, 2}.
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The relationship between V and V̂ is illustrated in the right of Figure 8.5. We take ξ1 as described in one-dimensional
relaxation, and ξ2 as the workload vector corresponding to the network cut as shown in Figure 8.4 (b). We have
ξ2i = (µ7,11 + µ9,11 + µ10,11)
−1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ 10. The workload space is given by





Assuming again that X = Rn+, the solution x∗ to (8.26) can be taken as a basic feasible solution, for which x∗i = 0 for
all but at most two values of i. If w1 > 0, then one value i∗1 will be in N1+ = {1, . . . , 6}, and from the foregoing we
again find that i∗1 = 6. The other value i∗2 will be one of the values 7, 9, or 10, assuming ci is constant for these three












giving x∗6 = w1/ξ11 and x∗7 = w2/ξ21 − w1/ξ11 . The effective cost is again a linear function of workload in this
example,





As shown in Proposition 2.1 of [79], the value function Ĵ
∗
is a C1 and piecewise-quadratic function of w ∈ Ŵ. The
detailed calculation of Ĵ
∗
appears in Appendix D.2.
The choice of h0 Based on the preceding analysis, we might take h0 = Ĵ∗, and then use the perturbation (8.21) to
define h in the h-MaxWeight policy (8.20). However, in some cases this approximation is weak. For example, in the
one-dimensional relaxation leading to the value function in (8.28), we have Ĵ∗(x) = 0 if xi = 0 for i ≤ 6. To address
this we introduce a penalty term that introduces a cost when c(x) is far from c¯(Ξ̂x).
In this chapter, we consider the following class of functions based on the multi-dimensional relaxations (say we







where γ > 0 is constant, Ĵ
∗
(w) is the associated fluid value function defined in (8.27), c(x) is the cost function, and
c¯(w) with w = Ξ̂x is the effective cost obtained from the linear program (8.26).
In general Ĵ
∗
(w) is a piecewise quadratic function of w (see workload relaxation examples above and in [79]).
The exact expression of Ĵ
∗
(w) is usually difficult to obtain when considering a large number of workload vectors for
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complex queueing networks [79]. The following function h0 is taken as an approximation to (8.29) in this chapter:
h0(x) = J˜(w) + γ [c(x)− c¯(w)]
2 (8.30)
where J˜ is a quadratic or a piecewise quadratic approximation of Ĵ
∗
.
One heuristic for choosing J˜ is through the construction of a sub-optimal value function for the relaxation. Con-
sider the policy that drains the network linearly, so that q(t) heads towards the origin along a straight line, and reaches
the origin in minimal time. The draining time for relaxation is T̂ ∗(x) obtained from (8.23), so we have,
qˆ(t) = qˆ(0)
T̂ ∗(x) − t
T̂ ∗(x)
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T̂ ∗(x)
when qˆ(0) = x. For this policy, the value function for the relaxation is given by
J˜(w) = 12 T̂
∗(x)c¯(w) (8.31)
where w = Ξ̂x, T̂ ∗(x) is also a function of w, and c¯(w) is the effective cost obtained from the the linear program
(8.26).
The function J˜(w) is a monotone, quadratic function of wi = 〈ξi, x〉 for i = 1, . . . , nˆr. Thus, it is a good heuristic
to construct the function h0. Moreover, the function J˜ given in (8.31) is easy to compute: We only need to use (8.23)
to obtain T̂ ∗(x), and evaluate the linear program (8.26) to obtain c¯(w) at every time step.
8.4 Numerical Results
We first describe the occupancy model used in the simulation of egress from a building. We then consider several
simulation experiments with a single-floor building and a three-floor building. The layout of these buildings appear
in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.3, respectively. We only consider one to three workload vectors for the building lay-
outs considered here. With more complicated building layouts, one could expect greater improvement of evacuation
performance by including more workload vectors.
8.4.1 Single-floor building
The single-floor building is simulated with an initial condition of 1160 agents, distributed in the building as illustrated
in Figure 8.1. All agents are assumed to have homogeneous cooperative behavior: At each time, an agent has only
one choice from four possible routes. The routing matrix is given by B = [B(0) | B(1) | B(2) | B(3)], where B(m)
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for m = 1, 2, 3 is obtained by constructing a route out of the building via Exit-m (see Figure 8.1). The matrix B(0) is
the routing matrix whereby an agent chooses the nearest exit route. Since the agent can only pick one route from four
possible ones, this induces the constraints for the control (allocation) sequence. The constraints is modeled by taking
the constituency matrix as C = [I | I | I | I], where I is the identity matrix.
The statistics of the CRW model is chosen as follows: For the mth constructed route with m = 0, 1, 2, 3, the
transition probability of an agent moving from ith node to jth node is taken as µij = 1/2 if i → j is along the route
towards the exit, and µij = 1/4 otherwise. To remove the uncertainty of the simulation results from the CRM model,
twenty simulation runs are used to obtain the average value of evacuation time in the following.
By solving the linear program (8.12), we obtain the minimal evacuation time T ∗ = 386 for the deterministic fluid
model and the workload vector {ξ}. The cut R∗ = {i : ν∗i > 0} corresponds to pooling of three building exits 1,
2, and 3, which are the main resources for evacuating the building. The workload vector ξ is supported on the entire
building, i.e. ξi > 0 for each i. Thus, by definition, the congested region N+ includes all nodes inside the building.
The non-congested region N− is just the region outside the building. This single workload vector is used to obtain the
h-MaxWeight evacuation policy for simulations.
Comparison of evacuation policies
(i) NearestExit policy. With this policy there is no feedback control and each agent leaves the building via the nearest
exit (the routing matrix B(0) is chosen for each agent). This policy performs poorly because it does not efficiently
utilize all available resources. After a short transient of relatively rapid decrease in the number of agents, both Exit-1
and Exit-3 become congested, as do the left and bottom corridors. In contrast, the top corridor and Exit-2 are never
used. Figure 8.6 depicts the flow direction of the agent movement. The flow direction plot is obtained by drawing
a directed arrow between neighboring nodes with most frequent single-hops over the simulation run. The average
evacuation time using this policy is T = 1112 which is almost three times the lower bound T ∗(x) = 386 obtained for
the fluid model (see Figure 8.2).
These results provide a motivation for the use of optimization and feedback control for the purposes of better
utilization of resources in the building.
(ii) h-MaxWeight policy. The simulation results are based on the quadratic function h0 defined using the single
workload vector {ξ}. The h-MaxWeight policy is implemented according to (8.29). The corresponding resource
pooling vector ν is only supported on three exits which define the resource pooling R∗. It captures the intuition that
three exits must be utilized to facilitate the evacuation.
Figure 8.7 depicts the flow direction of the agent movement obtained using the h-MaxWeight policy. At the
beginning of the simulation, the agents starting in the left region of the building move towards Exit-1 while the
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Figure 8.7: Flow direction of agent movement with the h-MaxWeight policy.
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simulation proceeds under the h-MaxWeight policy, agents begin to move towards Exit-2 as the first and third exits
become congested. Thus the utilization of resources is better than the NearestExit policy. The average evacuation time
using the h-MaxWeight policy is T = 528 which compares favorably to the NearestExit policy (see Figure 8.2).




















Figure 8.8: Average evacuation time as a function of the fraction of mob agents pmob.
Non-cooperative behavior To test the robustness of the h-MaxWeight policy, we carried out simulations where
some of the agents do not obey the h-MaxWeight policy. For each simulation, the agents were divided into two
groups: sheep agents who move according to the h-MaxWeight policy, and mob agents who move according to the
selfish NearestExit policy.
For each of the simulation runs, the initial occupancy is the same as in the previous simulation (see Figure 8.1).
The parameter pmob ∈ [0, 1] is used to specify the fraction of mob agents. If pmob = 0, there are only sheep agents and
one recovers the h-MaxWeight case illustrated in Figure 8.7; If pmob = 1, all agents move according to NearestExit
policy (see Figure 8.6). Figure 8.8 depicts the average evacuation time T as a function of the parameter pmob. For each
value of pmob, twenty simulation runs were used to obtain the average value of the evacuation time. From Figure 8.8, we
find that the average evacuation time increases gracefully as long as pmob < 0.5, i.e., there are more sheep agents than




4 . For pmob =
1
4 (Figure 8.9
(a)), the sheep agents exit the building at an average rate greater than the mob agents. For pmob = 34 (Figure 8.9
(c)), the evacuation process suffers from the starvation of resources caused by the mob agents (the Exit-1 and Exit-
3 are effectively occupied by mob agents). For pmob = 12 (Figure 8.9 (b)), both sheep and mob agents evacuate at
approximately the same rate.
8.4.2 Three-floor building
In this section we present the simulation results for a three-floor building whose schematic is shown in Figure 8.3.
Each floor in the building has the same layout as the single-floor building shown in Figure 8.1. There are two exits
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Figure 8.9: Occupancy evolution plots, where a fraction of agents (Pmob) uses the selfish NearestExit policy.
out of the building, both of which are on the first floor and labeled as Exit-1 and Exit-2. The building topology is such
that an agent must take one of three stairs to move between floors: Stair-1 and Stair-2 are between the first and second
floors, Stair-3 is between the second and third floors. Each stair comprises ten steps and is modeled as 10 queues in
the CRW model. Note that the Stair-4 is not available here but it will be considered later in the building re-design
section as a new resource.
The routing matrix is given by B = [B(0) | B(1) | · · · | B(4)], where B(m),m = 1, 2, 3, 4 is obtained by
constructing the mth possible exiting route. For example, B(1) is related to the route: Stair-3→Stair-1→Exit-1. The
matrix B(0) is the routing matrix whereby an agent always chooses the nearest exit on each floor. At each time, an
agent has only one choice of five routes. Accordingly, the constituency matrix is given by C = [I | I | · · · | I]. The
statistics and simulation setups of the CRW model is the same as what we described for the single-floor building.
The simulation is initialized with 232 agents in the offices in each floor, just as in the single-floor building example.
Initially, there are no agents on the stairs. By solving the linear program (8.10), we obtain the minimal evacuation




, where ξ1 is supported
(i.e., ξ1i > 0) on the entire building, ξ2 is supported on the second and third floors, and ξ3 is supported on the third
floor. The cuts for the three dominant workload are: R1∗ corresponds to pooling of two building exits 1 and 2, R2∗
corresponds to pooling of stairways 1 and 2, and R3∗ corresponds to pooling of stairway 3. These three workload
vectors are used to construct the h-MaxWeight policy (as described in Section 8.3).
Comparison of evacuation policies Figure 8.10 depicts a comparison of the performance with the NearestExit
policy, the h-MaxWeight policy (8.29) using {ξ1}, and the h-MaxWeight policy (8.29) using {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3}. As in the
single-floor example, the performance with the NearestExit policy is poor due to the inefficient utilization of available
resources. The two MaxWeight policies utilize the resources better, leading to better performance.
In the simulations, we find that incorporation of more workload vectors (i.e. {ξ2, ξ3}) alleviates the inefficient
circulation of agent movement. The cut R2∗ divides the building into two regions: N2+ = {j : ξ2j > 0} includes all
nodes of the second and third floors and N2− = {j : ξ2j = 0} includes the nodes of the first floor. Incorporation




into the h-MaxWeight policy directs agents across the cut R2∗ from N2+ to N2−.
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of average evacuation time obtained for the CRW model, using different polices for the
three-floor building. Also shown is an optimal trajectory for the deterministic fluid model.




further improves the evacuation performance.
The average evacuation times are given as follows: NearestExit policy: T = 1116, h-MaxWeight policy with ξ1
alone: T = 877, and h-MaxWeight policy with {ξ1, ξ2, ξ3}: T = 790 (see Figure 8.10).
Building re-design Resource pooling vectors νi associated with the dominant workload vector ξi provide conges-
tion information. This information can be used for building re-design, in which additional resources (stairs, exits or
corridors) are added for faster evacuation. We illustrate re-design with the aid of the three-floor building example.































. Thus, the maximal flow for the cut R3∗ is half of that for R1∗ or R2∗. During simulation runs,
this leads to a slower (by a factor of 2) flow out of the third floor even when the first two floors are relatively empty.
This suggests that evacuation time may be decreased by increasing the maximal flow on the cut R3∗. This may
be accomplished by either re-designing the Stair-3 or by adding another stair from the third floor to the second floor.
For example, in Figure 8.3, we add a new resource Stair-4, connecting third and the second floor to the building.
Then the serving rate for the cut R3∗ is doubled and is equal to that for R1∗ or R2∗. Figure 8.10 depicts a comparison
of the evacuation time obtained using h-MaxWeight policy with and without re-design. Three workload vectors are
employed for the h-MaxWeight policy in both cases. The average evacuation time with re-design for the modified
building is obtained as T = 608, while the average evacuation time for the original building is T = 790. Thus this
simple building re-design leads to a significant reduction for the overall evacuation time.
For a general building topology, the re-design procedure may be carried out by iteratively analyzing the workload
vectors. At each step of iteration, the goal is to increase the smallest serving rate amongst all cuts. Design modi-
fications would involve adding additional resources (stairs, exits, or corridors) that serves to increase the evacuation
rate.
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Multiclass models In a fully controlled setting, the extension to multi-class models in which, for example, the young
and the elderly are given different direction, extensions of the policy synthesis procedure described in this section is
straightforward. In this case it is necessary to extend the model, introducing buffers at each zone to account for the
different agent types. The cost function must be modified to take into account priorities for different agents. We leave
this for the future study.
8.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that workload relaxation techniques from queueing theory can be applied to address perfor-
mance bounds and optimization for the problem of building evacuation. Two models were considered: a stochastic
queueing model based on the Controlled Random Walk model and a fluid model that describes the average behavior
of the stochastic model.
The h-MaxWeight policy showed considerable improvement in evacuation time over the baseline where each agent







Proofs for Chapter 2
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3.1
























where the third equality follows because πP = π.
Consequently, minimization of R(P‖Q̂(µ)(φ)) over µ ∈ P(N ) is equivalent to maximizing the second term on






























with equality if and only if there exist constants {Kl, l ∈M} such that
πj
µj
= Kl, ∀j ∈ φ
−1(l), l ∈M.
This establishes (2.9). Thus, R(P‖Q̂(pi)(φ)) ≤ R(P‖Q̂(µ)(φ)) for all µ ∈ P(N ).
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 2.4.1
Using (2.8), we know Rφ(P‖Q) = Tφ(P‖Q) − Sφ(π) is a convex function with respect to the entries of Q. We
introduce the Lagrangian for the optimization problem (2.10)
























, k, l ∈M. (A.2)




















Substituting (A.3) into (A.2), we obtain the optimal matrix Q(φ) shown in (2.11).
The formulae for the invariant distributions of Q(φ) and Q̂(pi)(φ) can be verified using a straightforward calcula-
tion.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 2.4.2
Using (2.8), we have
Rφ(P‖Q) = Tφ(P‖Q)− Sφ(π). (A.4)
In the following, we simplify the two terms on the right hand side separately.
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= −H(P ) +H(Q(φ)). (A.5)


















= −h(π) + h(θ(φ)). (A.6)
Substituting (A.5) and (A.6) into (A.4), we obtain (2.14).
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Appendix B
Proofs for Chapter 3
B.1 Proof of Proposition 3.2.1
Using (3.1), we know that if v is an indicator on a subset (i.e., the first group of states) N1 ⊂ N , then 1− v is also an
indicator but on the complementary subset N2 = N/N1. Using (2.11), we have
Q(v) =






Noting that v′ΠP (1−v) = (1−v)′ΠPv = β(v)−α(v) and (1−v)′Π(1−v) = 1−β(v), we obtain the formula
(3.3) for Q(v). The invariant distribution of Q directly follows from (6.13) in Theorem 2.4.1. The constraints (3.4)
follows from the fact that Q(v) is a stochastic matrix.
The first eigenvalue of Q is κ1 = 1 due to the fact that Q is a stochastic matrix. The other eigenvalue can be
directly computed by using the fact that the trace of a matrix is equal to the summation of all its eigenvalues.
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.3.1




















α(1 − 2β + α)
)
(ΠP + P ′Π)v +
(
log
(1− β)2(β − α)2
β2(1− 2β + α)2
)
2Πv. (B.1)
The critical points are obtained by setting (B.1) equal to zero. We have the following two cases:
(i) If α = β2, then
log
(β − α)2
α(1 − 2β + α)
= log
(1 − β)2(β − α)2






(ii) If α 6= β2, then log (β−α)2















α(1 − 2β + α)
)
(λΠv −ΠPˇ v) = 0.
B.3 Constraints (3.4) hold for all v ∈ S•







So, for v ∈ S• ⊂ S:












where in the last inequality we used the bound,
β(v)2 ≤ α(v) ≤ λ2β(v) ⇒ β(v) ≤ λ2 < 1.
Combining (B.2) and (B.3), we have




Thus, the constraints (3.4) hold for all v ∈ S•.
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(λ) = −B(λ) log
(1− λ)2B(λ)
λ(1− 2B(λ) + λB(λ))
.
From the graph of B(λ) (see Figure 3.1), we have B(λ) ≥ 0 and B(λ) ≤ λ. Then,








(λ) ≥ 0 where equality holds for λ = 0.
B.5 Proof of Proposition 3.3.2
At the spectral critical points, the function F is also a function of the non-negative eigenvalue λ. To see this, left-
multiplying (3.12) by v′ on both sides, we obtain (3.14). By substituting α = λβ into (3.13), we obtain the implicit
relation (3.15) between λ and β. We then use the (3.15) to express β in terms of λ. For each fixed value of λ ∈ [0, 1],
there are two possible implicit solutions: The first solution is β = λ. Together with (3.14), this implies that α = λβ =
β2. At such points, F (v) = 0, the minimum value of F (see Proposition 3.3.5). The other solution is
β = B(λ) (B.5)
where B(λ) is a monotonically increasing function of λ (depicted in Figure 3.1), with B(0) = 0 and B(1) = 12 . For
this solution,
β(v) = B(λ) ≤ λ
where the equality holds only at λ = 0. Using (3.14), this also implies α(v) ≥ β(v)2, i.e., v ∈ S•.
In summary, the spectral critical points are given by v = cku(k) ∈ S• with β(v) = B(λk) and α(v) = λkB(λk)
(from (3.14) and (B.5)). The constant ck is obtained from
β(v) = v′Πv = c2k(u
(k))′Πu(k) = B(λk).
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At such spectral critical points, both the function F and the matrix Q can be expressed as a function of the eigenvalue
λ ∈ {λ2, . . . , λn}, i.e., F (v) = F•(λ) (see (3.16)) and
Q(v) =






Note that (B.6) is a Markov transition matrix because λ ∈ [0, 1] and B(λ) ∈ [0, 12 ]. The eigenvalues are given by
κ1 = 1 and κ2 = λ−B(λ)1−B(λ) ≥ 0.
B.6 Proof of Theorem 3.3.3
The proof of Theorem 3.3.3 is based on the analysis of eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix at the spectral critical points.
A formula for these eigenvalues is given in the following Lemma. The proof of the Lemma appears at the end of this
section.
Lemma B.6.1 Suppose v is a spectral critical point of the function F (v), i.e. it is the eigenvector of Pˇ with the
corresponding eigenvalue λv . We denote the Hessian matrix W (v) := d
2F
dv2
(v). If u is the eigenvector of Pˇ with the
corresponding eigenvalue λu, then u also satisfies the following eigen-equation:
W (v)u = λ˜uvΠu (B.7)
where the formula for λ˜uv is given by:
(i) If u ∈ span{v}, then
λ˜uv = −
4(λv(β(v) + 1)− 2β(v))
(1− β(v))(1 − 2β(v) + λvβ(v))
. (B.8)
(ii) If u /∈ span{v}, then




λv(1− 2β(v) + λvβ(v))
)
. (B.9)
Proof of Theorem 3.3.3: From Lemma B.6.1, we know that the Hessian matrix W (v) shares the same eigenvectors
as Pˇ . For the spectral critical point v, we use the notation λ˜uv to denote the eigenvalue of W (v) (see (B.7)) and λu to
denote the eigenvalue of Pˇ (see (3.12)), both with the same eigenvector u. To obtain the decomposition (3.19) on the
subspace S, we only need to consider the signs of λ˜uv for different u. We have the following three cases:
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(i) If λu > λv , then λ˜uv ≥ 0. This follows by using the formula (B.9) for λ˜uv . At the spectral critical point v,
β(v) = B(λv). Using (B.4),
log
(1− λv)2B(λv)
λv(1 − 2B(λv) + λvB(λv))
≤ 0
where equality holds only at λv = 0. Using (B.9), we obtain λ˜uv ≥ 0.
(ii) If λu < λv , then λ˜uv ≤ 0. The proof of this case is identical to Case (i).
(iii) If λu = λv , there are two cases to consider:
• If u /∈ span{v}, then λ˜uv = 0 by using (B.9).
• If u ∈ span{v}, then λ˜uv ≤ 0. The formula for λ˜uv is given by (B.8). For λv ∈ [0, 1], we have β(v) = B(λv) ∈
[0, 12 ] (see (B.5)). Then (1 − β(v)) ≥ 0, (1 − 2β(v) + λvβ(v)) ≥ 0, and (λv(B(λv) + 1) − 2B(λv)) ≥ 0.
Thus, λ˜uv ≤ 0.
We thus arrive at the decomposition (3.19).
If we assume λ2 ∈ (λ3, 1) is a simple eigenvalue, then Ω(2)I = ∅ (see discussion after definition (3.18)). For
u˜ ∈ Ω
(2)
D = S, u˜
′W (v)u˜ < 0. Thus v = c2u(2) corresponds to a local maximum of the function F on the subspace S.
The decomposition (3.19) also implies that the spectral critical points are saddle points for k ∈ {3, . . . , n}.
In the interior of the constraint set S• ⊂ S, a critical point necessarily is a spectral critical point v = cku(k) with
the function value F (v) = F•(λk) for k = 2, 3, . . . , n. In the constrained set S•, the maximum of F•(λ) is obtained
at the second largest eigenvalue λ = λ2 ≥ 0 (see Figure 3.1 and surrounding discussion). So, to conclude that the
local maximizer v = c2u(2) is a global maximizer on the constraint set S•, we only need to check the boundary of S•.
It is given by
∂ S• := {v ∈ S• : α(v) = β(v)2}.
For any v ∈ ∂ S•, we have F (v) = 0, the minimum value of the function F (see Proposition 3.3.5). Thus F•(λ2) is
the global maximum of the function F on S•.









































































































λ(β(v) + 1)− 2β(v)
β(v)(1 − β(v))(1 − 2β(v) + λβ(v))
≤ 0. (B.12)
The nonpositivity of (B.12) is by the fact that λ ∈ [0, 1], β(v) = B(λ) ∈ [0, 0.5] (see (B.5)), and λ(β + 1) − 2β =
λ(B(λ) + 1)− 2B(λ) ≥ 0.
Using (B.1) and (B.12), we obtain the Hessian matrix at the critical point v:
W (v) = −
4(λ(β(v) + 1)− 2β(v))




λ(1− 2β(v) + λβ(v))
)
(ΠPˇ − λΠ).
To obtain the eigenvalues of W (v), we first note that the vector v is an eigenvector of (3.12) with eigenvalue λv .
Let u be an eigenvector of (3.12) with eigenvalue λu. We have two cases to consider:
If u /∈ span{v}, then v′Πu = 0. So,




λv(1− 2β(v) + λvβ(v))
)
Π(λvu− Pˇ u)
= 2(λv − λu) log
(
(1− λv)2β(v)
λv(1 − 2β(v) + λvβ(v))
)
Πu
where we use the eigen-equation Pˇ u = λuu in the last step.
If u ∈ span{v}, then u = cv and Pˇ u = λvu. So,
W (v)u =
4(2β(v)− λv(β(v) + 1))
β(v)(1 − β(v))(1 − 2β(v) + λvβ(v))
Πvv′Πcv − 2 log
(
(1− λv)2β(v)




4(λv(β(v) + 1)− 2β(v))
(1− β(v))(1 − 2β(v) + λvβ(v))
Πu.
B.7 Proof of Proposition 3.3.5
Using (3.6), we have
F (v) = h(θ(v)) −H(Q(v)). (B.13)
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Denote α = α(v) and β = β(v). The entropy of aggregated invariant distribution
h(θ(v)) = −β log(β) − (1− β) log(1− β) ≤ log(2) (B.14)
where the upper bound is reached at β = 12 . The entropy rate of the aggregated Markov chain
−H(Q(v)) = −βh(ξ1)− (1− β)h(ξ2) ≤ 0 (B.15)











1− 2β + α
1− β
].
The upper bound of −H(Q(v)) is reached at α = β. Using (B.13)-(B.15), we obtain the upper bound of F (v).
The lower bound of F (v) is obtained by the application of the log-sum inequality:
−H(Q(v)) ≥ β log β + (1− β) log(1− β) = −h(θ(v))
where the equality holds if and only if α = β2.
The upper bound is reached for all v such that α(v) = β(v) = 12 (e.g., v = ± 1√21). The lower bound is reached
for all v such that α(v) = β(v)2 (e.g., v = 0 and v = 1).
B.8 Proof of Proposition 3.3.6
The following two lemmas are useful to obtain the bounds on mutual information given in Proposition 3.3.6. The first
of these lemmas is borrowed form [58].
Lemma B.8.1 (Theorem 2 of [58]) Suppose v¯ ∈ T, then
1 + λn ≤ Q11(v¯) +Q22(v¯) ≤ 1 + λ2
where λ2 and λn denote the second largest and the smallest eigenvalues of Pˇ , respectively.
The following lemma establishes the monotonicity properties of the functions F˜ and F◦. The proof appears at the
end of this section.
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Lemma B.8.2 (i) For any fixed β0 ∈ [0, 12 ], the function F˜ (α, β0) is a non-decreasing function of variable α ∈
[β20 , β0].
(ii) For any fixed λ0 ∈ [0, 1], the function F◦(λ0, β) is a non-decreasing function of β ∈ [0, 12 ].









where the equality holds with v¯ = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0], where the 1 corresponds to the minimum πi. Therefore, we
have β(v¯) ∈ [π, 12 ].
Using Lemma B.8.1, we bound the trace of Q(v¯)
1 + λn ≤ Q11(v¯) +Q22(v¯) ≤ 1 + λ2.
By using the formula for Q(v¯), we have
1 + λn ≤
α
β
+ 1−2β+α1−β ≤ 1 + λ2
∴ , λnβ(1− β) + β2 ≤ α ≤ λ2β(1 − β) + β2. (B.16)
For any fixed β0 ∈ [π, 12 ], we can write (B.16) as
β20 ≤ λnβ0(1 − β0) + β
2
0 ≤ α ≤ λ2β0(1− β0) + β
2
0 ≤ β0.
Using Lemma B.8.2 (i), we then have
F◦(λn, β0) ≤ F˜ (α, β0) ≤ F◦(λ2, β0). (B.17)
Note that F (v¯) = F˜ (α(v¯), β(v¯)). The lower bound of F (v¯) is obtained by minimizing the lower bound of (B.17) over
all β0. The upper bound of F (v¯) is obtained by maximizing the upper bound of (B.17) over all β0. Using Lemma B.8.2
(ii), we obtain the lower and the upper bound of F (v¯) by setting β0 = π and β0 = 12 , respectively.
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Proof of Lemma B.8.2: The monotonicity properties are established by explicitly evaluating the partial derivatives:
∂F˜
∂α
(α, β) = log




(λ, β) = 2 log
(1− λ)(1 − β)
(1− (1 − λ)β)
+ (λ+ 2(1− λ)β) log
(1− (1− λ)β)(λ + (1− λ)β)
β(1 − β)(1 − λ)2
.
B.9 Proof of Proposition 3.3.7
The following lemma, adapted from [58], is used to obtain the bound on mutual information given in Proposition 3.3.7.
Lemma B.9.1 (Corollary 3 of [58]) Suppose v¯ ∈ T, then
1 + ρ(v¯)λ2 ≤ Q11(v¯) +Q22(v¯) ≤ 1 + λ2
where ρ(v¯) is defined in (3.22).
Proof of Proposition 3.3.7: The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.3.6. Denote ρ¯ = ρ(v¯(2)), β¯ = β(v¯(2)).
Using the formula for Q(v¯) (see (3.3)), we have




1− 2β¯ + α
1− β¯
≤ 1 + λ2.
Then,
ρ¯λ2β¯(1 − β¯) + β¯
2 ≤ α ≤ λ2β¯(1− β¯) + β¯
2. (B.18)
The proof then follows by using Lemma B.8.2.
B.10 Proof of Theorem 3.3.8
As ε→ 0, λ2(Pˇε)→ 1 and the corresponding eigenvector u(2)(Pˇε) approaches a piecewise constant vector (see [33]).
This implies that ρ(v¯(2)ε )→ 1. Hence, the lower bound approaches the upper bound of F (v¯(2)ε ) as ε→ 0, which proves
the first part of Theorem 3.3.8. The second part follows from the straightforward substitution
F◦(1, β∗) = −(β∗) log(β∗)− (1 − β∗) log(1− β∗) = h(β∗).
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Appendix C
AlgoBIPA: A Recursive Bi-partition
Algorithm
In this chapter, we provide a heuristic algorithm to address the optimal partition problem (2.13) or (2.15). Recall that
the bi-partition problem is approximated by considering the second eigenvector in Chapter 3. The heuristic here is to
employ a recursive bi-partition algorithm to obtain a sub-optimal solution for the m-partition problem.
Let u(2) denote the eigenvector corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue of Pˇ (see (3.12)). A sub-optimal
bi-partition function φ∗ is obtained by considering the sign-structure of u(2) (see Chapter 3 for more details):
φ∗i =




A recursive bi-partition algorithm (AlgoBIPA) is proposed to obtain the m ≥ 2 partitions in a sub-optimal way: In
the mth iteration of the algorithm, we assume that a partition with m groups (or super-states) is given. The objective
of the mth-iteration is to obtain a refinement that has (m + 1) groups. For i = 1, . . . ,m, we denote by P (i) the
sub-Markov transition matrix that describes the transition probabilities within the ith group. The ith group is split
into two sub-groups according to the sign-structure of the second eigenvector for the eigenvalue problem associated
with Pˇ (i). The spectral split of the ith group alone provides a partition of the states into (m+ 1) groups. We denote
this partition as φ(i), and use it to evaluate the optimal aggregated transition matrix Q(φ(i)) according to (2.11). From





The associated aggregated transition matrix is chosen as Q(φ(imin)).
The recursive algorithm is a heuristic based on the consideration of the bi-partition problem. A termination strategy
can be based on a threshold value for the modeling error, e.g., the algorithm can be terminated if
∣∣Rφm(P‖Q(φm))−Rφm−1(P‖Q(φm−1))∣∣ ≤ εtol
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where φm := φ(i
(m)
min ), φm−1 := φ(i
(m−1)
min ), and εtol is a pre-specified tolerated error.
Remark C.0.1 In certain cases, the heuristic may be used in conjunction with other methods. For instance, if the
number of partitions is a priori known (e.g., m = 2 in this paper), one could consider employing a stochastic local
search, starting with a spectral sub-optimal partition, and considering neighboring partitions (e.g. by swapping states




Proofs for Chapter 8
D.1 Proof of Proposition 8.2.1





T ∗(q(t)) = −1.
This implies that for any time t, and any feasible control for the fluid model,
T ∗(q(t+ 1)) ≥ T ∗(q(t)) − 1. (D.1)
We now turn to the CRW model. Since the function T ∗ is convex, then by Jensen’s inequality,
E[T ∗(Q(t+ 1)) | Q(t) = x, U(t) = u] ≥ T ∗
(
E[Q(t+ 1) | Q(t) = x, U(t) = u]
)
= T ∗(x+Bu).
Returning to the fluid model, if q(t) = x, then q(t+ s) = x + (Bu)s, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 is feasible for the fluid model. The
bound (D.1) then gives,
E[T ∗(Q(t+ 1)) | Q(t) = x, U(t) = u] ≥ T ∗(x)− 1.
We conclude that the process defined below is a sub-martingale,
M(t) := T ∗(Q(t)) + t, t = 0, 1, 2, . . .
The submartingale property gives, for any initial condition Q(0) = x,
Ex[M(t ∧ T0)] ≥M(0) = T
∗(x). (D.2)
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If the mean of T0 is infinite, (8.11) is straightforward. Now suppose the mean of T0 is finite, then the collection of
random variables {M(t ∧ T0) : t ≥ 0} is uniformly integrable. To see this we first bound these random variables as
follows,










The right hand side has finite mean provided the mean of T0 is finite, since
∣∣M(i+1)−M(i)∣∣ is a bounded sequence.
Uniform integrability follows.
Consequently, we can let t→∞ in (D.2) to obtain,
Ex[T
∗(Q(T0)) + T0] = Ex[M(T0)] ≥M(0) = T ∗(x).
This establishes the desired bound since T ∗(Q(T0)) = 0.
D.2 Value function of two-dimensional relaxation
To obtain the expression of Ĵ
∗
, we denote the upper boundary, the upper interior, the lower boundary, and the lower
interior of Ŵ as:
∂Ŵ1 := {w : w1 = 0, w2 ≥ 0}
Ŵ◦1 := {w : w2 ≥ w1 > 0}



















TM1w, if w ∈ Ŵ◦1 ∪ ∂Ŵ1
1
2w
TM2w, if w ∈ Ŵ◦2 ∪ ∂Ŵ2.
Computation of Ĵ
∗
is performed as follows: First, we find the optimal drift vector δi and the effective cost c¯(w) =







. For w ∈ ∂Ŵ1, δ1 :=(0,−1)T, c¯1 :=(0, c7/ξ21)T. Forw ∈ ∂Ŵ2, δ2 :=(−1,−ξ21/ξ11)T, c¯2 :=(c6/ξ11 , 0)T.
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(w), δ〉 = −c¯(w).
For w ∈ Ŵ◦1 ∪ ∂Ŵ1, we have
〈M1w, δ0〉 = −〈c¯0, w〉, 〈M1w, δ1〉 = −〈c¯1, w〉.
It follows that M1δi = −c¯i for i = 0, 1, which implies
M1 =





For w ∈ Ŵ◦2 ∪ ∂Ŵ2, we have
〈M2w, δ0〉 = −〈c¯0, w〉, 〈M2w, δ2〉 = −〈c¯2, w〉.











It is straightforward to verify that the gradient of Ĵ
∗
is continuous on the boundary between two regions Ŵ◦1 and Ŵ◦2 ,
i.e., M1w =M2w for w1 = w2. Thus the C1 property of Ĵ
∗
is satisfied for all w ∈ Ŵ.
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